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ABSTRACT 

A general procedue for the solid-phase synthesis of branched oligonucleotide 

analogs, including some with similar base sequence to the yeast (Sacchannoyces 

cerevisiae) rp51 -A, is described using the automated solid-phase phosphite 

triester approac h. Using readily available phosphoramidite reagents, branch- 

points were introduced by sequential removal of the phosphate (fl-cyanoethyl or 

methyl) and silyl protecting groups without detaching the nascent oligonucleotide 

fiom the solid-support. This then allowed the extension Çom the branch-point in 

the conventional 3 ' 3 ,  or the unconventional 5',3' directions, thus affording 

complete control over the base composition and direction of strand around the 

branch point. 

The protocol was modified for the synthesis of msDNA, a DNA/RNA branched 

chimera. Using a combination of silyl and Fpmp groups for the protection of 2'- 

hydroxyl functions, a linear oligonucleotide was assembled. Branching was then 

introduced using the methodology developed for branched DNA. 

Utilization of capillary electrophoresis (CE) in the analysis of branched nucleic 

acids was also touched upon. CE proved to be a very powerfùl technique in the 

separation and identification of a mixture of four branched oligonuc1eotides. This 

technique, CE, was also seen to be an attractive alternative for foliowing the 

debranching reaction, thus eliminating the need for radioactively labeled 

substrates. 



The unique structural properties of branched nucleic acids were exploited in 

investigation of the association properties of bNAs. By synthesizing branch 

molecules, capable of fomiing T:A/T triplexes in the parallel (Hoogsteen) or the 

antiparallel (reverse Hoogsteen) T N T  motifs allowed, for the fust time, a direct 

cornparison of their relative stabilities. Most of the 0.25 kcal ~OI- ' /TAT base 

triplet difference in stabilities was seen to corne fiom differences in enthalpy, with 

the parallel (Hoogsteen) base triplet being more stable. 

Studies to explore structural effects in the use of a branched adenosine as 

replacement for nucleotide loops in duplex DNA are also descnbed. Branched 

oligonucleotides of the type r~[~'"d~~d~io-5']"'5d~~d~~o-3' and 

r~["'d~~3',3'd~~~-5']~*5d~~d~~~-3' are shown to form hairpin duplexes with 

thermal stabilities comparable to or better than that of one with a natural 

deoxynucleotide loop. Molecular modeling was used to study the conformation 

of branched hairpin Ioops. In certain cases branched hairpins adopted 

conformations similar to the ones seen in natwally occurring super stable RNA 

hairpins. 

nie branched nucleic acids (bNAs) also proved to be invaluable tools for studying 

in vitro splicing and the substrate specificity of the yeast debranching enzyme. 



Un protocole général de synthèse d'analogues d'oligonucléotides ramifiés, en 

phase solide automatisée, est présenté. La synthèse de nucléotides contenant des 

séquences similaires a celles de la levure (Succhannoyces cerevisiae) rp5 1 mRNA 

est aussi rapportée. Les points de ramification ont éîé introduits par le retrait 

séquentiel de groupes protecteurs de phosphate (P-cyanure d'éthyle ou de 

méthyle) ou de silyle, tout en évitant de détacher l'oligonucléotide du support 

solide. Il est ainsi possible de fàire croître l'oligonucléotide à partir du point de 

ramification selon la direction conventionelle 3'3'  ou dans la direction opposée 

5',3', ceci permettant un parfait contrôle de la composition en bases et de la 

direction du brin autour du point de ramification. 

Le protocole a été modifié pour la synthèse du msADN, un analogue ramifié 

d'ADN/ARN. Un oligonucléotide a été assemblé en utilisant la combinaison des 

groupes silyles et Fpmp pour la protection des fonctions 2'-hydroxyles. La 

ramification a ensuite été réalisée en utilisant la méthodologie développée pour 

l'ADN ramifié. 

L'électrophorèse capillaire (EC) a aussi été utilisée pour l'analyse d'acides 

nucléiques ramifiés. L'EC s'est avérée être une technique très efficace pour la 

séparation et l'identification de mélanges de quatre oligonucléotides ramifiés. 

L'EC peut aussi être une alternative intéressante au marquage radioactif de 

substrats pour suivre la réaction de déramification. 



Les propriétés structurales inédites des acides nucléiques ont été exploitées pour 

la caractérisation d'ADN hélicoidal triple. La synthèse de molécules ramifiées 

capables de former des triplex T:A/T dans le sens parallèle (Hoogsteen) ou anti- 

parallèle (Hoogsteen inversé), selon le motifs T N T ,  permet de comparer leur 

stabilité relative. La différence de stabilité est de 0'25 kcal mol-'RAT. La majeure 

partie de cette différence s'explique par la différence d'enthalpie, le triplet 

parallèle (Hoogsteen) étant plus stable. 

L'utilisation d'adénosine ramifiée comme remplacement de boucles de 

nucléotides dans le duplexe d'ADN est aussi décrite. Des oligonucléotides 

ramifiés de type r~['~*~'d~.d~~o-5']~'5d~,,d~~0-3' et r~ [~ '*~ 'd~n3 ' , 3 ' dA~o-  

5']3'*5dCndT~0-3' forment des duplexes en tête d'épingle et ont une stabilité 

thermique comparable a celle de la boucle de déoxynucléotide existant a l'état 

naturel. La modélisation moléculaire a aussi été utilisée pour étudier la 

conformation des boucles en tête d'épingle ramifiées. Dans certains cas, les 

confomations de ces systèmes sont similaires à celles adoptées par les duplexes 

d'ADN super stables existant naturellement. 

Les acides nucléiques ramifiés @NAs) s'avèrent être de très bons outils pour 

étudier le collage iti vitro et la spécificité de l'enzyme de déramification de la 

levure vis-à-vis du substrat. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 IMPORTANCE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 

The chernistry of life on our planet is ultimately based upon the chemical and 

physical behavior of nucleic acids. Nucleic acids are also thought to have played 

an important role in the origin and evolution of life. Remarkably, aithough based 

on relatively simple monomers, nucleic acids participate in an impressive array of 

complex biological functions including the storage, replication and transmission 

of genetic (hereditary) information. DNA was the first chemical found to be 

capable of canying genetic information.' This was so revolutionary a finding that 

the authors were very cautious and they made no mention of the word "gene" in 

their publication. This cautious approach was well founded since up to that time 

proteins were thought to be carriers of genes and nucleic acids were thought of 

being just a lowly inert skeleton supporthg the proteins, the "'real" molecules of 

Me. As Moskovits wrote: 

"No one was willing to believe that so boring a 
rnolecule as DNA, made up as it is from sugar, phosphate. 
and four simple organic buses, was the serfish emissary 
chosen to curry so important a message. "2 

Later RNA, was also found to be capable of canying and transmission of genetic 

information.3.4 

The pnmary structure of both DNA and RNA is shown in figure 1.1. Nucleic 

acids are polymenc molecules composed of nucleotides. A mononucleotide 

consists of a specific heterocyclic base, a five-membered carbohydrate moiety and 

a phosphate group. Lt is the sequence in which different nucleotides are arranged 



along the polymer chah that gives each nucleic acid its own distinctive chemical 

and physical properties. The major heterocyclic bases are five in total and could 

be divided into two classes. The two bicyclic purines; adenine and guanine, and 

the three monocyclic pyrimidines; cytosine, uracil and thymine @NA contains 

thymine while RNA contains uracil). The carbohydrate moiety in nucleic acids is 

the B-D-ribofuranose (for RNA) or its 2-deoxy derivative (for DNA). To 

differentiate between the carbohydrate and heterocyclic base, the positions of 

atoms in the sugar rings are primed. 

O 1 
O-P-OR J phosghodies&r 

II 
O 

RNA 
O-D-ribose 

cytosine 

Figure 1.l:Primary structures of 2'-deoxyribonucleic acid @NA, left) and ribonucleic 
acid (RNA, Rght) including nurnbering for carbohydrate, purine, and 
pyrimidine moieties. 



In both DNA and RNA, the carbohydrate moieties are attached to the heterocyclic 

bases via a Clt-N9 B-glycosidic bond for purines and a Cl'-Nl B-glycosidic bond 

for pyrimidines. The combined heterocyclic base and the carbohydrate moiety is 

tenned a nucleoside. The nucleoside monomers are joined by a phosphodiester 

linkage between the C3' hydroxyl of one nucleoside and the CS' hydroxyl of the 

next nucleoside forming the polyrnenc nature of nucleic acids. Al1 nucleotides in 

the polyrner are linked by similar 3'-5'-phosphodiester linkages thus providing a 

directionality to the nucleic acids. Although the above represent the basic 

composition of DNA and RNA, there exists a variety of modified nucleotides in 

nature.' 

Although DNA and RNA are very sirnilar in their primary structure, there are 

some major differences between them. Absence of the 2'-OH makes DNA much 

more stable than RNA.6v7 This relative stability of DNA molecules also makes 

them much better suited for the storage of genetic information. Also DNA is 

typically double stranded whereas RNA is prirnarily single stranded. In 1953, 

Watson and Crick* deciphered the three-dimensional structure of DNA and 

showed that DNA was in fact composed of two linear polynucleotides. The two 

linear polynucleotides were held together by the ability of heterocyclic bases to 

recognize their complement through base pairing by hydrogen bonding (H- 

bonds), adenine pairs with thymine and guanine with cytosine. These 

polynucleotide chains usually form nght handed double helices with the chains 

oriented antiparallel to each other. 

Although DNA contains the genetic information, it in itself is inert, without 

means of expression. The flow of genetic information begins with the DNA being 

hanscnbed to RNA, which is ultimately translated into proteins. For a long time 



fidelity of the transmission of genetic information fiom DNA was thought to be 

due to formation of hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) in the Watson-Crick base pairings. 

The H-bonds between Watson Crick base pairs were viewed as the actual conduct 

of Uiforrnation flow, whereas base-stacking interactions served more of a 

structural role. Recently Kool's group has cast doubt on this simple theory? 

Using nucleoside derivatives lacking the ability for hydrogen bonding based on 

Watson-Cnck païring, they observed fidelity of genetic transmission sirnilar to the 

wild type cases. Also interesting was the hding that derivatives unable to 

hydrogen bond worked equally well if it they were part of the template being 

transcribed or incorporated into the nascent strand. By providing nucleoside 

analog derivatives through chemical synthesis, they have demonstrated that 

chemistry can play an important role in elucidating the mechanism involved in 

this and other sirnilar biochemical processes so important for life on Earth. 

Compared to DNA, RNA is unique in that it is capable of at least four distinct 

biological roles. The main role of RNA appears to be in the transfer of genetic 

information encoded in DNA. This firnction is readily carried out by messenger 

RNAs transcribed fiom the DNA. In certain viral genomes the storage and 

transmission of genetic information is in the form of RNAs, which are first 

"reverse" transcribed to DNA. Secondly, RNAs such as transfer and ribosomal 

RNA act as structural scaffolds during translation of iflormation fiom messenger 

RNAs to protein. Thirdly, RNA has been found to possess catalytic properties. 

This was initially demonstrated by Cech and coworkers in the self-splicing 

activity of an intron in the nuclear pre-rRNA of the protozoan Tetrahymena 

thermophila without the assistance of proteins.10-12 Additionally, RNA has been 

shown to function in true catalytic fashion in the RNA processing activity of 

RNase Pi3J4 and the activity of various ribozymes and related structures. Tbat 



RNA can carry out reactions other than cleavage of nucleic acids was shown by 

the discovery of a RNA-rnediated insertion of uridine residues in certain 

mitochondrial genes in kinetoplastid protozoa.15 Nolleri6 and others17 have 

suggested that in some lower organisms the catalytic component of the ribosome 

carrying out the peptide bond formation is actually a RNA molecule. However no 

m e r  studies have been reported. Fourthly, RNA is a regulatory element in 

HIV-1 (e-g. the "tar" RNA). RNA has also been shown to fùnction as 

transcription factor in eukaryotes. '8 

Based on the catalytic activities of RNA molecules mentioned above, and using 

in-vitro molecular evolution techniques, the repertoire of reactions perfonned by 

nucleic acids has been expanded. Catalytic nucleic acids are now able to 

recognize and bind substrates other than nucleic acids and to carry out catalysis of 

specific reactions. 19-23 

From the ability of RNA to carry out such a diverse array of functions, several 

investigators have speculated that life was fmt based on RNA rnole~ules .2~~~ 

Further evidence supporting this hypothesis is the observation that most biological 

coenzymes are ribonucleotides or derivatives of ribonucleotides.2g Transfer of 

genetic information storage funftion from RNA to the more stable DNA may 

have been facilitated by reverse transcriptase, enzymes which catalyze the reverse 

transcription of RNA into DNA.3031 Observation of bacterial reverse 

transcriptases which use their own RNA for priming the reverse transcription 

process as in msDNA32, M e r  lends support to the "RNA world" hypothesis. 

1.2 RNA SPLICING 

The mechanism by which information stored in DNA is expressed has largely 

been elucidated. For a long t h e  it was assumed that flow of information fkom the 



genome to the h a 1  funftional protein product was from a continuous array of 

coding sequences in the genomic DNA. However, in 1977, Sharpu and Roberts" 

independently discovered that protein-coding DNA sequences ("exons") 

contained intersperseci segments which were not present in the final mature RNA. 

Now it has been well established that almost al1 eukaryotic RNAs are generated 

from precursor transcripts @re-mRNA) containing stretches of nucleotides which 

must be removed to produce functional mature RNAs. These usually noncoding 

sequences, termed the "introns" (or intervening sequences), are removed from 

pre-mRNA during post-transcriptional processing (RNA splicing). Studies on 

genes coding for tRNA and rRNA have also s h o w  the presence of "introns" in 

the genes coding for these RNAd4 

The number of introns per gene sequence varies fkom gene to gene and species to 

species. Initially thought of as "junk DNA", introns are now known to be an 

important part in the flow of genetic information. Studies by Leverette35, 

Tycowski36, and BacheIlerie37 have shown that in some cases pre-mRNA introns 

contain the coding sequences for some small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), that 

may be important in rRNA assembly and maturation. The creation of a human 

intron-encoded RNA library,38 database searches for sequences with 

complementarity to rRNA,39 and isolation fiom HeLa cells4* have led to 

identification of many encoding introns that play an array of roles in rRNA 

maturation, e.g. antisense snoRNAs. 

Based on sequence complementarity between intron-encoded snoRNAs and sites 

of 2'-O-methylation in rRNAs, Bachellene and coworkers37~4~ demonstrated that 

some intron-encoded snoRNAs were directing 2'-O-methylation of rRNAs. Gene 

deletion38 and altered sequence complementarity42 confïrmed the role of snoRNA 



in methylation of rRNA. More recent w o r ~ 3 ~ u  has shown snoRNAs to be also 

involved in formation of pseudouridines. Also recentiy, Ho and coworker+ 

observed an intron coded protein fiom Aspergillus niduluns assisting in group 1 

intron RNA splicing. Of interest was the observation that the intron encoded 

protein also showed DNA endonuclease activity'? 

RNA splicing is a complex process which varies based on the type of RNA 

involved, but the key feature is the excision of introns and ligation of exons to 

form a mature RNA. A number of genetic diseases have been known to corne 

from defects in RNA splicing, by which abnormal mature RNAs are produced. 

Recently, it has been reported that aberrant splicing of genes may be implicated in 

breast46 and colon47 cancers. Aberrant splicing has also been indicated in some 

cases of familial re tinobla~toma.~8 

Although no mechanism for retaining the unspliced RNA transcripts in the 

nucleus is known, splicing of pre-RNAs invariably occurs in the nu~leus.~g RNA 

transcripts which c m  not be properly spliced are retained in the nu cl eus.^* It is 

interesting to note that the RNA transcnpts which are part of an alternative 

splicing pattern are readily transported to the cytoplasm even though they contain 

alternatively spliced introns. It is not clear if splicing of the pre-E2NA transcript is 

a requirement for transport to the cytoplasm. For example, some studies have 

shown a strict requirement of splicing for transport to cytoplasm,sll~2 while othen 

have shown the absence of such stringencies.5334 Also mRNAs from genes that 

do not contain introns are transported to the cytoplasm without splicingss 

From in vitro studies on the splicing of adenovims 2 late major transcripts, 

Padgett et ~1.56 postulated a mechanism for the pre-mRNA splicing pathway 



involving two transesterification steps, scheme 1.1. The excised intron is released 

in a novel "lariat" configuration, Le. a circdar RNA with a "tail". Presence of 

novei vicinal 2',5'- and 3',5'-phosphodiester linkages define the "branchpoint," a 

key feature of the lariat structure, figure 1.2. The results of these studies showed 

that there was a conservation of phosphate groups and phosphodiester energy and 

thus required no exogenous energy. The two transesterification steps mechanism 

was deduced fiom the fact that the released lariat structure has a fiee terminal 3'- 

hydroxyl, confuIlUng the formation of a phosphate moiety with a newly formed 

3'4' phosp hodiester linkage originating fiom the 3'-splice site. Further evidence 

for this mechanism came from stereochernical studies of the cleavagefligation 

reaction in pre-mRNA splicing.s'J74 
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Using phosphorothioate linkages at the 5'-splice site, Maschhoff and PadgettSs 

showed that the fkst cleavage/ligation step takes place with inversion of 

configuration at the phosphate. This inversion of configuration was consistent 

with previous findings obtained for Group 1 self-splicing and gave strong support 

to the tramesterification mode1.59~60 Stereochemical results of a mechanism with 

separate and sequential cleavage and ligation, similar to pre-tRNA splicing2' 

would likely involve two inversions leading to a net retention of configuration at 

the phosphate. 

Figure 1.2: Lariat structure foxmed during cis-splicing of pre-mRNA. 

In some cases, such as chloroplasts,6~~3 nematodes,H-65 and trypanosomes,66 

mature RNA is formed by splicing together exons from two separate pre-mRNA 

transcnpts. This trans-splicinp of two separate precursor transcripts, releases 

the intron in a "forked" structure comparable to the lariat structure formed during 

cis-splicing. Trans-splicing serves an important role during instances where a 

nurnber of mRNA share the same %end sequence (or exon). This allows the 5'- 



exon to be transcnbed h m  one place instead of each mRNA having its own 

COPY. 

Although fidelity of nuclear pre-mRNA splicing is remarkable, low fiequency 

events of exon skipping and scrambling have shown that errors in fidelity of pre- 

mRNA splicing do occur.67-@ These errors in splicing are known to result in 

unusual splice products, such as circular exons and scrambled exons.67-69 

Circular exons (circons), have also been produced artificially in several mode1 

systems both in vivo70 and in vitro71 fkom autocatalytic intron sequences and 

circutar pre-mRNA transcripts. Initially thought to be due to aberrant splicing, 

circons are now known to play an important biological role in the replication of 

covalently circular subviral RNAs of some plant v i r ~ s e s . ~ o - ~ * * ~ ~  Continuous 

replication of these pathogenic RNAs proceed via a "rolling cirçle" mechanism 

fiorn the circular template.74 The newly produced linear strand then undergoes 

autocatalytic cleavage to form the circular RNA. 

The highiight of RNA splicing has been the discovery by Cech et ai? of 

autocatalytic splicing ability of a ribosomal RNA fiom Tetrahyrnena ihermophiia 

(a ciliated protoman). Similar autocatalytic splicing has also been discovered in 

other rRNAs and mRNAs.75-79 Based on the requirements for an extemal 

nucleotide cofactor, autocatalytic splicing has been classified hto  two groups; 

Group 1, which requires an extemal guanosine CO-factor, and Group II which 

require no external CO-factor. An evolutionary link between Group 1 and nuclear 

pre-mRNA has been suggested based on the sùnilarity of Group II intmn with 

Group 1 as well as nuclear pre-mRNA introns." The Group II introns are known 

to undergo autocatalytic splicing78*79 whereas splicing of nuclear pre-mRNA 

requires the assembly of various tram acting protein factors into a high molecular 



weight splicing cornplex howu as the spliceosome, see also section 1.2.1. 

Production of "lariat" structure and similarities in mechanistic charactenstics of 

pre-mRNA splicing and self-splicing Group U introns has promoted speculation 

that pre-mRNA splicing may have originated from, or may still rely on, catalytic 

properties of RNA. Various proteins are thought of serving more of a structural 

purpose in bringing the pre-mRNA into the proper conformation for the splicing 

reaction, which might fundamentally be autocatalytic. 

1.2.1 Spliceosome 

In eukaryotes (multicellular organisms that have well defined nucleus in their 

cells), splicing of nuclear pre-rnRNA into mature mRNA requires the assembly of 

various factors into the spliceosome complex. Formation of this complex seems 

to be a prerequisite in specifying the pre-mRNA splicing process.8'-83 The final 

spliceosome cornplex consists of a multitude of RNA factors and proteins. The 

major components of the spliceosome are the small nuclear nbonucleoprotein 

particles, snRNPs (or "snurps"), cornprising of various proteins and £ive small 

nucleolar RNAs (snRNAs), labeled U1, U2, U4, US, and U6 due to their high 

uracil base content. Tbese snRNAs have chain lengths of up to about 200 

nucleotides and, except for U6, have an unusual 2,2,7-trimethyl guanosine cap 

structure at their 5' ends.84 The snRNP proteins that are tightly complexed with 

snRNAs are usually referred to as the core snRNP proteins and possess 

detenninants recognized by anti-Sm antibodies. These core proteins appear to be 

cntical for synthesis of stable snRNAs in yeast and mammals. Other non-snRNP 

proteins, which are not stably associated with snRNAsY referred to as extrinsic 

factors, appear to associate transiently with the spliceosomal components during 

splicing. 



interaction of Ul snRNA with 5'-spiice sites (and in some species with 3' splice 

sites)gs-g' and of U2 snRNA with the branchpoint8sW through Watson-Crick base 

pairîng is well established. In fact, recognition of introns by U1 saRNA bas been 

shown to be the crucial step in committing the pre-mRNA to the splicing 

pathway.85 Mediated by snRNP-associated proteins, binding of US to 5'- and 3'- 

splice sites has been suggested.91~92 Recent work of Ast and W e i ~ ~ e r ~ ~  suggests 

that U1 may be helping in directing US to the splice site, based on a novel site- 

specific crossiink between the U1 and U5 snRNAs. No direct Watson-Crick base 

pairing interactions between U4 or U6 and pre-mRNA has been found, although 

there is some evidence of a catalytic role for an U4U6 RNA complex during 

splicing based on sirnilarity of a conserved domain to the catalytic hammerhead 

RNA domain.94 The U6 saRNA has also been implicated in selecting and 

proofkeading the 5'-splice site during splicing.gs 

Recently, Abovich and Rosbashg6 identified a protein factor frorn the yeast S. 

cerevisiae in the early spliceosome complex designated the branchpoint bridging 

protein (BBP). Berglund et aL97 have now shown that BBP interacts specifically 

with the pre-mRNA branchpoint sequence UACUAAC and may contribute to 

branchpoint recognition and possibly to branchpoint selection during early 

spliceosome complex formation. 

The assembly of the spliceosome complex involves a highiy ordered, 

cooperative, stepwise association of snRNPs with the substrate pre-RNA, 

requiring the input of energy at almost every step.98-99 The role of ATP in 

splicing is seen more to be in assembling the complex and release of products 

since, as described above, the chernical events of splicing itself require no 

exogenous energy. Recent demonstration of putative ATP-binding RNA helicase 



domains in several essential yeast spücing factors~00J*l and identification of an 

RNA-dependent ATPase activity in mammalian US snRNPs'O2 have provided a 

link between requirement of ATP hydrolysis and conformational changes of the 

snRNPs during the spliceosome complex formation. 

In the spliceosome, the interactions between the snRNPs and precursor RNA not 

only involve RNA-RNA interactions but probably RNA-protein, and protein- 

protein interactions as well. Admittedly this description is oversirnpli fied and 

new studies will undoubtedly shed some light on the mechankm for selecting and 

matching the various spiice sites during pre-mRNA splicing. 

1.2.2 Importance of Branched RNA during splicing 

First described in 1983 by Wallace and E ~ i r n o n d s , ~ ~ ~  branched RNA has become 

the quintessential feature of pre-mRNA splicing. Formation of this novel 

structure, figure 1.2, has led to speculation as to its possible role during RNA 

splicing. A number of explanations have been offered as to the role of branch 

formation during mRNA splicing,[04 but no conclusive answers have been found. 

The removal of the reactive S'-end of the intron by branch formation has been 

suggested to drive the reaction towards exon ligation by preventing the reactive 

5'-end of the intron fiom recombining with the 5'-exon." Based on 

complementary base pairing between U2 snRNA and the branch region consensus 

sequence, branchpoint adenosine is suggested to be unpaired or bulged within a 

helical region.lo5 By estabiishing a base pairing interaction between the 

branchpoint adenosine and U2 snRNA, a strong inhibition of splicing is seen.106 

These observations suggest that the bulging out at the branchpoint leads to the 

correct geometry necessary for nucleophilic attack of the adenosine 2'-hydroxyl 

on the 5'-splice site.lo7Jog 



In yeast cells, studies with single point mutations at the normal branch-accepting 

adenosine were seen to completely abolish splicing.109 Similar mutations at 

adenosine in higher eukaryotes, while not effecting branch formation, did prevent 

the second step of s p l i ~ i n g l ~ ~ - ~ l 2  Le., the intron-3'-exon cleavage and exon-exon 

ligation. This appears to serve as a positive control for execution of the second 

step of splicing reaction. Of interest is the activation of cryptic branchpoints on 

mutation of branchpoint sequences in higher eukaryotes.113 Splicing using these 

alternative branch sites was seen to proceed with no probtems. In al1 these cases 

an alternative adenosine residue was seen to serve as the branch formation 

residue. 

Recent work by Chattopadhyaya et a P 4  has show that changing the 

branchpoint adenosine to a guanosine or uridine led to changes in conformation 

around the branch structure. Thus, it could be speculated that formation of the 

branch structure effects the first step in splicing while the actual conformation, 

once formed, effects the second step of the mRNA splicing reaction. Much work 

remains to be done in order to provide a complete and clearer explanation for 

formation of the branched RNA during splicing and if it serves any role in the 

regulation of gene expression and genetic diversity. 

1.2.3 Branched RNA metabolism 

The normally low abundance of branched RNA relative to that of fomed mature 

mRNA suggests that either the branched RNA structures are being degraded 

rapidly or that the branch structure is specifically hydrolyzed leading to linear 

RNA molecules~O~. Thus, the released intron sequence may also be fünctioning 

as a signal for recognition by nucleases for degradation and nucleotide recycling. 



Stability of branched molecules in the spliceosome complex has been attributed to 

the binding of some nuclear factors which protect the RNA fiom nuclease 

degra&tion.9 1.1 15-1 17 

In 1985, Ruskin and Green118 observed a novel enzymatic activity in the HeLa 

(mammalian) ce11 extracts that converted RNA lariats to the corresponding linear 

RNA molecules, which they termed "debranching activity". This debranching 

activity was seen to be specific for the 2''s' phosphodiester linkage solely in the 

branch structure. The other interesting finding of the study was the fact that in- 

vitro synthesized RNA lariats formed in vitro, were only seen to undergo cleavage 

if fmt deproteinized and then added back to the nuclear or cellular extract.lL3 

This suggested that the branch structure was protected against degradation fiom 

the debranching activity during splicing. 

Recently, the gene encoding yeast (Saccharcrnyces cerevisiae) debranching 

enzyme was isolated and characterized by Chapman and Boeke. They showed 

that in the absence of debranching activity in vivo, the introns are quite stable and 

accumulate to levels exceeding that of the corresponding mature RNAs. Thus, 

they concluded that the debranching enzyme carnes out a rate limiting step in the 

metabolic pathway of intron turnover in mamrnalian cells and in yeast. More 

recently, Boeke's groupl20 bas shown that a yeast mutant (Schkoachharomyce 

pombe) lacking the debranching enzyme had severe growth defects. Thus 

efficient intron lariat degradation seems to be critical for normal ce11 growth and 

fùnction. The debranching enzyme is a crucial and so far the only identified 

component of this intron lariat degradation pathway. 



More recently, biosynthesis of intron-encoded small nucleolar RNAs in 

Saccharomyces cermsiae was shown to be dependent on the RNA lariat- 

debranching enzyme.'*! in mutants lacking the M a t  debranching enzyme gene 

(dbrl mutant) intronic snoRNAs were found to be "trapped" within the host 

intron lariat.122 Interestingly, the dbrl mutation did not block site specific rRNA 

methylation targeted by U24 snoRNA, suggesting that at least for U24 snoRNA, 

snoRNAs in the form of lariats may still be functional. 

1.3 CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 

Two years after discovery of the helical structure of DNA, Michelson and 

Toddl23 reported the chernical synthesis of the dinucleotide monophosphate 3 3 ' -  

linked, scheme 1.2. From this very first synthesis of a dinucleotide there has been 

a great progress in the synthesis of larger oligonucleotides. Over the years, four 

major approaches to oligonucleotide synthesis have been reported: the 

phosp hotriester, phosphodiester, the phosphite triester, and the phosphonate 

approach. The four methodologies differ by the type of phosphate ester produced 

at the end of the condensation reaction and are named based on the 

intemucleotide bond formed. 
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No discussion of oligonucleotide synthesis would be complete without 

mentioning the pioneenng work of Khorana and colleagues in the synthesis of 

biologically active genes dunng the tate 1960s and early 1970s. Based on 

carbodiimide-mediated condensation reactions, Khorana introduced the 

phosphodiester approach to oligonucleotide ~ynthesis.l2~ Using activating agents 

such as N,N-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide @CC), mesitylenesulfonyl chloride, or 

2,4,6-triisopropylbenzenesulfonyl chloride, Khorana was able to carry out the 

condensation of a 3'-protected nucleoside 5'-monophosphate and a suitably 

protected nucleoside with a free 3'-hydroxyl function, scheme 13.124 Extension 

of the nucleotidic chah was carried out by removal of the 3'-hydroxyl protecting 



group and subsequent condensation with a suitably protected nucleoside 5'- 

monophosphate.l~*l26 Using these short synthetic oligonucleotides, the genetic 

code was deciphered in 1968, some 24 years afkr identification of DNA as the 

hereditary information carrier. OLigonucleotides with lengths up to 20-25 were 

then synthesized by using the "block condensation" of small oligonucleotide 

chains.127 Synthesis of even longer chains was accomplished using a combination 

of chernical and enzymatic rnethods.l28*129 For example, DNA ligase served to 

link chemically synthesized shorter chains during the total synthesis of the gene 

coding for the yeast alanine tRNA128 and the E. coli tyrosine suppressor tRNA.129 

Scheme 12 
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During this period, Khorana also developed trityl group denvatives for the 

protection of the 5'-hydroxy fuoction of nucleosides along with the benzoyl and 

isobutyryl groups for the protection of the exocyclic amino h c t i o n  of adenine 

and guanine, respectively. These protecting groups have become the standard in 

nucleic acids chemistry and are still employed in modern oligonucleotide 

synthesis. 



Despite successful utilization of phosphodiester approach to the synthesis of 

biologically active genes, this strategy suffered from some major inherent 

drawbacks, including low solubility of reactants and products in organic solvents 

due to their ionic nature. The ionic nature of reactants and products also required 

the use of tedious and time consuming ion-exchange chromatography for 

purification d e r  each coupling step. Also, the intemucleotide phosphodiester 

linkages could act as nucleophiles during subsequent phosphorylation reactions, 

resulting in lower coupling yields with increasing oligonucleotide lengths. 

Another problem was the phosphorylation of the phosphodiester linkage leading 

to pyrophosphate formation which then led to the solvent assisted cleavage of 

intemucleotide linkages. 130 
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in order to alleviate the problems inherent in the phosphodiester approach, the 

phosphotriester method of Michelson and Todd was reinvestigated by Letsinger's 

group.131-'34 The resulting fully protected, neutral molecules were easily 

adaptable to isolation and purification by standard chromatographic methods, 

scheme 1.4. Introduction by Letsinger and coworkers of the bcyanoethyl group 

for phosphate protection led to the renewal of the phosphotriester approachl33 for 

both DNA and RNA synthesis. This approach remains a popular method for Iarge 

scale solution-phase synthesis of oligonucleotides. 

Further work by Letsinger and colleagues in mid 1970s revolutionized the 

chernical synthesis of oligonucleotides through the development of the "phosphite 

triester" methodology, 1 3 ~ -  '3' scheme 1.5. This approac h took advantage of the 

high reactivity of chlorophosphites with nucleosides and the rapid oxidation of 

phosphite triesters to the phosphate triesters by aqueous iodine. Based on the 

phosphite triester methodology, Ogilvie et a1.138 reported the world's fmt 

machine-assisted synthesis of an oligodeoxynucleotide. The phosphite coupling 

suffered fiom one drawback; the highly reactive chlorophosphite intermediates 

were moisture sensitive and thus dificult to handle, making this methodology not 

very easily amenable to automation. Also due to the bifunctional nature of the 

phosphite reagent, s ymmetrical3',3'- and S1,5'-linked products were also obtained, 

although such dimers usually did not cause any purification problems. 
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To alleviate the problerns associated with chlorophosphite intermediates in 

automation, C a r ~ t h e r s l 3 ~ J ~ ~  introduced nucleoside N,N-diaikylamino and N- 

morpholino phosphoramidites as a new class of building blocks for the synthesis 

of oligonucleotides. These new intermediates were easy to puri@, isolable as 

stable powdea and could be stored before use at -20°C for long periods of time. 

These phosphoramidite reagents were easily activated by weak acids such as 

t e m o l e  @Ka 4.9) and gave near quantitative coupling yields within one 

minute. The use of these more stable phosphoramidite denvatives, and the 



development of silica gel-based solid supports, led to the successful 

commercialization of automated DNA/RNA synthesizers or "gene machines". 138 
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In the mid 1980s, Gregg et ~1.141 and Froehler et al.142*143 took a different 

approach to the synthesis of oligonucleotides. Based on the work of Todd and 

Hall,lU, this approach has corne to be lmown as the "H-phosphonate" approach as 

a phosphonate internucleotidic Iinkage is formed after condensation, scheme 1.7. 

In this method, a nucleoside 3'-O-hydrogen phosphate was coupled 4th the fiee 

5'-hyciroxy 1 of a suitably protected nucleoside, leading to a dinucleotide linked via 

a hydrogen phosphonate group. Upon oxidation, the phosphonate linkage was 

converted to the phosphodiester. The H-phosphonate diester is relatively inert to 

fùrther phosphitylation and the chah can be extended without prier oxidation. 

Sirnultaneous oxidation of al1 phosphonates at the end of the synthesis allows for 

a faster synthesis cycle. Also oxidation is subject to general base catalysis and 

this allows nucleophiles other than water to be substituted during oxidation to 

give a range of internucleotide modified oligonucleotide analogues, including 

phosphorothioates and phosphoramidates. The only known drawback of the H- 

phosphonate is the marginally lower stepwise coupling yields obtained in 

cornparison to the phosphite triester approach. 



Scheme 1.7 

Presence of the additional 2'-hydroxyl functionality in RNA makes its synthesis 

much more complicated. Considerable attention has focused on whether the 

protecting groups for the 2'-OH should be acid or base labile. Work by Ogilvie 

and CO-workers14sJ46 led to the development of t-butyldimethylsilyl (TBDMS) 

group for protecting the 2'-hydroxyl during RNA synthesis. Originally descnbed 

by Coreyl47, the TBDMS group is quite stable under acidic and basic conditions 

and is easily removed under neutral conditions in the presence of fluonde ions. 

Other 2'-protecting groups, especially the acid labile N-substituted piperdin4yl 

acetal derivatives,~48-150, have been reported during RNA synthesis. 

Nevertheless, the TBDMS has remained the protecting group of choice in routine 

RNA synthesis. 



Advances in nucleic acid chemistry have had a tremendous impact on a wide and 

diverse variety of disciplines. Molecular biology, medicinal and biological 

chemistries have benefited enormously fiom the advances made in nucleic acid 

chemistry. Recently, Adleman's1 using synthetic oligonucleotides and simple 

DNA manipulations solved a directed Hamiltonian path problem, and suddenly 

opened up a hot new field in computer science: "Computing With DNA". 

Although still in its infancy, research on DNA based computing may eventually 

offer insight into mechanisms that underlie such important biological systems as 

evolution and the immune system. 

1.4 CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF BRAIYCHED NUCLEIC ACIDS 

Ever since the identification of branched RNA in 1983, several reports on the 

synthesis of branched nucleic acids have appeared. Most of these made use of 

the solution-phase method and demonstrated synthetic difficulties in introducing 

vicinal 2',5' and 3 ' 3  phosphodiester Linkages in a stepwise manner (see chûpter 2; 

section 2.1, for a more detailed review). 

Initial work by Damha and coworkersls*-ls3 is of particular importance since it 

laid the foundations for the later solid-phase synthesis of branched nucleic acids. 

Originally Damha and colleaguesl~* introduced the bisphosphoramidite branching 

synthon, 1.1, for simultaneous introduction of the nucleotides at the 2' and 3' 

positions in solution. Later on, Damha et aZ.lw-lss extended the 

bisphosphoramidite approach to the k t  solid-phase synthesis of branched 

nucleic acids, resulting in branch structure with identical sequences at the 2'- and 

3'- positions. 



Caruther's groupl56 was the first to report the regiospecific solution-phase 

synthesis of a natutal core as found in the branchpoint of RNA lariats.lo3 

Recently, Sproat and colleagues~57 have reported the regiospecific solid-phase 

synthesis of small to medium branch molecules using elaborate synthons. 

1.5 OTHER NATURALLY OCCURING BRANCHED NUCLEIC ACIDS 

Interest in the structure and fimction of nucleic acids has led to the observation of 

a wide structural divetsity in nucleic acids. The so called A-, B-, and Z- forms are 

well chara~terized.~*8 Unusual structures, such as branched nucleic acids, are 

discussed below to give the reader a feeling for the variety of natural occurrences 

of branched, or branched-like nucleic acids beside the well known intron-lariats. 

1.5.1 msDNA 

Originally observed by Yee et a P 9  in 1984, gram negative soi1 bacteria 

Myxococcus xanthus contains an unusual extrachromosomal element having an 

unusual branched structure consisting of single stranded DNA covalently joined 

to RNA. Present in 500 to 700 copies per genome, this peculiar satellite DNA 

element was designated "multicopy single stranded DNA", (msDNA), figure 13. 

msDNAs have also been observed to be present in other Gram-negative bacteria 

and various Escherichia coli strains including some clinical isolates.32J~J6~ 



Although msDNA fiom various sources show Little or no nucleotide sequence 

homology, a few structural features have been found to be common among al1 

msDNAs, figure 1.3. Firstly, they al1 have a short single-stranded DNA linked at 

its S'-end, through a 2',5'-phosphodiester linkage, to a completely conserved 

guanosine residue in the middle of an RNA species. Secondly, both the DNA and 

the RNA molecules have stable secondary structures. Thirdly, the last few 

nucleotides at the 3' ends of the DNA and RNA species form a stable DNA-RNA 

hybnd. Surpnsingly, msDNAs appear to be quite stable in cells, in spite of the 

fact that the molecule contains single-stranded DNA and RNA regions (figure 

13). This stability has been attributed in part to the presence of the branch 

structure, the formation of DNA-RNA hybrid duplex at the 3' end, and the stem- 

loop structures present in the single stranded regions. 

DNP 

, RNA 

Figure 1.3: msDNA structure 
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Considerable focus has been directed towards msDNA molecules to elucidate the 

mechanism of its biosynthetic formation and possible fbctions they may serve. 

The known essentiai components required for msDNA biosynthesis are seen 

confined to a short (2-3 kb) DNA sequence on the bacteriai chromosome, and 

belong to a single operon, present in only one copy per ~hrornosome.~62 This 

single locus encodes, in order, the genes for msdRNA (msr), msDNA (mrd), and 

for a bactenal reverse transcriptase (ret), that is structurally similar to the 

polymerases of retrovinises. The genes are transcribed eom a promoter Iocated 

upstream region of msr. The coding regions for msdRNA (msr) and msDNA 

(md) are oriented in opposite directions, overlapping by 5 to 8 bases at their 3' 

ends. Based on their similarities to other retroelements, genetic elements encoding 

reverse transcriptase, Temin163 proposed the term retron to describe the genetic 

eiement required for msDNA synthesis. Whereas other retroelements such as 

retroviruses, retrotransposons, and pararetroviruses contain other genes beside the 

RT, retrons are known to contain only a RT gene and thus could be considered 

essentially a primitive form of retroetements. 

Eukaryotic reverse transcriptase carries out an essentiaI step in the transposition 

of retroelements through production of single stranded cDNA from an RNA 

template (see Boeke and C0rcesI6~ for a review). Transposition is the process by 

which copies of certain genetic sequences are inserted into nonhomologous target 

sequences and serves as a conduit for the integration of retrovimses into the 

mammalian genomes, production of infectious retrovinises fiom provimes 

integrated into the genome, and formation of pseudogenes in eukaryotic cells. 

Although, RT assisted production of single-stranded cDNA fiom an RNA 

template serves an essential step in the transposition mechanism of eukaryotes, no 

such RT produced single-stranded cDNA has been detected in eukaryotes in vivo. 



On the other hanci, stability of msDNA, essentially a RT produced cDNA, lead to 

their detection in prokaryotes in vivo. 

Currently two different models are under consideration as possible biosynthetic 

pathways leading to the synthesis of mature msDNA. In the model put forward 

by Lease and Yee,l6s, a conventionally primed single-stranded DNA molecule is 

joined with the RNA molecule in a branch ligation reaction taking place several 

minutes after the synthesis of both molecules. On the other hand, work by Inouye 

et a1.166 demonstrated that RNA but not DNA was responsible for msDNA 

synthesis. In their model, the S'-end sequence of the pre-RNA transcnpt forms a 

duplex with the 3'-end sequence of the sarne transcript and serves as a primer as 

well as template for msDNA synthesis. Addition of a dNTP to the RNA transcript 

through a 2',5'-phosphodiester linkage at the branchpoint primes the synthesis of 

the complementary DNA by reverse transcriptase. Mutations at the branchpoint 

guanosine lead to inhibition of the mature msDNA formation. in both proposed 

pathways, the initial synthesis product is processed by ribonuclease H (RNase H), 

leading to the mature msDNA. 

Recent work suggests that msDNA may be involved in regulation of 

rnutagenesis.'6"169 However more work needs to be done before a definite 

answer as to the function of msDNA will emerge. 

1.5.2 Forked Nucleic Acids with Noncovdent Branches 

Beside RNA intron-Mats and msDNA, nucleic acids with noncovalently linked 

branches are also known, e.g. those forming during genetic recombination. 

Genetic recombination involves the interaction of two segments of double 

stranded DNA to yield new genetic matenal that may incorporate parts of both 



interacting molecules. The mechanism for such recombinations involves 

branched structures referred to as the Holliday"0 junction intermediates. 

Typically, Holliday junctions have four-stranded structures in which two strands 

have been nicked and religated together so that they £Ùse the two strands together 

and form a branchpoint, the other two strands remain intact and are not directly 

involved in branching. 

Other known instances of noncovalent branching are the multistem structures. 

These generally occur as stable stmctural elements of biologically active nucleic 

acids and as intermediates in nucleic acid metabolism. Some examples include 

the SS, 16s and 235 rRNAs, and the hamrnerhead ribozymes. For a review of 

these multistem nucleic acid structures see the report of Lilley and Clegg.171 

1.6 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

Based on the naturai occurrence of branched nucleic acids (bNAs) and the 

scarcity of methods for their solid-phase synthesis, studies were undertaken for 

the development of a regiospecific synthesis of bNAs. These studies led to the 

synthesis of branched oligodeoxynucleotides with different sequences at the 2'- 

and 3'- positions of the branchpoint. Slight modifications of this method resulted 

in the first chernical synthesis of a msDNA b m c h  core. 

The conformational rigidity imparted to the brançhed DNA chahs, by the 

branchpoint ribose, will be exploited for inducing the formation of duplex and 

triplex DNA. Previous work in our research group on branched nucleic acids had 

shown that they are capable of forming triple-helical stnictures.172 C-rich 

synthetic branched nucleic acids have also been shown by members of the Darnha 

group to fom remarkably stable C-tetrad structures.l73 However due to the 



synthesis methods in use at the the,  the association of branched molecules into 

duplex structures had not been previously investigated. With a new synthesis 

method available, such structural studies become possible, and will be 

undertaken. Furthemore, the stability of branched triple helices containing T : m  

tria& will also be analyzed and quantitated. 

In the last part of the thesis, the usefulness of synthetic branched oligonucleotides 

as tools for studying biological processes involving bNAs will be demonstrated. 

Specifically, smail branched NAs will be used to probe the substrate specificity of 

the yeast debranching enzyme, while some of the larger branched nucleic acids 

will be used for studying pre-mRNA splicing in vitro. 



2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

NOVEL APPROACHES TO THE SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSlS OF 

B W C H E D  NUCLEIC ACIDS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Correct gene expression in eukaryotic cells depends on the accurate splicing of 

messenger nbonucleic acid precursors (pre-rnRNA). This process involves the 

formation of a branched RNA @RNA) intermediate known as the RNA intron 

"lariat". The key feature of these branched nucleic acid structures is the presence 

of vicinal 2',5'- and 3',5'-phosphodiester linkages.103 The excised intron lariats 

are then quickly degraded in vivo, with a half life of only a few seconds,l74 and 

thus are not stable enough to be detected in vivo. Novelty of these structures has 

raised interest as to their role in regulating precursor mRNA splicing and possible 

influence on cell viability and growth. in addition, there has been increasing 

recent interest in spthetic branched DNA and RNA for use in diagnostic 

applications,17s as "molecular anchoa" for inducing the formation of duplex 

bRNA: RNA and novel triple-helical DNA, l 72~176-1go and as tools for studying 

branched mRNA splicing.181 Further advancernents in methodologies for the 

regiospeczfic solid-phase synthesis of branch nucleic acids will serve an important 

function in supplying material in large quantities for studying bRNA structure and 

hction.  

2.2 CHEMXCAL SYNTHESIS OF BRANCHED NUCLEIC ACIDS 

The chemical spthesis of branched nucleic acids is not trivial. The sequential, 

regiospecific introduction of phosphate Linkages at the vicinal 2'- and 3'-hydroxyls 

at the branchpoint has been the major source of problerns encountered during their 



chemical synthesis. It has been demonstrated that the nature of the phosphate 

group dictates the nucleophilic reactivity of a vicinal hydroxyl function towards 

the phosphate.182-18s Phosphotriester linkages are known to be very susceptible 

to nucleophilic attack by the vicinal hydroxyl group under neutral, acidic and 

basic conditions. l**v ls**184-187 This leads to phosphory 1 migration andlor chain 

cleavage during deblocking of the neighboring hydroxyl protecting group, scheme 

2.1. On the other hand, a phosphodiester linkage is reasonably stable under 

conditions used for the removal a variety of hydroxyl protecting groups.186v188-190 

This stability allows for the sequentîal introduction of phosphate linkages at the 

2'- and 3'- hydroxyls of the branchpoint after conversion of the phosphotriester to 

phosphodiester linkage. 

Kierzek et a1.Ig6 were the fmt  to exploit the stability of phosphodiester linkages 

in the solution-phase synthesis of a branched tetramer, GA(~'~'G)~*~C. After 

assembling a fully protected A3& dimer bearing a TBDMS group on the 2'- 

position of adenosine, the p-cyanoethyl group of the phosphotriester linkage was 

removed selectively. The silyl group was then removed without any noticeable 

phosphory 1 migration andor chain cleavage. Subsequent coupling of the newly 

fkee 2'-bydroxyl with a suitably protected guanosine-5'-phosphoramidite gave the 

branched trimer A(~ '~ 'G)~~~C,  which was then extended fkom the S'-position to 

afford the tetramer. 

in a similar approach, Sekine and Hata carried out the solution-phase synthesis of 

the branched trimer A(''G),#~c.~~~ Improving on this methodology, Sekine, 

Hejkkila and Hata reported the solution-phase synthesis of branched oligomea up 

to six nucleotides in length.192v193 However the overall yields attained were low. 



Fourrey et dealt with the instability of the phosphotriester by carrying out 

the desilylation of the vicinal hydroxyl function under rnild conditions (F, O OC), 

which in turn, slowed down the subsequent rapid attack of the released 2'- 

hydroxyl function on the vicinal phosphotriester linkage. Phosphitylation of the 

2'-hydroxyl enabled its subsequent coupling to a suitably protected nucleoside 

monomer, scheme 2.1. Overall yields were seen to be very low since complete 

desilylation could not be achieved without significant chah cleavage. 

Scheme 2.1 
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Huss et aL189J95 used the acid labile 4-methoxytetrahydropyran-2yl (Mthp) 

protecting group for the 2'-hydroxyl function of the branchpoint to prepare several 

branched trimers in solution. The Mthp group was removed under mild acidic 

conditions after conversion of the phosphotriester linkage into the phosphodiester, 

and branching effected by coupling of a suitably protected nucleoside 5'- 

phosphoramidite. 

Owùig to the involvement of the neighborïng hydroxyl group, Huss et al. 183 were 

unable to synthesize branched oligomers using the H-phosphonate chemistry. 

However, Bûlgobin'96 reported the successfùl synthesis of small branched 

molecules by first oxidizing the H-phosphonate linkage into the phosphodiester 

before cleavage of the vicinal hydroxyl protecting group. Sund et a1.190J97 have 

reported the synthesis of small cyclic branched RNA oligomers using this H- 

phosphonate/phosphorarnidite approach. 

2.2.1 Solid Phase Synthesis 

Early work of Darnha and coworkersl52*l" laid the foundation for the solid-phase 

synthesis of branched oligomers. They overcame the problems associated with 

sequential phosphorylation by sirnultaneous introduction of both the 2',5'- and 

3',5'-phosphotriester linkages. This was achieved by either condensing 5'-MMT- 

N6-benzoyladenosine with an excess of a suitably protected nucleoside 5'- 

phosphoramidites or by reaction of a protected adenosine-2',3'- 

bis(phosphoramidite) denvative with an excess of nucleoside bearing a fiee 5'- 

hydroxyl. This methodology was not regiospecific as the synthesis of A('~'x),TY 

also yielded A("'X)~~X, A("'Y)~*~Y, and A ( ~ ' ~ ' Y ) ~ ~ ~ x  which, in the majonty of 

cases, could easily be separated and purified by preparative TLC andor fIPLC. 



In 1987, Damha and Zabarylol" reported the k t  solid-phase synthesis of 

branched oligomers. First, linear oligomers were assembled on the controlled 

pore glas  solid support. Then by reacting adenosine-2',3'-bis(phosphoramidite) 

denvative, 1.1. with the free S'-OH groups of two adjacent support bound linear 

oligomea, they were able to obtain branched oligomers having identical 

sequences at adenosine's 2'- and 3'-positions~~s, scheme 2.2. 

Scheme 2.2 
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Recently, Sproat and coworkers~s7J98J99 have reported on the regiospecific solid- 

phase synthesis of small to medium sized branched oligoribonuc~eotides. 

Although the method is regiospecific, it is laborious and requires an elaborate set 

of phosphoramidites and branchpoint synthons, thus potentially limiting the ease 

and speed synthesis of the small branched nucleic acids. Given these limitations, 

we directed our attention towards alternative strategies for the synthesis of bRNA, 

particularly, the regiospecific solid-phase synthesis of branched oligonucleotides. 



23 SYNTHESIS OF SYMMETRIC* BRANCHED 
TETRARLBONUCLEOTIDES 

Preliminary studies by Boeke and Damha's groups*00 on the yeast debranching 

enzyme (yDBR) have shown that branched tetraribonucleotides are of sufficient 

size to be substrates for the enzyme (see chapter 4 for more details). Given this, 

we initially undertook the solid-phase synthesis of small branched 

oligonucleotides, table 2.1, systematically replacing the nucleotide at the 

branchpoint. This would allow us to probe the yeast debranching enzyme in 

terms of the nature of the branchpoint nucleotide. Thus using the methodology 

developed by Damha et ~ 1 . 1 5 4 ,  the branchpoint nucleotide was introduced by 

coupling the appropriate nucleoside 2',3'-bis@hosphoramïdite) synthons, 2.5 - 2.8, 

to a guanosine residue attached to LCAA-CPG solid support. 

Table 2.1 : Branched tetrarneric RNAs synthesized using the convergent methodology of 
Damha et al. 

Scheme 2.3 shows the synthetic scheme for the preparation of the branchpoint 

bisphosphoramidite synthons 2.5 - 2.8. The required monomers, 2.1 - t.4, are 

also convenient intermediates in the synthesis of nucleoside 2'-TBDMS-3'- 

A 
1 - - - 

/"\ 
AX(2'3G)ssG 

G G 

A - 
B - 
C - 

phosphoramidite monomers used in the solid-phase synthesis of RNA. 

Sequence 

 AG(^ G)>*yG 

AU(' S ' ~ ) 3 * y ~  

AC(~"G)~-~*G 

*symrnetric here means that the two strands at the 2'- and 3'- position of the branchpoint are the same. 



Scheme 2.3 
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Darnha and coworkerslss have shown that the efficiency of the branching reaction 

is dependent on both the degree of derivatization of the solid support and the 

solution concentration of the bis@hosphorarnidite) reagent 1.1. Thus a solid 

support with a high degree of substitution gives best results as it ensures an 

optimal distance between the adjacent 5'-hydroxyl gmups for the branching 

reaction. Whereas deoxynucleoside and ribonucleoside phosphoramidites are 

comrnonly used at concentrations of 0.10 M and 0.15 M respectively, 

bis(phosphorarnidite) concentrations of ca. 0.02 - 0.03 M were required to form 

bRNA in good yields. Under these conditions oniy a fraction of the fiee 5'- 

hydroxyl groups become phosphitylated by 1.1, favoring the branching reaction, 

scheme 2.4. 
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The adenosine-, 1.1. cytosine-, 2.1, and uridine-, 2.6. 2',3'-bisphosphoramidites 

were seen to couple to rG (LCAA-CPG) in good yields as detennined fiom 

quantitation of released trityl cation, scheme 2.4. After introduction of the branch 

junction, a one-half reduction in released trityl would indicate a successful 

branching reaction as two chahs are coupled together to one 

bis(phosph0ramidite) monomer. However it has been suggested that for the 

singly-branched RNAs, a trity 1 quantitation showing a 50% drop (after branching) 

usually represents a coupling of 50% of the population of oligomea on the solid- 

support, 25% monophosphitylation and 25% b r a n ~ h i n g . ~ ~ ~  Low coupling 

indicates the absence of branch formation. Branch introduction with guanosine 

2',3'-bisphosphoramidite, 25. was low as seen from trityl quantitation, (25.4%). 

However PAGE analysis indicated that the crude product, A, was cleaner than the 

other cases, figure 2.1. Further analysis showed that branching by was very 

inefficient. Thus the putative AG(~*~'G),-IG branched tetramer, A, was seen to 

move similarIy to the 3 1 ~ - ~ ~ ~  linear trimer aAer 3 2 ~  labeling at the S'-end, 

indicating the absence of branch formation, figure 2.2. This observation was 

taken to be consistent with the long-standing problem of side reactions of guanine 

residues during oligonucleotide synthesis. Further evidence of no branch 

formation with guanosine bis@hosphoramidite), 2,5, was obtained fiom the 

debranching studies, chapter 4, section 4.2 and figure 2.2. 



Table 2.2: Coupling yields and purification of branched tetramers A - & 

Purification 
Sequence % x P p  Crude 

coupling (A260) Loaded Recovered 
(A2601 (A260) 

A via -5 AG(~*~*G)~*~*G  25.4 - 14.9 10 1 .O7 

A via 2.8' AG(~*"G)~*~~G - 57 18.3 5 0.48 

C AC(~ '~ 'G)~*~*G 58 23.4 10 1.68 
'A - synthaized via is designated as xquence 

T 

+ 

probably AX'~G + A X p P ~  

Figure 2.1 : PAGE (24%, 7 M  m a )  of crude branched tetramers. Lane I : A U ( ~ ' ~ G ) ~  . r * ~ ,  
B; lane 2: AC(~"'G)~~~~G, C; Zane 3: AG(~'~'G)~+, (via 25): Zone 4: - 
AG(~'~'G)~~s*G, D (A via 2.81. Arrow marks approximate mobility expected for 
the branched tetramers. The slowest moving band in each lane represent the 
uncoupled first nucleoside, rG, at the surface of CPG. 



A. Lunes 1, 2: putative 5 ' - 3 1 ~ - ~ ~ ( 2 " ~ ) ~ * 5 * ~  without (lane 1) and with the 
yeast debranching enzyme (lane 2); Zones 3. 4: linear 3 2 ~ - ~ ~ ~  trimer without 
(lane 3) and with the yeast debranching enzyme (lane 4). 

2.3.1 Synthesis of A G ( ~ ' ' G ) ~ ~ * G  via o6 protected guanosine monomer 

Guanine differs fkom other bases by possessing potential reactive sites at the 06-, 

N'-, and N I -  positions. Substitution201, s~lfonylat ion~~~-20~,  silylation203, and 

p h o s p h i t y l a t i ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  reactions have been descnbed. As shown by Pon et 

al.2OsJM, phosphitylation of guanine o6 under the phosphite triester synthesis 

conditions would lead to depletion of the phosphoramidite molecules available for 

coupling with the growing chain. This may not present a problem since usually a 

25 - 30 fold excess of phosphoramidite to 5'-hydroxyl of the growing chain is 

employed, but the problems with guanine side reactions would be most severe in 

situations where diluted phosphoramidite solutions are required. Since low 

concentration bis@hosphoramidite) solutions are used for branching reactions via 

the convergent methodology, any side reactions would significantly effect 

coupling with the support bound oligomer. 

Damha and coworkers~~2 reported the necessity of guanosine ~ ~ - ~ r o t e c t i o n  in 

preparing branched oligonucleotides bearing guanosine residues at the 2'- and 3'- 

positions of the branch core. Others have also reported the necessity of protecting 

the guanosine ~ ~ - ~ o s i t i o n  in analogous reactions leading to the synthesis of 

branch oligonucleotides. 18% 195 



The susceptibility of the guanine o6 to undergo teactions with a variety of 

reagents led to the realization for the necessity of ~~-~ro tec t ion ,  and a number of 

protecting groups have been proposed for protecting the guanine residue. The p- 

nitrophenylethyl204 group is the most predorninantly used. 

In order to overcome the problems associated with ~ ~ - ~ h o s ~ h i t ~ l a t i o n  of the 

guanine residue, the ~~-~-n i t rophen~ le th~ l  protected guanosine 

bis@hosphoramidite), 2.8 was prepared by the route shown in scheme 23. The 

~~-benzo~l-0~-~nitro~hen~leth~l protected guanosine monomer, provided 

by Dr. Damha, was phosphity lated with N,N-diisoprop y lethy iamine-2- 

cyanoethylphosphonamidic chlonde under standard conditions leading to the 

desired 06-p-nitrophenylethyl protected nucleoside && 

The branched tetramer AG(%),-& D- was then resynthesized, using as the 

branch-introduction synthon. From quantitation of released trityl cation, branch- 

introduction was seen to be reasonably good (45% vs 50% theoretical). After the 

usual ammonidethanol treatment to cleave the nascent oligomer tiom the solid- 

support and the benzoyl groups, removal of the O~-NPE and 3'-O-silyl groups was 

effected with a 1M solution of TBAF/THF. The NEt3.3KF reagent, commonly 

used to remove silyl groups fiom oligoribonucleotides, has been shown to be 

ineffective in deblocking the O~-NPE group (A. Noronha, unpublished results). 

A purified sample of was subjected to enzymatic hydrolysis and the resulting 

products identified by reversed-phase HPLC. Enzymatic hydrolysis with nuclease 

P l  and alkaline phosphates yielded inosine and trinucleotide diphosphate 

G(%)YSG in the expected 1: 1 ratio (data not shown). In addition, treatment of 



AG("G)Y~G with a mixture of snake venom phosphodiesterase and alkaline 

phosphatase afforded inosine and guanosine in the predicted 1 :3 ratio, figure 23.  

Enosine results ftom the presence of adenosine deaminase, which is present as a 

contaminant in the enzyme preparation, leading to deamination of adenosine ùito 

inosine. 

Figure 2.3: HPLC analysis of enzymatic digest for compound AG(G)G. Digestion with a 
combination of snake venom phosphodiesterase (SVPDE) and alkaline 
phosphatase (AP). Analysis was carried out at 254 nm using a reversed-phase 
Whatrnan Partisil ODS-2 (10 Pm, 4.6 x 250 mm); mobile phase solvent A: 20 
mM KH2P04 @H 5.5); solvent B, methanol, gradient O - 50% solvent B in 25 
minutes, flow rate 1.5 mimin, 30 OC. 

2.4 REGIOSPECIFIC SOLID-PHASE SYNTHESIS OF BRANCHED 

NUCLEIC ACIDS 

2.4.1 Previous work 

The solid-phase method of branched nucleic acids, as initially introduced by 

Damha1s4, although elegant and ingenious, is limited in that similar sequences are 

present at the 2'- and 3'- positions of the branchpoint. To overcome this problem, 

the Damha research group has been actively looking at developing new methods 

for the regiospecific synthesis of branched oligonucleotides. 



Recently K. Ganeshan207Jo8 a previous mernber of out research group adopted 

the original approach of Damha'" for the synthesis of bRNA of mked branch 

composition. The key feature of this methodology was the synthesis of two 

di fferent linear oligonucleotides on the surface of controlled-pore g l a s  (LCAA- 

CPG). Thus coupling of these two sequences with a suitably protected adenosine- 

2',3'-bis(ghosphocanUdite) (e-g., 1.1) afforded all four possible species: two 

"symmetric" V-like molecules , (E- and H) and two "asynunetrïc" V-like isomers, 

(F. and G), in more or less equal amounts, scheme 2.5. However separation of 

the four isomers proved to be very dificult (see below). 

Scheme 2.5 
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Analysis by gel electrophoresis showed the presence of one major band with the 

expected mobility. The band was purified207 by gel electrophoresis and extracted 

with water (37 OC, 16 h). The purified product was then subjected to hydrolysis 

by enzymatic digestions with nuclease Pl/aikaiine phosphatase (Ai?). Analysis of 

the enzymatically hydrolyzed sample by reversed-phase HPLC indicated the 

presence of four constituent branched trinucleotides, i.e. A(~"'G)J~~C, 

A(~"*G)~~~*G,  A ( ~ ' ~ ' c ) ~ ~ ~ ~ G ,  and A(~'''c)~.~C which were identified by cornparison 

with previously characterized branched trimer samples. 



Similarity in the size and structure of the related branched species, E, E Ç, and 

prevented their separation Erom the mixture. Al1 attempts to separate these 

compounds by reversed-phase and ion-exchange HPLC or polyacrylarnide gel 

electrophoresis were unsuccessful. However, the four closely related branched 

molecules could be resolved by capillary ele~trophoresis.207f0~ As only 

minuscule amounts of materials are injected into the capillary, fraction collection 

is usually impractical. However it is clear that the resolving power of capillary 

electrophoresis makes it an excellent analytical tool in the analysis of synthetic 

branched oligonucleotides. 

2.5 NEW APPROACH TO THE REGIOSPECIFIC SYNTEFESIS OF 

BRANCHED NUCLEIC ACLDS 

2.5.1 Synt hesis of ~s~rnrnetric' Braac hed Deoxyoïigonucleotides 

The failure to isolate E- F, G- and fiom the mixture requued investigation of 

alternative methods for the regiospecific synthfsis of branched nucleic acids. The 

overall strategy that we considered is illustrated in scheme 2.6, and the procedure 

cm be demonstrated by the synthesis of 1. This oligonucleotide has al1 conserved 

nucleobases and mimics the natural occurring sequence found in S. cerevisiae 

lariat introns, table 2.3. The readily available bJ6-benzoyl-5'-dimethoxytrityl-2'- 

O-t-butyldimethylsilyladenosine 3'-O-phosphoramidite (t.9) is the key building 

block since it serves as the branchpoint allows sequential extension in al1 three 

directions. The other synthons required are 2'-deoxynucleoside-3'90- or 5'00- 

cyanoethylphosphoramidites 2.10 and 2.11 respectively, which are easily 

synthesized or can be obtained commercially. 

- 

'asymmetric here means that the stranàs at the 2- and 3'- positions of the branchpoint have different base 
compositions. 



DMTt0-1 Base 

( i P r ) , N - P O 1  Base 

Long-chah alkylamine controlled pore glass served as the solid support and was 

derivatized with the 3'-terminal nucleoside as previously de~cr ibed.~~* Thus 

employing the phosphoramidite method for oligonucleotide synthesis, the 

synthesis began by assembly of the linear dodecanucleotide 5'-d(TACTA)-rA- 

d(CAAGTT)-3' in the normal 3'-to-5' direction, (scheme 2.6). Following 

acetylation of the terminal 5'-hydroxyl group, the support was treated with 

triethylamine/acetonitrile solution (4:6 v/v, 1.5 h, r.t.) to effect the removal of ail 

cyanoethyl phosphate protecting groups thus providing an oligorner with a 

intrinsically more stable phosphodiester backbone. As discussed in section 2.2, 

the stepwise introduction of 2',5'- and 3',5'-phosphodiester linkages via a 

phosphofriester intermediate is not viable due to the phosphoryl 

migrationkleavage under neutral, acidic or basic conditions.152J82~18u87 

Therefore conversion of the phosphotriester linkage into the more stable 

phosphodiester linkages is a key feature of this synthetic methodology. 
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Table 2.3: Branched sequences synthesized using the regiospecific method outlined in 
scheme 2.6 

Branc hed Oligonuc leot ide 

"'~(GTA TGT) -3' / 1 I.-~%(TAC TA) r* 
'->'~(cAA GTT)-3' 

"'d( 1 TA TGT)-3' / J 1 I'I~(T*C TA) r$. 
-%(CAA GTT) -3' 

An important feature was the use of fluoride ions to effect the removal of the 2'- 

O-TBDMS without "dissolving" the solid-support (Si03 a d o r  detaching the 

oligomer fiom its surface. Mode1 experiments with DMT-dT-(LCAA-CPG) 

showed that extended treatment with fluonde leads to significant cleavage of the 

nucleoside nom the solid support. Thus it is imperative that desilylation is camied 

out for no longer than 10 minutes and that the solid support be thoroughly washed 

with THF and acetonitnle imrnediately &er desilylation. 

P 
3'-3' 5'-3' 

5-HO  CC A AA AAA AAF5' 

'*3"ii(ccT m m T p  



Removal of the silyl group was carried out by F i t  washing the solid-support 

attached nascent linear oligomer with THF (30 ml), followed by manually 

pushing a solution of 1 M tetrabutylamrnonium fluoride/TKF ( 10 min, r-t.). 

h e d i a t e l y  after the fluonde solution had been pushed through the column, the 

support was washed wiîh THF (30 ml) and acetonitrile (30 ml). The solid-support 

was then dried by flushing dry argon through the column before proceeding. 

At this point, the 2'-chain (5'-GTA TGT-3') was synthesized in the 5' to 3' 

direction using cornrnercially available 5'-phosphoramidite derivatives. To force 

branching at the stencally hindered 2'-hydroxyl group boih the concentration and 

the coupling time of the fust Y-amidite (dG) were hipled to 0.3M and 30 min, 

respectively. Under these conditions coupling proceeded with 91% efficiency. 

Lower phosphoramidite concentrations (O. 10 M) resulted in significantly lower 

coupling yields (ca. 60%' e.g., & table 2.4). Synthesis under standard conditions 

was then continued until the desired "Y-mer" 1 was assembled. 

n i e  successful completion of 1 was followed by the synthesis of eight other V- 

and Y-shaped oligonucleotides J - Q table 23. Sequence a mimics a lariat 

structure in which the conserved 2'-guanine base has been replaced by 

hypoxanthine. Apart fkom the use of deoxyinosine as the 2'-residue, the other 

major difference in the preparation of 2 and that of ?L, was the use of adenosine-2'- 

O-cyanoethylphosphorarnidite instead of the regioisomeric 3'-0- 

cyanoethylphosphorarnidite. Thus ~'-~(TAcTA)-~A~"*~(ITATGT)-~' was first 

assembled in the conventional 3' to 5' direction, and capped (Ac20) at the 5'- 

hydroxyl. This was followed by removal of the cyanoethyl and 3'-silyl groups 

and assembly of the 3 '-branch, namely d(CAAGTT). Al1 other aspects of branch 



assembly, deprotection procedures, and handling remained invariant. Under the 

conditions used (0.5 M tetrazole, r.t., 30 min), the branch rA-3'-amidite isomer 

coupled (95%) with greater efficiency than the 2'-amidite isomer (61%). 

However, if 5-ethylthio-1H-tetrazole is used instead of tetrazole as the acid 

catalyst, both 2' and 3'-amidite couple with similar (97-99%) effi~iency.2~1 For 

the preparation of sequence K, both rA-3'-O-methyl and cyanoethyl protected 

phosphoramidites were used as the branching synthon, table 2.4. In the case of 

methyl phosphate protection, a NEt3/dioxane/thiophenol (1 0 ml, 2:2: 1 v/v/v) 

solution, instead of the NEt3/CH3CN, was used to cleave the methyl phosphate 

protecting group at the branchpoint rA prior to 2'-desilylation and 2'-chah 

assembly. Presumably the thiophenoxide step also removes the cyanoethyl 

groups attached to the deoxynucleotide residues. Coupling yields at various 

stages of these syntheses, as determined by the quantibtion of released trityl 

cation, as well as isolated yields of oligomers are given in Table 2.4. 

The branched oligonuc!eotides were removed fiom the support and deblocked by 

the standard treatment with 15M aqueous ammonidethano1 4: 1 v/v (r.t., 48 h). 

Removal of the ammoniacal solution fwnished the crude products. initial 

characterization and purification of oligomers was accomplished by 

electrophoresis by cornparison of mobilities to linear oligomers and to authentic 

samples of branched oligonucleotides. Figure 2.4b shows a polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoretogram of the crude synthesis mixture of 1. 



Table 2.4: Conditions and yields of branched oligonucleotide synthesis 

"Coupling yield of  the 2''s'-pX residue was calculated relative to coupling of  branchpoint A. 
%ta1 oligomer recovered afier cleavage and depmtection. VAGE followed by desalting with 
CI8 SEP-PA?C@ cartridges. Sequences P and Q were purified by the "tritylsn" reversed-phase 
procedure (OPC purification matrix). d ~ n l e s s  othemise indicated, r~~~-5'-0-~~~-2'-0-sil~l- 
3'-O-cyanoethylphosphoramidite was used as the branching synthon. C r ~ B ~ 5 ' - ~ - ~ h 4 T - 3 ' - ~ -  
silyl-2'-O-cyanoethyIphosphoramidite. '~ower coupling reflects the inadvertent use of  lower 
concentration (O. 1M) of  the phosphoramidite solution after the branchpoint. %A~'-S'-O-DMT- 
2'-O-silyl-3'4-methytphosphoramidite used- 

The branched oligonucleotides were removed nom the support and deblocked by 

the standard treatment with 1 SM aqueous ammonidethano1 4: 1 v/v (r.t., 48 h). 

Removal of the ammoniacal solution furnished the crude products. Initial 

charactenzation and purification of oligomers was accomplished by 

electrophoresis by cornparison of mobilities to linear oligomers and to authentic 

sarnples of branched oligonucleotides. Figure ZAb shows a polyacry lamide gel 

electrophoretogram of the crude synthesis mixture of & 

Generally, the mobility of oligonucleotides on a polyacrylamide gel subjected to 

an electric field depends on the net charge and size of the oligomers, and single 

nucleotide resolution based on size is usually obtained. The pattern of bands 

revealed in the PAGE analysis arises as a result of incomplete coupling reactions 

and, in conjunction with quantitation of the released trityl cation, is useful in 

diagnosing problems arising during the synthesis. Thus PAGE analysis served as 



a prelelimlliq step in the characterization of branched oligonucleotides. Analytical 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoretic analysis of the crude branched octadecarner 

oligomer 1 indicated that it was present essentially as a single species, and its 

mobility was comparable to that of a "symmetric" branched oligonucleotide of 

similar size but di fferent sequence, i .e. TACTAA(~*~*GTATGT)~*~GTATGT, 

figure 2.4b. 

With the exception of and Q, the oligonucleotides were purified by preparative 

gel electrophoresis and the slowest moving band excised under W shadow, 

extracted with water at 37 OC ovemight, and desalted by reversed phase 

chromatography (Sep-Pak cartridges). Isolated yields of crude and purified 

oligonucleotides are reported in Table 2.4. 

Oligonucleotide purification cartridge (OPC) protocol is a popular method for 

purification of linear oligonucleotides having a trityl group at the 5' hydroxyl. 

Although OPC purification is entirely compatible with branch oligonucleotide 

purification it is not usually employed during purification of bNAs fiom 

convergent synthesis. Problems arise due to elongation after incomplete 

branching leading to oligonuc~eotides other than the full Iength product containing 

a 5'-trityl. Thus purification by OPC leads to a mixture of products requiring 

additional purification steps. Purification by OPC also leads to the loss of any 

diagnostic information that may be gained fkom the non-trityl containing 

oligomers, which are lost during OPC purification. This loss of diagnostic 

information about the syntheses could easily be overcome by PAGE analysis of 

the syntheses before proceeding with the OPC purification step. 



Figure 2.4: PAGE (24%, 7M urea) of branched oligonucleotides. (A) lane 2: puified 
oligomer K prepared the method presented in this study; lune 2: authentic 
sample of prepared by a convergent method; fane 3: crude sample of K 
prepared by the presented method; lane 4: marker dyes bromophenol blue 
(fast) and xylene c an01 (slow). (B) ianes 1, 5: marker dyes; iane 2: branched 1: 18-mer TACTAA( "GTATGT)~*~-GTATGT; Zane 3: branched 1 &mer L; lane 
4: linear 1 2-mer TACTA~A~"GTATGT. 

With the divergent synthetic approach outlined here, no molecule other than the 

full length product is expected to contain the 5'-trityl, and as such is completely 

amenable to purification by the OPC-protocol. After characterization of the 

synthesis by PAGE, purification of branched oligomers and Q by OPC was 

seen to give results similar to those obtained fiom preparative gel electrophoresis, 

table 2.4. Therefore the "OPC protocol" is directly applicable to the purification 

of branched oligonucleotides synthesized with the trityl ON option using this new 

method. This considerably reduces the time needed for the purification of 

branched oligonucleotides. 



in order to verifL sample purity, branched structure, and nucleotide composition, a 

small sample of 1 was subjected to enzymatic hydrolysis and the resulting 

products analyzed by reversed-phase HPLC. Hydrolysis of the purified 1 with a 

mixture of nuclease P l  (NP1) and aikaline phosphatase (AP) generated the 

branched trinucleoside diphosphate A ( ~ ' ~ ~ G ) ~ V S - ~ C  and other constituent 

nucleosides, and were unambiguously identified. By integrating the peaks 

corresponding to the products obtained, expected ratios were obtained. In 

addition, total enzymatic hydrolysis of 1 with snake venom phosphodiesterase 

(SVPDE) and akaline phosphatase (AP) afforded the various nucleosides in the 

expected ratios (data not shown). 

The nucleotide composition of was M e r  confirmed by subjecting the purified 

sample to Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Tirne of Flight (MALDI- 

TOF) mass spectroscopy. Using an ammonium citrate rnatrix, relative molecular 

weight of 1 was found to be 5525.0 (calculated 5524.9), thus further confming 

the nucleotide composition and chain length of J. 

Analysis of K by analytical gel and capillary electrophoresis also confirmed the 

presence of a single species, figure 2.5. Further PAGE and CE analysis proved 

that K produced by this new approach was identical to that obtained via the 

convergent approach. Equivalence of K fiom two synthetic methodologies was 

furuier confirmed by the indistinguishability of thermal dissociation of triplexes 

formed between K and dA10, (see chapter 3, section 3.2). 
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Figure 2.5: Capillary gel electrophoresis chromatograrns of branched oligomer K. (A) 
crude synthetic mixture obtained from the convergent method. (B) crude 
synthetic mixture obtained by the regiospecific method presented here. 

2.5.2 Synthesis of Asymmetric Branched Tetraribonucleotides 

With slight modifications, the approach used for the regiospecific synthesis of 

branched DNA (previous section), was used for the synthesis of asyrnmetric 

branched tetraribonucleotides, schemes 2.8 and 2.9. These molecules will be used 

to probe the substrate specificity and structural requirements of the yeast 

debranching enzyme (section 4.2). 

The necessity of removing the silyl protecting group fiom the branchpoint during 

the synthesis excluded the possibility of using CPG solid-support derivatized with 

usual 2'- or 3'- tefi-butyldimethylsilyl protected monomers. Thus appropnately 

base protected, 5'-tritylated nucleosides were directly coupled to LCAA-CPG 

solid support210, and the remaining free 2'- or 3'- hydroxyl group was then 

acetylated along with any underivatized sites which could potentially react and 



generate by-products during synthesis. The acetyiation step was conveniently 

carried out on the DNA synthesizer just pnor to the actual oligonucleotide 

synthesis. Using this method loadings in the 28 - 35 pmoVg of solid support were 

obtained. On storage at room temperature, no appreciable loss of the nucleosides 

fiom the solid support was seen for up to 12 months. 

The preparation of monomers 2.20 - 2.23 is convenient since the fblly blocked 

nucleoside intermediates, 2.12 - 2.15 are obtained as side products dwing the 

synthesis of 5'-DMT-2'-t-butyldimethylsilylated nucleosides. The trityl 

protecting group has long been employed in nucleoside chemistry and is easily 

cleaved under mild acidic conditions. Thus deblocking the 5'-trityl group ( 10% 

BSA in CH2C12) of 2.12 - 2.15 yielded the 5'-hydroxy compounds 2.16 - 2.19 in 

quantitative yields. These intermediates were then phosphitylated to give the 

desired nucleoside 5'-phosphoramidite monomers 2.20 - 2.23, scheme 2.7. 



Scheme 2.7 

@Pr) 2NP(Ci)OCH2CH2CN 
4-DMAP, DIPEA, THF 

bRNA syntheses started by assembling the needed 2',5'-linked dimer (scheme 

2.8) Or 3',S7-linked dimer (scheme 2.9) in the normal 3'-to-5' fashion. After 

partial deprotection to free the 3'(2') hydroxyl (step i), the standard synthesis 

cycle was slightly modified for coupling of the 2',3'-0-TBDMS protected 

ribonucleoside 5'-O-(P-cyanoethyl) phosphoramidites. Namely steps for delivery 

of the detritylating reagent (3% TCA) to the synthesis column were by-passed and 

coupling time increased fiom 5 to 30 min. Mer coupling of the 5'- 

phosphoramidite (step ii), normal synthesis cycle was resumed and oligomer 

extended at the S'-position by one nucleotide. The known symmetric branchedlS3 

tetramer U A ( ~ * ~ ' U ) ~ * ~ ~ J ,  LJ- was first synthesized using the approach in order to 

establish experimental conditions. 
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Scheme 2.9 
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Table 2.5: Branched tetrarneric oligonucleotides synthesized using the divergent approach 
outlined in this study. 

1 Sequence 1 Branched 1 Route 1 

1 - S 1 AA(L"G)3~~e~ 1 Scheme 2.8/29 1 
R - 

A typical PAGE analysis of the crude mixture of U A ( ~ ' ~ ' U ) ~ * ~ U ,  (synthesized 

Tetramer 
AA(~  G)3*s*A 

U - 

via scheme 2.8) is shown in figure 2.6. The mixture consisted of 4 bands (lane 3). 

Scheme 2.8 

The major, fastest moving band had an electrophoretic mobility identical to that 

UA(2 U)3*54J 

of an authenticlS3 sarnple of tetramer (lane 4) and was tentatively assigned as 

Scheme 2.8 

3'5' 2'5 ' such. In comparïson with the mobility of samples of A ~ ' ~ * u  and U A U, the 

slowest moving bands in the crude compound were assigned as A, A~"'U, and 

3'5' 2'5' U A U, figure 2.6. These linear products were the result of incomplete 

coupling during assembly of the branched tetraribonucleotide. Nevertheless the 

desired tetramer was the major component of the mixture. 

Of interest is the apparent reversa1 of oligonucleotide mobility of A~"'u versus 

3'5' 2'5' U A U. For nucleic acids mobiIity is usually inversely proportional to size. 

However for oligonucleotides of smaller sizes, less than 7-mers, this is not the 

case. For larger molecules (> 7-mer) mobility is based solely on mass as the 

charge to mass ratio; here z h  approaches 1 and thus a 10-mer for example move 

faster than an Il-mer. However, in the case of smaller molecules, both charge 

and mass play a role. A~"'U with Z/m = 0.5 moves more slowly, as expected, than 
3'5' 2'5' U A U, d m  - 0.66.212 



BPB 

Figure 2.6: PAC 
BPB 
A2'5'1 

2E (24%, 7M urea) analysis of branched tetramer u. Lane I :  ma 
(fast) and XC (slow); lune 2: crude of A~"u; lane 3: cmd 
J and u"~'A~'~'u; Zone 4: crude synthetic mixture of U A ( ~ " ' ~  

rker dyes, 
le mixture 
J)3*5*U, U; 

lune 5: authentic sample of previously prepared and characterizedl53. 

Figure 2.7 shows the electrophoretograrn of the crude product obtained fiom the 

synthesis of A A ( ~ ' ~ * G ) ~ ~ ~ c ,  S (via scheme 2.8) Lane 1 shows an unseparable 

mixture containing isomen AA("'G)~~~.c and AA("c)& synthesized using a 

previously reported methodology.*o7 The presence of the two isomers in the 

mixture was unambiguously determined using a combination of enzymatic 



hydrolysis and HPLC analysis. Based on the similarity in mobility, of crude S 

and this mixture, the major band (lane 2) was excised, extracted with water and 

m e r  purified by reverse-phase chromatography, (Sep-Pak cartridge). 
1 2 3 

Figure 2.7: PAGE (24%, 7M urea) analysis of branched 
M(~" 'G)~*~C and AA(~"'c)~-~*G, previously 
lune 2: crude synthetic mixture of S. 

tetramer S. Lane 1: mixture of 
prepared and c haractenzed208; 

Hydrolysis of the purified branched AA(~'~ 'G)~& tetramer, % with a mixture of 

nuclease Pl and alkaline phosphatase generated the branched core trinucleoside 

diphosphate A(~" 'G)~*~C (& min) and inosine (Rt min) in the expected 1 : 1 ratio, 

figure 2.8. The branched core trimer A(~'''G)~-& was identified by HPLC 

cornparison with an authentic sample of the trimer prepared by the established 

solution-phase rnethods.153 Of note, digestion of S did not result in the formation 

of A(~'''c)~-s~G (It min) thus establishing the regioselectivity of our approach. 

Digestion of S with SVPIAP, followed by HPLC analysis afforded the constituent 

monomers in the expected ratios (I:G:C 2: 1: 1). MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 



Figure 

of AA(~''*G)~*sC (found M: 1242.2; calculated 1245.2) was also consistent with 

its assigned structure. 

.8: HPLC analysis of the enzyrnatic digestion of S (PAGE purified) with 
nuclease PUalkaline phosphatase. Compounds were identified by coinjection 
with authentic samples of digestion products. Inosine results fiom the 
deamination of adenosine by the enzyme adenosine deaminase which is 
present as a contaminant in the enzyme preparation. 

2.5.2.1 fkyanoethyl vs O-methyl Phosphate Protection 

Generality of our synthesis method could be M e r  illustrated by the 

regiospecific synthesis of branched tetraribonucleotides via a difEerent phosphate 

protecting group. At certain times it may be advantageous to use the O-methyl 

group over the B-cyanoethyl phosphate protecting group or vice versa. Except 

for the different conditions required for the deprotection of the phosphate 

protecting group, al1 other steps were similar in both cases. Figure 2.9 shows the 

PAGE analysis of the crude mixtures of branched RNAs, synthesized under 

nonoptamired conditions, with the O-methyl (lane 2) or the O-(bcyanoethyl) 

(lane3) phosphate protecting groups. Both pathways were seen to work, however 

the route employing the fbcyanoethyl protecting group was seen to give the 

cleaner product mixture. Temsamani and coworkers213 have shown that the first 

few couplings in the solid-phase synthesis of oligonucleotides are usually variable 



even when trityl quantitation indicate couplings to be quantitative. Therefore the 

dîfference seen between the two syntheses may represent this variability rather 

than differences between phosphate protecting groups. 

1 2 3 4 

Figure 2.9: PAGE (24%, 7M : urea) analysis of branched tetramer S. 

c XC 

t BPB 

Lane4: marker dyes, 
BPB (fast) and XC (slow); iane 1 : synthesis cmde of S synthesized with the 0- 
methyl phosphate protection; Zane 2: synthetic cmde of 5 synthesized with the 
O-cyanoethyl phosphate protection; lane 4: crude synthetic mixture of S 
synthesized via A3.psC (scheme 2.9) dimer instead of A ~ ' ~ " G  dimer (scheme 
2.8) (see section 2.5.2.2). 

2.5.2.2 Synthesis From the 2',S vs 3'3' dimers 

A systematic study of the sequence specificity of yeast debranching enzyme will 

inevitably require analogs which may be easy to assemble nom a 3', 5'-linked 

dimer than a 2',S'-linked dimer or vice versa. Easy adaptation of the synthesis 



protocol to both situations was illustrated by synthesis of branched tetramers fiom 

A~"G dimers, section 2.5.2, or using a suitably protected guanosine-Y- 

phosphoramidite fkom the An*X, (X = A, C, U), Iinked dirner. On analysis by gel 

electrophoresis, the crude of synthesis of S by starting fiom AT5C dimer showed 

two major bands of approximately equal intensity, figure 2.9 lane 3. Again this 

represents nonoptamized conditions and this situation rnay change as the various 

factors infiuencing the synthesis are optimized. 

2.5.2.3 Need for Guanine 06-protection 

As discussed in sections 1.5 (chapter 1) and 2.3, side reactions of the guanine 

residue at the ~ ~ - ~ o s i t i o n  generally present a problem during the synthesis of 

small asymmeû-ic bRNAs. When branching was carried out by coupling a 

guanosine 5'-phosphoramidite lacking protection at the ~ ~ - ~ o s i t i o n ,  2.21, none of 

the expected product was seen as determined fiom mobility by gel 

electrophoresis, figure 2.10 However, on introducing braofhing with an 06- 

protected guanosine 5'-phosphoramidite, 2.24, the situation was seen to change 

dramatically. Figure 2.10 shows the gel electrophoresis of crude mixtures fkorn 

the two situations. This implies that ~~-~ro tecc t ion  of guanosine is an absolute 

requirement in the regiospecific solid-phase synthesis of branched RNAs. 

2.6 S0LU)-PHASE SYNTHESIS OF MsDNA ANALOGUES 

The peculiar structure of msDNA, chapter 1; section 1.5.1, has led to a great 

interest in its formation and the possible biological tiuictions it may serve. A 

survey of the literature on rnsDNA showed that no chemical synthesis of msDNA 

had been reported Thus its chemical synthesis was undertaken not only to 

extend applicability of the branched synthetic methodology, but also to obtain 

msDNA analogs for possible biochemical studies. 



'igure 2.10: PAGE (24%, 7M urea) analysis of branched tetramer S. Lane 1: synthesis 
crude of S synthesized using the ~ ~ - ~ r o t e c t e d  guanosine 5'-phosphoramidite, 
ZA; Zone 2: synthesis of S with guanosine 5'-phosphoramidite lacking the 06- 
protection, a. 

msDNA is a branched DNA/RNA chirnera and thus its synthesis required two 

mutually exclusive RNA phosphoramidite monomers and & (see also scheme 

2.10). 



Scheme 2.10 

I I - "7-" 
i, ii - iii 

LCAA-CPG Conditions: 
i. NEtjCH3CN (4:6 v/v, 90 min) 
ii .  1 M TBAFITHF ( I O  min) 
iii. extend frorn 2'OH using 5'pX amidites 
iv. NH31EtOH (3: I d v ,  48-60 hr) 
v. 0.5 M Tris acetate (pH 3.25,24 hrs) 



Reese et 01. '50 introduced the 2'-0-[1-(2-fluorophenyl)4rnethoxypiperidin4yl] 

(Fpmp) group for the protection of 2'-hydroxyls during RNA synthesis. For short 

oligonucleotides, the Fpmp group has been s h o w  to be relatively stable to the 

conditions employed during RNA synthesis (using rnonomer 2) and easily 

removed under buffered acidic conditions, Thus for the msDNA, the RNA chah 

was assembled using a combination of 2'-O-TBDMS (branchpoint guanosine) and 

2'-O-Fpmp (rest of the RNA oligorner) monomers and Z (scheme 2.10). 

As the Fpmp group becomes unstable on repeated exposure to acidic conditions, 

slight modifications to the RNA synthesis cycle were required. Namely, as 

suggested by the supplier, an additional capping step (AczO) was required after 

the oxidation step. Also the detritylation step was shortened to 90 sec fiom 120 

sec, (chapter 6, section 6.3.2.1). The acid sensitivity has been reported to become 

a problem when longer RNA oligomers (> 40 mer) are synthesized, due to the 

repeated removal of 5'-trityl groups under acidic conditions during chain 

elongation. 

After assembiy of the RNA chain, the DNA portion of rnsDNA was synthesized 

following the same steps as for regiospecific synthesis of branched DNA (section 

2.5 and scheme 2.10). After cleavage and deblocking of the RNA-DNA chimera 

fiom the solid-support under standard conditions (4: 1 N&OWEtOH, 48 hrs, rt), 

the crude mixture was quantitated and divided into small portions before 

proceeding with the cleavage of the 2'-O-Fpmp groups. The 2'-O-Fpmp groups 

were deblocked under reported buffered acidic conditions known to lead to rapid 

cleavage of Fpmp group while minimizing any deleterious effect of acidic 

conditions on the oligonucleotides (e.g. 3',5' to 2',Y isomerization of the 

p hosp hodies ter 1 inkage) .2 '4 



Initial characterization was by gel electrophoretic mobility in comparison to a 

linear oligomer of similar size, figure 2.11. The two major slow moving bands 

were excised fkom a preparatory PAGE and extracted with water. The purified 

material obtained fiom the "msDNA" band (figure 2.11) was analyzed by 

MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry of this 

material comoborated the composition of the expected 21-unit long msDNA FI 

(Na+): 6656.5; found: 6655.8 t 61. ~suff ic ient  matenal was obtained fiom the 

slowest moving band to allow proper characterization.] 

Further evidence for the presence of branch structure was gained fiom the 

enzymatic hydrolysis with the yeast debranching enzyme (yDBR), chapter 4; 

section 4.2 and bovine pancreas deoxynuclease @Nase 1). In the case of yDBR 

the DNA part of msDNA was expected to be cleaved at the 2',S'-intenucleotide 

linkage leaving the RNA intact (scheme 2.1 1). 

Scheme 2.11 

radiolabeling 

3 % ~ ~ ~  - 
y T4 polynucleotide kinase 

RNA 1 4 3  

detected 
3 2 P _ c = L 7  - by radiography 



msDNA 

BPB 

Figure 2.1 1 : PAGE (24%, 7M urea) analysis of msDNA. Lane 1 : cnide synthetic mixture 
of msDNA; fane 2: linear 26-mer DNA; lane 3: linear 28-mer DNA; lane 4: 
rnarker dyes. 

Figure 2.12 shows that the labeled msDNA is indeed sensitive to both enzymes 

and is partially digested to a product that corresponds to the 32~-labeled RNA 

lacking the 2'-DNA branch. With yDBR the extent of debtanching observed (ca. 

10-20%) was sirnilar to wild-type msDNA and branched RNA structures that 

have a pyrimidine at the 2'-position. On hydrolysis with DNase 1 the product 

migrated one base longer than the linear RNA control, figure 2.12, fane 6. This 



indicated that the product contains the S'-end deoxycytidine residue, which is 

directly attached to the 

phosphodiester bond. 

@Nase I resistant) RNA chah via the 2',5'- 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

3 2 ~  RNA (15 mer) 

Figure 2.12: Image of PAGE (20%, 8 M urea) analysis of msDNA and its hydrolysis 
product upon digestion with yDBR and DNase 1. Lane 1: 5'-32~-labeled 
msDNA; lane 2: msDNA + yDBR, the cleaved DNA chah is not detected 
since it lacks the 3 2 ~  5'-label; lane 3: ~ ' - - '~~- labeled linear RNA (5'- 
GCGAUCAGCCUCAGG-3'); lane 5: linear R N A  + yDBR; lane 6: msDNA + 
DNase 1. 

2.7 CONCLUSIONS 

A new rnethod for the rapid and efficient regiospecific solid-phase synthesis of 

"V" and "Y" shaped branched oligonucleotides was developed. Slight 

modifications to this protocol allowed for the first chernical solid-phase synthesis 

of a msDNA analogue. This method now enables one to independently change 

the sequences around the branchpoint of bDNA, msDNA, and tetrameric bRNA. 

Some of the lessons learned in thïs investigation have already becn applied to the 

synthesis of hyper-branched (dendrimeric) nu~leic~'~.  The rich and varied set of 

branched oligonucleotides prepared in this study will be used to probe two 

important biochemical processes, Le. RNA splicing and debranching (chapter 4). 



3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ASSOCIATION PROPERTIES OF BRANCH33D NUCLEIC ACIDS: 

TRIPLE HELIX AND HAKRPIN FORMATION 

3.1 WTRODLJCTION 

The structural diversity of nucleic acids has become increasingly evident in recent 

years. First described by Felsenfeld and Rich215 in 1957, nucleic acid triple 

helices have received renewed interest in recent years for their possible role in the 

control of gene expression.216J17 

Nucleic acid triple helices are formed when a short single-stranded 

oligonucleotide of the appropnate sequence binds to the major groove of a 

double-stranded homopurine-homopyrimidine c0rnplex.2~8 Investigation of 

physicaI and chemical requirements for triplex formation has differentiated DNA 

triple helices into two distinct motifs based on the mode of binding and sequence 

composition of the short single-stranded oligonucleotide (referred to as '%hird 

strand").218 In the 'pyrimidine motif, a pyrimidine-rich third strand binds 

parallel to the purine strand of the Watson-Crick duplex through Hoogsteen 

hydrogen bonds219, forming T:A*T and C:G*C+ t r i p l e t ~ ' . ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ 2  This motif is also 

referred to as the 'parallel motif. The requirement of protonation of third strand 

cytosines makes this triple helix motif pHodependent. To overcome this pH- 

dependence several reports investigating the triple helix formation with cytosine 

analogs which do not require protonation have appeared.223-229 

*T:A or C:G indicate Watson Crick base pairing while A*T or G*C+ indicate Hoogsteen base pairing. 
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The second triple helix motif, designated the 'purine' or 'antiparallel' motif, 

involves the formation of T:AmA, C:GmG, and T:A.T triplets' when the third 

strand @urine-rich) binds in an anti-paralle1 fashion to the Watson-Crick duplex 

purine stranduo-233 via reverse Hoogsteen interactions. Formation of purine triple 

helix motif often requires high divalent cation concentrations. Furthennore, the 

usually guanosine-rich third strand is seen to form self-associated structuresa4 

under conditions employed for triplex formation and thus impedes the formation 

of purine motif triplexes.235-237 Guanosine analogues which lack the ability to 

self-associate but still recognize the C:G base pair have been reported to 

overcome the problems associated with self-association of guanosine nch 

With some of the sequence restrictions imposed on triple helix formation, recent 

work has focused on search for ways to stabilize nucleic acid triplexes. Methods 

such as covalent attachent of intercalating groups,239-245 cross linking of the 

strands246 and use of triple helix binding ligand~24424~-252 to cite a few examples 

have been used. Damha's group has reported the ability of branched 

oligonucleotides to recognize and bind single stranded target polypyrimidine 

strands in the antiparallel (reverse-Hoogsteen) motif. 172 S imilarl y, Kool and 

coworkers have investigated the use of circula DNA and RNA molecules for 

stabilization of parallel-motif triplexe~.~~3-~60 

Several approaches. such as gel-mobility shXt,*61 DNase 1 footprinting,262 

N'MlX,22lvU2 f l~orescence~2~~ and circular263 and linear264 dichroism shidies, 

FTIR,*65-268, molecular modeling269v270 and photo cross-linking27$ have been 

described for studying triple helices. However observation of changes in W- 

'hem AeA, AeT, or GOG indicate reverse Hoogsteen base pairing. 
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light absorbaace by the nucleic acid complexes during their association or 

dissociation has been the most widely used technique for following such 

processes and is commoniy applied in the study nucleic acid triplexes. That 

polynucleotides absorb W light (A, ca. 260nm) considerably to a lesser extent 

relative to the sum of the individual constituent nucleotide monomers has long 

been known and is termed hypochrornism ("less color"). The difference in UV- 

light absorbance arises due to the base-stacking interactions of adjacent 

nucleotides in nucleic acid polyrners and is very sensitive to the environment due 

to changes in conformation. Thus aqueous solutions of single-stranded nucleic 

acids are known to absorb less UV light ai low temperatures than at higher 

temperatures. Also nucleic acids in a complex absorb less UV light than the sum 

of the individual constituent single strands due to electronic interactions between 

the chromophoric bases in the rnulti-stranded complex. 

The difference between the absorption by the nucleic acids in the initial state (&) 

and the final state (Af) is referred to as the degree of hypochromicity of the 

original state and is usually expressed as a percentage, where AH% = [(Af - 
A,)/Adx100, with the less light absorbing state being considered the initial state. 

Thus for single stranded nucleic acids, the degree of hypochromicity refers to the 

difference between the absorbance of the intact polynucleotide, initial state (A,,), 

and that of constituent mononuc~eotides, final state (Ar). For nucleic acid 

complexes, the difference in absorbance of the complex or the initial state (&), 

and the fully uncomplexed final state (Ar) is reported as the degree of 

hypochromici ty. 

Thus, nucleic acid complex formation can be investigated by following the 

changes in the absorbance at 260 nm of a nucleic acid solution as a fhction of the 



variable of interest. Most commonly this involves mixing the constituent strands 

together in an aqueous buffer, allowing them to anneal at low temperature and 

then o b s e ~ n g  W-absorption as temperature is slowly raised. This results in an 

absorbance versus temperature plot, more commonly referred to as the melting 

cwve or the melt profile. When a solution of fiilly complexed nucieic acid 

strands is heated, the ordered helix undergoes unwinding or denaturation due to 

the dissociation of single strands from the complex. As this occurs, the W 

absorbance increases, hyperchromism ("more color"), compared with the UV 

absorbance of the completely annealed strands. Association of strands can be 

monitored by going in the opposite direction, or the reverse of the above 

technique. By beginning at a high temperature, as the solution cools, the two 

strands of nucleic acids re-anneal, and UV absorbance is seen to decrease. The 

"melting temperature" (Tm) is then defined as the temperature at which the half 

the nucleic acid population in solution exists as complex and the remaining half as 

single strands. Usually, at the Tm, hyperchromicity is seen to be half maximal. 

The melting temperature (Tm) of a short double-stranded oligonucleotides is 

usually taken as a measure of the double helix stability. The stability of double 

he lix is strongl y dependent on chah-length and base sequence and concentration 

as well as the ionic strength of the solution. 

3.2 PARALLEL T:AfT VERSUS ANTIPARALLEL T:A*T TRIPLEXES 

Thymidine residues in the third strand can bind with the adenosine residues of the 

Watson Crick duplex via Hoogsteen or the reverse-Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding, 

figure 3.1. Thus T:A*T triple-stranded helices can take up struchws with the 

third (T) strand binding in either parallei or antiparallel orientation with respect 

to the adenosine strand of the Watson-Crick (T:A) base p~tir.2702~2.273 The fint 



studies on these structures examined the properties of the c1assicd dT~o:dAio*dT~o 

intermolecular triplex, in which the third (dTro) strand is (Hoogsteen) bonded to 

the dAio strand in the (more common) parallel orientation.272 In contrast there 

have been fewer studies on antiparallel T:AmT triple helices and most of these 

have used a few T:AmT triplets interdispersed between the more dominant C:G.G 

triplets. In fact, it had been argued that blocks of antiparallel-T:A.T are not very 

stable and are difficult to obser~e.243J~~274~2~5 

Hoogsteen 1 " Watson-Crick I. Watson-Crick 
hydrogen bonds hydrogen bonds 

Figure 3.1 : Hoogsteen vs reversed Hoogsteen bonding in T:A/T triplets. 

Damha's groupl72 and Taillandier and CO-workers268 have recently reported the 

formation of stable antiparallel T:A*T triple-stranded helices with "forced" 

antiparallel third (T) strand orientation. The French gmup induced the formation 

of the antiparallel T:A.T motif by folding back twice the tridecamer dT10-linker- 

dAio-linker-dTlo (linker = ethylene glycol polymer) in NaCl buffer (pH 7). 

Biphasic melting was readily apparent for this complex, with the first transition 

reflecting dissociation of the third strand at ca. 23-27 OC, followed by a second 

transition at Ca. 50 OC reflecting the melting of the dAlo-linker-dTlo duplex. in 

the Damha lab, the triplex was obtained by mullng stoichiomehic amounts of 

"V"-oligomer K and dAlo in magnesium bufferl72 (scheme 3.1). Here, the central 

nboadenosine unit served as a rigid "linker" to which the dT10 strands are joined 

through the neighboring 2'- and 3'- oxygen atorns. The geometrical constraints 



are such that, when the triplex is fonned, both dT strands are parallel and thus 

anti-parallel with respect to the purine strand, scheme 3.lb. If the third-strand 

(dT) orientation were inverted nom antiparallel to parallel, its binding scheme 

should also change fiom reverse-H0ogsteen2~2 to Hoogsteen268. This effect was 

investigated using the branched compound M (scheme 3.1). Direct cornparison 

between M:dAlo and the known complex K:dA,o would allow us to measure, for 

the first tirne, the relative stability of T:A*T and T:A.T triplets. 

Scheme 3.1 

(a) 

reversed Hoogsteen base pairing 
D 

p-TTT TTT TffT-3' 

5'-HO-rA / AAA AAA AAAA-S 
\ p - m  m m-3 

t 

Watson Crick base pairing 

Hoogsteen base paining - 

Watson Crick base pairing 

3.2.1 Association of M and dAio 

The association properties of branched nucleic acids M and K were chosen as 

mode1 compounds for studying the relative stabilities of parallel and antiparallel 

T:A/T triple helices. Whereas in compound K the dT10 strands attached to rA are 

panllel to each other and have identical polarity (5' + 3'), the two dTlo strands in 



compound M lie antiparallel to each other and thus have opposite polarities (5' + 
3' and 3' + S'), scheme 3.la. Thus on formation of a triple helix with the dAlo 

complement strand, the third (dT) strand will bind in the readily observed and 

well characterized parallel (Hoogsteen) (n&iAlo) or the less commonly obsewed 

antiparallel (reverse Hoogsteen) (K:dAl 0) fashion, scheme 3.1 b. 

The helix-coi1 transition of the two complexes was followed by observing the 

corresponding W-spectral changes and results are reported in Table 3.1. The 

complex formed between K and dAlo shows a melting profile similar to as 

reported by Hudson et al., wbo have shown that K:dAlo is a bimolecular triple 

helix involving both dTio strands of the V-shaped K molecule.~72 The melt curve 

at 260 nm for the M:dAlo complex also shows a monophasic, cooperative 

transition at 42.5 OC, figure 3.21. However, the Tm value for the helix-to-coi1 

transition is 10 OC greater for the M:dAio than for K:dAlo or the d&o:dTlo 

Watson-Cnck duplex. The higher Tm of M:dAlo relative to the duplex dAio:dTio 

suggests the formation of a complex which involves interactions in addition to the 

expected Watson-Crick base pairing. As the formation of a triple helical complex 

between K and dAlo had already been established, it was reasonable to suggest 

that the molecule M was forming a parallel-type triple helix structure by using 

both dTlo 'arms' in binding to the dAIo target (scheme 3.1). The Tm differential 

between M:dAlo and K:dAlo thus represents the difference in stabilities between 

the parallel and antiparallel T/AT triplexes. 

The formation of a triple-helical complex between M and dAlo was c o n f i e d  by 

several experiments. For example the melting of the presurned M:dAlo triplex 

complex could be followed independently at 284 n d 7 *  At thjs wavelength the 

Watson-Cnck duplex ciAio:Tlo does not show any significant changes in 



absorption during the melting process as the UV spectra of native duplex 

dAlo:dTlo shares a (virtual) isosbestic point with the melted dAlo + dT10 single 

strands.276279 Under the same conditions, however, the triplex does not share the 

same isosbestic point with the transition of a triplex to duplex + single 

strand,272-278-280 or the triplex to single strands.l7*-~3J79J80 Thus any 

hyperchromic absorbance changes observed at 284 nm indicate rnelting of a third 

strand fkom the underlying duplex. indeed, monitoring the dissociation of 

M:dAlo complex at 284 nm showed a small cooperative transition of significant - 

hyperchromicity Under the same conditions the control dAlo:dTr duplex 

showed no observable hyperchromicity at 284 nm on melting, as 

expected. 172272279 

Table 3.1 : Thermal melt data for the two triple helix complexes 

Complex components buffer systema Tm ( OC) A H% curve shape 
~~'('-~rio-3* 0 + C h o  Na' 30.9 2 1.5 monophasic 

monophasic 

monop hasic 

monophasic 

monophasic 

monophasic 

10 mM N a z H n ,  pH 7.0; M ~ ~ '  = 50 mM MgC12, 10 
d TRIS, pH 7.3. bT,3 were determined fiom plots of first derivative of absorbance 
against temperature and represent average of four-to-six melting c w e s .  'AH% values 
were calculated using the formula [Af - &)/Ad x 100, where A. = initial absorbance and 
A€ = final absorbance. 



Figure 3.2: Melting profile for the complex formed between M and dAlo, 1: 1 ( 0 )  and 1:2 
(+) monitored at 260 nrn. Normalized absorbance was calculated by: [(At - 
Ai)/(Af)] where At = absorbance at temperature t; Ai = initial absorbance; At = 
final absorbance. Conditions for Tm determination are 50 rnM M ~ ~ + ,  10 mM 
Tris, pH = 7.3. 

3.2.1.1 Stoichiometry of Interactions between M and d&o 

Upon addition of more dAlo to the complex M:dAio, no significant change in the 

thermal denaturation profile was observed (figure 3.2, table 3.1), suggesting that 

M and dAlo interact in a 1:l stoichiometry. The UV properties in mixtures of - 

continuous variation281 were then employed to independently detemine the 

stoichiometry of the interaction between M and ciAlo. 

The continuous variation method281 involves monitoring the absorbance of a 

solution having continuously vayhg proportions of the two interacting stands 

while maintaining an equimolar total concentration of the strands in solution. The 

theory behind this approach is that an absorbance 'breakpoint' should be observed 

at the exact molar ratio of interacting strands in a specific complex. Since the 

formed complexes are usually hypoc hromic, due to differential base-stacking 

interactions in the complexed and uncomplexed States, a minimum absorption 

occurs where the largest amount of complex is formed. 



When M was titrated with dAlo at 5 OC in the M ~ ~ +  bufTer, the mixing curve 

yielded z breakpoint at Ca- 0.5 mole fraction in dAlo, regardless of the direction 

of titration for &J and dAlo, figure 3.3. This result is consistent with a 1 : 1 M:dAio 

triplex complex involving both dTio strands. However it could also be reasoned 

that M:dAlo is a duplex wherein binding of dAlo to the first dTlo tail sterically 

inhibits the association of another dAIo molecule to the second dTlo tail. Similar 

arguments were also initially presented for the K:dAio complex and later show 

to be improbable. Further evidence for triplex formation cornes fiom the CD 

studies described below. 

Mole % dAl O 

Figure 3.3: Determination of the stoichiometry of interaction between M and dAio by the 
method of continuous variation. Stoichiometry was detennined in 50 m M  
M ~ ~ ' ,  10 mM Tris, pH = 7.3 (-t) or 122 rnM K+, 4.3 1 m M  NaH2P04, 0.8 
m M  ~ g " ,  pH 6.6 1 (-m-). The complexes were allowed to equilibrate for 
15 minutes at 5 OC before each reading. 



3 3.1 .2 Circular Dichroism Studies on the kJxlAlo Compler 

Circular dichroic spectroscopy, (CD spectra) has been used extensively for 

studying nucleic acids complexes such as DNA:DNA or RNA:RNA duplexes, 

DNA:RNA hybnds, DNA-protein complexes, binding of small ligands to DNA 

duplexes, and DNA triple helices. CD spectra contains more information than 

simple absorption spectra and are thus use fiil in providing valuable structural 

information and is highly suitable for distinguishing between different DNA 

struchues. CD experiments measure the differential absorbance of right- and lefi- 

handed circularly polarized light over the range of wavelengths where UV- 

absorption occurs.282 A region of rapid change with respect to wavelength is the 

predominant feature of a CD spectra and designated the Cotton effect. Both the 

sign and the intensity of Cotton effect are sensitive to the small perturbations in 

the structures of molecules and provide information about the stru~ture.~~3 

In 1988, Antao et al.2" obsewed that the formation of the triple helix 

~(cT)  I ~ : ~ ( A G )  1 2*d(C+~) lZ could be followed by CD measurements. Pilch and 

coworkers233r278 also observed differences between the CD spectra of 

dT1o:d.A rn*dT[o triple helix and the corresponding dTio:dAlo Watson-Crick 

duplex. The major difference between the duplex and triplex spectra included an 

amplitude increase of the negative band at 248 nrn and slight amplitude decrease 

in the positive bands at 259 nrn and 284 nm for the triplex. A slight red-shift of 

the triplex bands was also obsewed relative to these bands observed in the duplex. 

Complex formation between M and dAlo was thus studied by CD. In 50 m M  

M ~ "  buffer, at 5 OC, the CD spectra of M is qualitatively similar to the reported 

dTIo spectra. The CD spectra shows a large positive Cotton effect at 280 nm, a 

cross over at 261 om which is close to the maximum of the W absorbance (260 



nm), and a weaker negative effect at 246 nm, figure 3.4. The position of the 

positive band at 280 nm is between that of reported values for dTlo and the linear 

1 1-mer dATlo (279 nm). Complex formation is readily monitored by changes in 

the position of bands and their amplitudes. 

Figure 3.4: Circular ichroism of M alone at 5 OC (-), 60 OC (-), and M:d& 
complex at 5 OC (-A-), at 60 OC (-). 

The CD spectra of complex formed between the compound M and dAlo is shown 

in figure 3.4. In M ~ ~ +  buffer at 5 OC, a temperature where the triple helix 

complex exists, the CD spectrum of M:d&o (1: 1 mixture) shows great similarities 

to the CD spectra of the dTio:Alo*dTlo triple helix as reported by Pilch et al. and 

the bimolecular triple helk formed by the hairpin loop d(TIoC~Tio) and dAlo, 

figure 3.5. in comparison to the CD spectra of dT10:dAlo duplex, the M:dAlo 

complex CD spectra shows a reàuction in amplitude and red-shift of positive 

bands at 259 nm and 284 nm. The negative band at 247 nm was also red-shified 

but its amplitude showed an increase relative to the duplex negative band, figure 

3.6. 
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Figure 3.5: Circular dichroism of hairpin loop d(TioC4T~o):dA~o complex at 5 OC (+) 
and 60 OC (-A-). 

Figure 3.6: Circular dichroism of M:dAlo complex (+) and àA~o:dTlo duplex 
(-A-), at 5 OC. 



On heating, CD spectni of the complex M:dAio was seen to undergo significant 

changes, particularly at temperatures close to the Tm of the complex, figure 3.7. 

On heating, as the temperature neared the melting temperature, the amplitude of 

the positive band at 259 nm was reduced until the band totally disappeared at 40 

OC. Similarly, the negaiive band at 247 nm underwent a reduction in amplitude as 

the temperature increased. On the other han& the positive band at 284 nm was 

seen to increase in amplitude as the temperature was raised. Al1 three bands 

displayed small blue shifts as the temperature increased A clear isoelliptic point 

was seen at 253 nm in the temperature dependent CD spectra. At 60 OC, the 

spectmm is similar to a superimposition of the spectra of the fiee M and dA10. 

Taken together the CD data supports the formation of a triple helix between M 

and ciAlo. 
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Figure 3.7: Circuiar dichroism of M:dAio complex at 15 OC (-a-), at 25 OC (-A-), at 
35 OC (-), at 45 OC (&), and at 60 OC (-O-). 

3.2.13 Melting Temperature Determination From CD Spectra 

As the CD band amplitudes and positions show temperature dependence, this 

information can be used to calculate melting temperatures (Tm). Chan and 

BresLauer27gJ85-2*7 recommended following the temperature induced change in 

the CD signal at waveiengths corresponding to the maximum change in ellipticity. 



In the case of T:A*T triplexes, the negative band at 247 nm and the positive band 

at 259 nm represent the points of maximum change as shown by temperature 

dependent CDS in figure 3.7. Figure 3.8 shows such CD melting curves for the 

M:dAio triple helix complex at 259 nm and 247 m. CD signal at both - 
wavelengths behave in a manner similar to the W-absorption melting profiles 

and show abrupt changes near the Tm point. Determination of temperature where 

the greatest change occurred gave a value close to Tm determined fiom W- 

absorbance melt curves (ca. 43 OC). Others have also used temperature-dependent 

changes in CD spectra to follow the association andlor dissociation of nucleic acid 

Thus by ernploying CD experiments one can gain insight not only 

into the structural aspects but also determine the melting temperatures for 

dissociation of nucleic acids complexes. 
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Figure 3.8: Temperature dependence change in molar ellipticity at 259 nrn (+), left 
axis, and at 247 nm (+), right axis. 

3.2.2 Relative Stability of Parallel venus Antiparallel T:A/T Triplexes 

Very little information is currently known about the thermodynamic properties of 

the anti-parallel T:AaT triplex. The results of molecular dynamic studies270288 

and a few ab inifio calculations,289 comprise the majority of this information. The 

ability of the isomenc oligomea M and Y to bind to dAio and form, respectively, 



parallei and antiparallel triplexes made them ideal twls for studying the relative 

stabilities of parallel and antiparallel T:A/T complexes. 

The thermal stabilities of the complexes M:dAIo @-T:A*T) and K:dAto (ap- 

T:A.T) are brought out in figure 3.9. The melting curves show a single 

inflection, indicative of cooperative melting and reflecting triplex-to-coi! 

equilibria. The hyperchromicity exhibited by K:dAi0 (ap-T:A.T) on melting is 

significantly greater than for M:dAio @-T:A*T) (25% versus 14%, table 3.1), and 

reflects different stacked conformations between these triplexes. However, the Tm 

value for the helix-to-coi1 transition is 11°C greater for M:dAio than for K:dAio 

suggesting that the parallel triplex is more stable than the antiparallel triplex. in 

agreement with this conclusion are the results of thermodynarnic analysis 

described below. 

Figure 3.9: Melting profile for the complex formed between M and dAio, (- *-) and K 
and dAio (-A-) monitored at 260 nm. Normalized absorbance was calculated 
by: [(At - Ai)/(Af)] where A, = absorbance at temperature t; Ai = initial 
absorbance; Af = final absorbance. Conditions for Tm detemination are 50 
mM MgC12, 10 m M  Tris, pH 7.3. 



3.2.2.1 Thermodynamic Parameters for Paraliel and AntiparaUel T:NT tripleres 

The helix to coii transitions for both triplexes have UT, values that decrease 

linearly with increasing log of total strand concentration, Cm, figure 3.10. In 

addition to supporthg that these transitions are bimolecular in nature, this linear 

correlation is consistent with triplex dissociation occurring as "all-or-none" 

process. Similar one step tsDNA + ssDNA transitions has been observed by 

Kool and coworkers.253-259 By employing circular DNAs, they demonstrated the 

one step melthg of pyrimidine (parallel) type triplexes to single strands. Hudson 

et ai. 172 have also observed a similar one step melting of triple helix complexes of 

branched oligonucleotides. 

Log(tota1 &and concentration) 

Figure 3.10: Reciprocal melting temperature vs log (total stand concentration) of K:dAio 
(-) and M:dAio (-.t-) complexes. Conditions for Tm determination were 
50 mM MgC12, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.3. 

Several methods for determinhg tbe thennodynamics of triple helix formation 

have been described. Some methods such as affinity ~leavage,290-2~* filter 

buidhg296 and fluorescence resonance energy transfer,29' involve direct 

measurement of the binding constant K, and corresponding AG while the 



remaining parameters are then detemiined nom the temperature dependence of K. 

Thermodynarnic properties have also been calculated based on 

spec trop hotometric and calorirnetric techniques .2339269J78J89298-302 

There has been some reports of discrepancy between enthalpy values obtained 

from direct calorimetric detenninations and those determined by van? Hoff 

analysis, for the dissociation of the third strand.299203-305 Plum et al.306 attributed 

this due to the dissociation not o c c w h g  as an all-or-none process. Recent work 

by others have confirmed that when the dissociation occurs as an all-or-none 

process, the enthalpy values obtained by the two methods are generally in very 

good agreement .300 

Thermodynarnic parameters for the triple helix complexes M:dAio and K:dAlo 

were obtained using two different methods for the analysis of UV-melting curves, 

and are reported in table 3.2. From the concentration dependence studies, 

reciprocal melting temperature vs log (concentration) were constructed, figure 

3.10, and parameters calculated from the slope (R/AHO) and y-intercept (AS0 - Ra 
In 4). Based on the methods of Breslauer,307 calculation of the equilibrium 

constant from the melt curves, also allowed extraction of thermodynamic 

properties for the triple helices under investigation. The lack of either the low- or 

the high-temperature baselines and/or the sloping nature of the baselines usually 

make the Breslauer's method hard to apply. Melting experiments were thus run 

such that non-sloping upper and lower baselines of sufficient length were 

obtained for extraction of meaningfil thermodynamic data. The values obtained 

by both methods showed excellent agreement. 



0 Table 3.2: Calculated thermodynamic parameters for the Hoogsteen and reversed 
Hoogsteen T:A/T base triplets 

Complex Binding AH0 " AS0 " AG0= 
(kcaYmo1) (cal~deg/mol) (kcaYmo1) 

K:dAlo - Reverse Hoogsteen + -6.8 -19.8 - 10.3 
w/c 

M:dAlo - Hoogsteen + w/c -8.3 -23.5 -13.0 

dTlo:dA~o*dT~o~ Hoogsteen -2.3 -56 -6.6 

dT~o:dAio Watson Crick -6.0 -171 -8.8 

'the calculated values are for each T : M  base triplet calculated h m  plots of miprocal melting 
temperature venus natural !ogarithm of total stand concentration (section 6.6.1.1). bfor the 
complete dissociation of the complex, 

A survey of literature showed a range of enthalpy values for triple helices 

containing all-pyrimidine third strands. This range of values, fiom 2 to 7.7 kcal 

mol-' hase  triplet results fiom a number of factors including base composition 

and solution conditions such as salt concentrations and pH.299-302J04J0638 

Slightly higher values obtained in this study reflect the dissociation of bath the 

Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen (or reverse-Hoogsteen) interactions at the same 

time and thus represents the total dissociation of the complex. On the other hand, 

literature reported values are fiom the dissociation of the third strand fiom the 

underlying Watson-Crick duplex. Thus using "Hess's law", when the total 

dissociation of the triple helix to single strands is taken into account, enthalpy 

ranges from 8 to 12.1 kcal mold1 hase triplet. From the seminal work of Pilch and 

cow0rkers~~8 on the parallel dTio:dAlo*dTlo triple helix, a total enthalpy value of 

8.32 kcal/mol of base triplet for the paralle1 T:A*T triplex can be obtained. A 

triplex system consisting of d&2-x-dT12-x-dTlz, x= hexaethylene glycol linker, 

gave enthalpy values in the range of 9.0 kcaVmol to 9.9 kcaVmol of base triplet 

for the parallel T:A*T triplex depending on the salt concentration of the 

solution.279 Our result of 8.3 kcaWmo1 of base triplet for the putative parallel 

M:dAlo triplex are in excellent agreement with the value reported by Pilch for - 



dTio:dAlofdTlo under the same conditions (Le. 2.3 + 6.0). This similady of 

values obtained could be taken as an indicator of the presence of 10 hydrogen 

bonded T:A*T base triplets in the branched triple helix complex. The agreement 

between the AH values obtained in this study and those reported by Pilch suggests 

that branching triplex stability (AG) does not denve from enthalpic differences 

between the initial triplex states and theïr corresponding final single-stranded 

states but rather fkom the entropic consequences of branching, vide infa. The 

considerably lower enthalpy of the antiparallel T:A.T (-6.8 kcavmol, table 3.2) 

may reflect the known lower stability reverse Hoogsteen interactions relative to 

Hoogsteen interactions. 

Calculated entropy values on the other han& table 3.2, were significantly lower 

than the reported range of values for trimolecular triple helices, e.g. 

dT~o:dAl~*dT~~, but are similar to the values reported for intramolecular 

trïplexes.299 The range of values reported for trimolecular triplexes, 0.28 to 0.42 

~a lde~~rno l -~ /base  triplet, again reflect the various conditions under which the 

various experiments were ~erformed.2~9-302~3~~306 Lower entropy values in the 

branch triplexes indicate the highly stnictured state of the branched molecules 

even when they are not in a complex, andhr the reduced molecularity of triplex 

formation (bimolecular vs trimolecular). Thus on binding with the dAlo 

complement there is a lesser loss in entropy leading to the stabilization of both the 

parallel and antiparallel branched T:A/T triplexes relative dTio:dAlo:dT 10. 

As expected the enthalpy changes for antiparallel triplex formation were less 

negative than those for parallel triplex formation, table 3.2. This enthalpy 

difference is the major contributor to the observed reduction in stability of the 

antiparallel triplex K:dAio relative to the parallel triplex M:dAlo. Thus, the 



paralle1 triplex was found to be more stable than the antiparallel triplex, with an 

average difference in fiee energy (AGou) and enthalpy (AH0) of 0.27 and 1.5 

kcaVmol T:Nï base triplet, respectively. These values can only be considered an 

estimate, since the isomeric 'V' oligomers K and &l have some small differences 

in structure, and it is assumed that 10 hydrogen bonded T:A/T trïads are possible 

in both complexes.~72 With these caveats in minâ, these results are nevertheless 

in agreement with the general understancihg of antiparailel T:A*T triplexes that 

are not very stable and usually hard to observe. 

3.3 BRANCEIED NUCLEIC ACIDS HAIRPINS 

Determination of the three-dimensional structures of nucleic acid sequences, 

through NMR, X-ray crystallography, and other methods bas become a major 

research endeavor. However at the very hi& concentrations required for such 

studies, appearance of conformers different fiom the native structure complicate 

the analysis. Thus methods are required for stabilizing these structures as close to 

their native state as possible. Although cross-linked oligonucleotides have been 

utilized in modeling high molecular weight DNA3*~3~**375~76 and as 

conformationally stable constmcts for molecular recognition studies? l lJl29377*37* 

several drawbacks are apparent. Cross-linking of oligomers can lead to 

alternation in the stability of the structures through changes in the 

hydration.313J14 Position of cross-links may also impede recognition by ligands 

of interest.315 In addition cross-linkîng can disrupt native geomeûy.316 

Discovery of wiusually stable nucleic acid 'haïrpins' has led to theu use in 

stabilizing DNA and RNA structures and for stabilization of rnRNAs and 

antisense oligonucleotides, (see Varani317 for a review of "exceptionally stable 

nucleic acid hairpins"). Based on the structural rigidity observed in mode1 branch 



nucleic acids, the use of brauched oligonucleotide hairpins for similar purposes 

was contemplated for the first time. 

33.1 Association Properties of Branched Nucleic Acid Hairpins 

Studies on branched nucleic acids have shown the phosphate fiamework around 

the branchpoint core to be rigid due to strong base stacking between the 

branchpoint residue and the 2'-residue.114v188J18319 Furthexmore the 2',St- and 

3',5'-phosphodiester linkages are oriented nearly parallel with respect to each 

other3l8 so that branched molecules K and M can be topologically regarded as V- 

shaped structures. This has led us to consider branch molecules N - Q as models 

for tiairpin formation (table 3.3). 

As the orientation of the two sfrands can be controlled independently, (see chapter 

2), these molecules are highly attractive candidates for studying duplex structure 

via hairpin formation.320 Also the effect of branching on the stability of hairpin 

structures can be deterrnined by comparing the stability of N. O. P- and Q with 

that of the linear control hairpins 1 and 2 (table 33). 



Table 3.3: Melting temperatures CC) of brancheci and hear hairpui DNA 

Branched 

''CCAAA AAmm, 
21 

r A  Al IIIII 5 8 - 3  

')CCTTT TTTTT y 

' ~ C T T T T  TTTTT 3. 

">CCTTT TTTTT 3. 

Linear 

C CTTT TTTTT 3@ CTTT TTTTT Y 

Eonditions for Tm determination: 50 mM M ~ ~ ~ ,  10 mM TRIS, pH 7.3 with a 

final oligomer concentration of 1.1 FM. 

Compounds N - Q exhibited single cooperative melting transitions (Tm) that were 

nearly independent of oligonucleotide concentrations over a 10 to 50-fold range 

(50 rnM MgC12, 10 m M  Tris, pH 7.3), figure 3.11. Ln addition, theu Tm values are 

>28 OC higher than for double-stranded complexes foxmed from two independent 

strands e.g., dAio + dTIo, Tm 32 OC. These results support the view that branched 

oligomers can foxm hydrogen-bonded, base-stacked structures reversibly in 

solution by folding intrarnolecularly to a hairpin conformation. 



Figure 3.11: Melting curves of branched and hairpin structures in 50 mM M ~ ~ ' ,  10 mM 
TRIS, pH 7.3. (a) (a), Q (m), e (*), Q (*) and 1 (A). Oligomer 
concentration was 1.1 PM. 

Molecular modeling performed on hairpins N. O and P, shows that their structure 

is energetically most favorable when the "loop" is composed of a heptanucleotide 

(5' ... AXX-3 ' ,2 'rA-3 ',S 'YYT...3 ') and the "stem" has seven A:T base-paired 

residues. 

in agreement with the view that N, Q and E have similar folded structures, the 

temperature of dissociation of these complexes are comparable (58-6 1 OC, table 

33, figure 3.1 1). In contrast, the energetically optimized structure of compound Q 



(the constitutional isomer of o) can accommodate an additional A:T base pair, 

leaving a loop with only five unpaired bases (5' ... CC-5',2'rA-3 ',S'CC ... 3 ') that is 

constrained sterically by the requirements of loop closing. It is noteworthy that 

the structural features of the loop in Q are in excellent agreement with the NMR- 

denved structure of small branched RNA fiagments>1*9319 the most significant 

being the extensive base-base stacking interactions between the central rA, the 

2'5'-dC and the next dC residue (...dC dC 5',2' ri&.), figure 3.12, 3.13. Such 

stacking interactions are also evident in the minimized structure of P.- but due to 

the structural constrains of the vicinal 2',3'/3',5' linkages, the overlap is less 

extensive. Since, in fact, the Tm value is 6 OC greater for compound Q than for P- 

or an unmodified hairpin with identical stem and loop sequences a table 3.3. 

figure 3.11), one can conclude that both the pentaloop as well as the eight A:T 

Watson-Crick pairs contributes to stabilization of Q. The favorable stabilization 

derived fiom the branched pentaioop structure in Q is also evident when its 

thermal dissociation (64.1 OC) is compared to that of a mode1 hairpin with 

identical stem but with a four-unit linear (CCCC) loop (compound 2, Tm 60.7 OC), 

the optimum loop length for normal DNA hairpins.317 It could be speculated that 

base stacking interactions within the pentaloop provide the structural basis for the 

gain of thermal stability observed in Q relative to 1 and -17 The slightly higher 

Tm observed for N relative to O, and P may be partly because of the more 

favorable purine-purine (rAî ' 5 '+CM) over purine-p yrimidine (rAZ'5 '+dC)] 

stacking interaction? l8 



Figure 3.12: Stereoview of an energy-minimized structure of branched hairpin Q. Bases 
in the pentaloop are shown in boldface; only two T:A base pairs (bottom) are 
shown for clarity. See also figure 3.13. 

Figure 

3' 5' 

3: Schematic representation of the structural features of stacking interactions of 
the branched pentaloop structure of hairpin Q. Symbols: ribose (r); 
deoxyribose (d); base stacking (9); hydrogen bonds (- - -). 

33.2 Association of Branched Hairpin DNA, N. with dTio 

The development of antisense and antigene oligonucleotides as highly specific 

potential therapeutic agents has stimulated the search for analogs which are more 

resistant to nuc lea~es~~l  and display better stabilities on binding with the target. 

Most of the reported work bas been on modifjing the linea. nucleic acids with 

respect to their bases and backbones. Apart fiom these modifications, sevenil 

reports of higher order structural modifications have also appeared and have 

included structures such as hairpins;'*Ja dumbbells,324 loope~i,*~~324 and 



circular o l i g o n u c l e o t i d e s , ~ ~ * ~ 9 J ~  to name a few. These structurally modified 

molecules were seen to have enhanced resistance against degradative 

nucleases.3zJ24 Sirnilar to these stnicturally modified oligonucleotides, branched 

single-stranded loops may confer desirable resistance against the same 

degradative nucleases.321 Thus prelirninary work on the association properties of 

such branched oligonucleotides was canied out to evaluate their ability to interact 

with single-stranded target pyrimidine sequences. 

Prelirninary studies on the interaction of a branched hairpin with single-stranded 

DNA, namely dTro, with hairpin N showed that dTio forms a stable complex with 

N in Tris buf5er (pH 7.3, 50 mM MgCl3 as indicated by the presence of two well - 

separated transitions, figure 3.14. The lower temperature transition (21.5 OC) is 

nearly coincident with the fiat transition given by the classical dT~o:d&o*dTio 

triplex (Tm= 19 OC) and corresponds to the process: triplex + dT10 + dTio:dAlo 

duplex272. The lower temperature transition (2 1.5 O C )  is therefore attributed to 

dissociation of dTio Erom the triplex dTIo:N, whereas the high temperature 

transition (61.5 OC) correspond to the helix-to-coi1 transition of duplex N. figure 

3.11. This preliminary result demonstrates that a unimolecular branched duplex 

(hairpin) can interact with a pyrimidine sequence to form a triplex structure. This 

property may be significant in the development of antisense therapeutic agents 

that target single stranded RNA via triple helix fomation.326328 
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Figure 3.14: Melting curves of N:dTio (A) and N (.)in 50 mM MgC12, 10 m M  TRIS-HCl 
buffer, (pH 7.3). The two transitions observed for N:dTio complex correspond 
to the process i and ii shown in the schematic above. 

3.4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Paralle 1-stranded DNA @sDNA) is an interes ting and unusual DNA structure. 

This duplex structure has been sbown to form via the self-association of 

ha i rp in~3~~  and other intramolecular self-folding structures. Acidic conditions,33*- 

332 ligand binding?s2 and changes in base sequence, 333,334 are strategies that 

have been used to induce the formation of parallel DNA. It is envisioned that the 

entropic advantage offered by the branched oligonucleotides codd be exploited to 

induce parallel DNA formation. If the sequences are chosen properly they c m  be 

made to interact with each other by using either the reverse Watson-Crick or the 

Hoogsteen base pairings.335 These branched parallel stranded oligonucleotides 

could then be used in targeting single stranded sequences, thus representing an 

alternative approach to the antisense strategy. 



3.5 CONCLUSIONS 

Branc hed oligonucleotides are capable of forming triple-helix structures b y 

interacting and binding with the appropriate single-stranded targets. This ability 

was exploited to quantitatively measure the relative stabilities of Hoogsteen 

versus reverse-Hoogsteen T:A/T triplets. Further extension of this work 

illustrated the ability of branched nucleic acids induce intramolecular hairpin 

(duplex) formation. Molecular modeling studies on branched hairpins showed 

that their loops adopted conformations similar to those previously seen in 

naturally occurring 'super stable" RNA hairpins?' Finally, it was demonstrated 

that branched hairpins interact with pyrimidine-rich oligodeoxynucleotides 

fonning triple helical structures. 



4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF bNAs 

"Of all sciences that wiii contribute the most to the understanding 
of biology, it is chemistry. " 

Jacob Berzelius 

4.1 INTRODUCTON 

In 1917 Emil Fisher suggested that chemistry would contribute to the field of 

genetics, although nothing was known about the molecules responsible for 

hereditary information flow from generation to generation.336 Over the years, 

chemistry has led the way in opening up the field of modem genetic engineering 

and biotechnology. Part of this success came fkom the developments in the field 

of nucieic acids chernistry. Although chemical synthesis of nucleosides was fmt 

camed out by Emil Fischer in the early part of the c e n t q ,  for the main purpose 

of proving the structure of the purine bases, not much happened till Watson and 

Crick published their work on the structure of the DNA double helix.8 This, now 

classic, publication drew the attention of a much wider scientific audience to the 

importance of nucleic acids because of the biological implications of their 

structural model; i-e. that the DNA base sequence within the ce11 was al1 the 

information needed to cany out the functions of that cell. Development of 

chemicai synthesis of short oligonucleotides of desired sequences then laid the 

foundation for modem molecular biology. 

A survey of the literahire clearly shows that the study of nucleic acids has become 

a broad area spanning many diverse fields of science, and this is undoubtedly due 

to the developments in the chemical synthesis of oligonucleotides and their 

analogs. From their initial use in deciphering the genetic code by Khorana and 



coworker~,33~ synthetic oligonucleotides have found wide and varied applications 

in the study of biochemical processes. Recently novel applications for synthetic 

oligonucleotides have seen to emerge in completely unrelated fields such as 

computer sciencePJ38239 

The variety of structural features and chemical functional groups found in nucleic 

acids has enabled them to partake in many biochemical processes. Nucleic acid 

chemistry has also facilitated the development of detailed understanding of many 

biologically important processes by providing natural and modified 

oligonucleotides of desired sequences. 

As linear oligonucleotides have been used for investigating the biological 

processes where they naturally occur, it also makes sense to use the synthetic 

branched nucleic acids to systematically study those processes where they occur. 

In particular, synthetic branched nucleic acids should allow a systematic study of 

RNA splicing and subsequent debranching by the unique and recently discovered 

debranc hing enzymes. 

4.2 STUDIES ON THE YEAST DEBRANCHING ENZYME' 
4.2.1 Biological Properties of Debranching Enzymes 

A novel enzymatic activity that specifically hydrolyzes the nuclease resistant 

branch RNA was first identified by Ruskin and Green in 1985 in HeLa cell 

extracts.1'8 Later designated the "RNA lariat debranching enzymey', this 

polypeptide is one component in the metabolic pathway of intron turnover in 

the debranching enzyme in the context o f  this thesis refers to the enzymatic activity that carries 
out the rate-limiting step in the degradation of RNA intron lariats and is different from the 
enzymatic system that carries out the debranching of glycogen. Components of  this glycogen 
debranching system are also usually referred to as the debranching enzyme. 



mammalian c e l l s ~ ~ ~  and in yeast.lIgJa This intron-lariat debranching activity was 

shown to be separate from the pre-mRNA splicing factors. One of its roles is to 

selectively cleave the 2',S'-phosphodiester linkages at the branchpoint of excised 

intron lariats thus converting them into linear molecules, scheme 4.1. This 

Linearization of intron-lariats then allows for their m e r  degradation during RNA 

catabolism. 

Scheme 4.1 

Remarkably, debranching enzymes are not nonspecific 2',5'- or 3',5'- 

phosphodiesterases since linear 2',5'- or 3',5'-linked oligonucleotides are not 

hydrolyzed by these enzymes. "8% 1 19~3~1*342 Figure 4.1 illustrates this specificity 

of the yeast debranching enzyme (yDBR) for a branched molecule, namely the 

conversion of 3 2 ~ - X X ( 2 ' " ~ ) 3 * s * ~  to 3 2 ~ - X X 3 * s * ~  and Y. This substrate specificity 

differentiates the debranching enzymes fiom other non-specific 

phosphodiesterases such as snake venom phosphodiesterase343 and the interferon- 

inducible 2',5'-phosphodiesterases in rnammals.34q-,46 



Figure 4.1: Substrate specificity of yeast debranching enzyme. Lane numbers at the 
bottom with the time of incubation in minutes at the top; o h  = overnight. 
Lunes 1-8: linear CA~'*'G; lune 10: linear CAi-5~G control; ianes 11-18: 
branched tetramer CA(~~ 'G)~*~*G.  NO yDBR was added to samples in lanes 1, 
2, 10, 11,and 12. 

The gene encoding the yeast debranching enzyme (dbrl) was recently identified 

fiom the yeast S. cerevisioell9 and purified to Ca.  90% homogeneity by its over 

expression in E. coli.200 The dbrl gene encodes for a single protein of 406 amino 

acids, which carries the debranching activity. Although the amino acid sequence 

shows no sirnilarity to any known protein sequences, a 268 amino acid region of it 

has been shown to be about 60% similar (12% identical) to the yeast glycogen 

phosphory1ase.l lg Recent database searches for sequence homologs to dbrl bas 

led to the identification and cloning of similar genes fiom C. elegans and S. 

pornbe.L20 The proteins they encode show 33% (C. Elegans) or 40 % (S. pombe) 

sequence homology to the yDBR enzyme, but are completely functional as they 

could reconstitute debranching activity and normal intron degradation to a mutant 

S. cerevisiae strain lacking the yDBR. 

There exists some information as Co some of the biochemical requirements of the 

HeLa ce11 debranching enzyme,'*~ll8~340*34lJ47 however littie investigative work 

had been reported on the yeast debranching enzyme. Using synthetic branched 

oligonucleotides, Sproat et al. 157 reported the initiation of s u e s  with the HeLa 



debranching enzyme in 1994, but their results were scarce. Independently, and in 

collaboration with the Boeke's group, our laboratory conducted studies to probe 

the substrate specificity of the yeast debranching enzyme. 

Initial work of Chapman and Boeke implied a possible relationship between the 

yeast debranching enzyme and retrotransposon Ty 1 mobility. * 19 Initial studies on 

disrupting the yeast debranching enzyme gene (dbrl) showed accumulation of 

intact intron lariats in levels exceeding that of the corresponding mRNAs but little 

effect on the growth rate of such mutant cells. Thus it was concluded that 

debranching fùnction was not essential for viability. However more recent work 

from Boeke's group has shown that a similar mutation in Schkoachharomyce 

pombe had severe growth defects.120 This suggests that efficient intron RNA 

degradation in this organism is critical for ce11 growth and the debranching 

enzyme plays a crucial role in the lariat degradation pathway. 

The yDBR, fiom S. cerevisiae, has been shown to debranch a variety of natural 

and synthetic branched nucleic acid substrates including self-splicing group II 

intron-lariats, and small synthetic branched oligonucleotides.*~ Preliminary 

studies had also shown that small branched oligonucleotides of the type 5'-X- 

r~[('"'N),y-&l-J (where X, Y and N are variable nucleotides) were sumcient for 

studying the biochemical requirements of yDBR. 

An area of this thesis work is to M e r  our understanding of the substrate 

specificity of the yDBR. Debranching assays presented here were generally 

performed by workers in Dr. Jef Boeke's laboratory (The Johns Hopkins 

University) and some by the author using synthetic substrates prepared during the 

course of this work. 



Initial work of Hudsonigl had shown that debranching reactions were impossible 

to follow on unlabelled substrates using HPLC or the commonly used UV- 

shadowing of analytical polyacrylamide gels. Thus the S'-ends of synthetic 

branched oligonucleotides were labeled fmt with 32~-phosphates in the presence 

of T4 polynucleotide kinase and the debranching were then followed by 

autoradiography (see for example 4.1). However branch molecules lacking the 5'- 

residues are not substrates of T4 polynucleotide kinase and different approaches 

are required for following their degradation in the presence of yDBR. 

4.2.2 Effect of Nucleotide at the S'-position on debranching by yDBR 

Figure 4.2 shows the debranching of ~ ' - ~ N A ( ~ ~ ' G ) ~ * ~ * G  (N = G, u)* with the 

expected debranching product linear trimers 5'-NAG-3'. Since the tetramers with 

a guanosine residue at both the 2'- and 3'- positions were being debranched very 

quickly, an enzyme preparation of known lower activity was used for debranching 

reactions, thus allowing to detect any srnaIl differences in the rate of hydrolysis 

between the substrates. The time course of the debranching by yDBR showed 

that GA(**~'G)~-~*G was being cleaved slightly more efficiently relative to 

UA(~*~'G)~*S*G. Shilar  results were obtained fiom parallel studies in which 

A A ( ~ ' ~ ' G ) ~ * ~ ~ G  was debranched more eficiently than C A ( ~ ' ~ ' G ) ~ * ~ ~ G .  These 

results are qualitative but show that yDBR has only a small preference as to the 

nature of nucleotide present on the 5'- position of the branchpoint. This notion is 

supported by the observation that branched oligonucleotides lacking any 

nucleotides at the S'-position c m  undergo efficient debranching, see chapter 2; 

section 2.3. This again would suggest that the 5'- residue does not impose an 

the branched tetramers ~'-NA(~'~'G)~.~.G (N= A or C) were synthesized by Hudson, but ail the 
debranching reactions were carried out at the same time under the same conditions. 



overly strict requirernent on recognition and ef i ient  debranching by the yeast 

debrancbing enzyme. 

Figure 4.2: Image of autoradiogram for assay of substrate recognition by yeast 
debranching enzyme done with Y - ~ N A ( ~ ' ~ ' G ) ~ - ~ G  senes of bmnched tetramers 
where N is the following ribonucleotides: lanes 1-4: N = G; lanes 5-8: N = A; 
Iane 9: linear trimer AAG; lanes 10-13: N = U; lanes 14-1 7: N = C ;  fane 18: 
linear trimer rCAG. Incubation times are at top in minutes. (Note: in 
cornparison to figure 4.3, yDBR preparation of lower activity was used in these 
incubations.) 

4.2.3 Effect of Branchpoint Nucleotide on debranching by yDBR 

Some preliminary results fkom varying the branchpoint nucleotide are presented 

in figure 4.3. A A ( 2 ' 5 ' ~ ) , ~ s l ~  , a substrate having a branchpoint adenosine residue, 

as found in nature, underwent complete cleavage. On the other hand substrates 

having the pyrimidine nucleotides at the branchpoint showed M e  (uridine) or no 

cleavage (cytosine) under the sarne conditions. Based on these qualitative results, 

yDBR can be suggested to have a preference for purines over pyrimidines at the 

branc hpoint. 



Figure 4.3: Image of autoradiogram for assa of substrate recognition by yeast 
1'5' debranching enzyme doue with S'rAN( G)3*slG senes of branched tetramers 

where N is the following branchpoint rïbonucleotides: lanes 1 and 2: N = C; 
lane 3: linear trimer ACG; lanes 4 and 5: N = U; lane 6: Iinear trimer AUG; 
lanes 7 and 8: N = A; lane 9: linear trimer AAG. At the top, + or - iadicates 
presence (+) or the absence (-) of yDBR during the incubation. 

4.2.4 Effect of Nucleotides at the 2'- and 3'- positions on debranching by yDBR 

Results from debranching assays of tetranucleotides containhg identical residues 

at the 2'- and 3'- position i.e., s ' - x A ~ ~  (N= A, G, C, U), indicated that yDBR 

shows a strong preference for purines at the 2'- and 3'- positions. These results 

were c o d i e d  by the debranching of the isomeric mixture of branch molecules 

E - H (scheme 2.5, p. 45).200 Sirnilar results have also been obtained on - 

debranching studies cmied out on certain mutant ~SDNAS-~OO This indicates that 

branched oligonucleotides with cytosines at both the 2'- and 3'- positions or just 

the 2'- positions are poor substrates for the yDBR 

From the debranching studies reported here, yDBR was seen to have a general 

preference for 2'-purines over 2'-pyrimidines. Whether this is due to some 

aspect of yDBR or due to some structural difference between the substrates 

remains an open question. It also remains to be seen how the debranching 



enzymes fiom other sources, e.g. HeLa cells, behave in respect to their substrate 

specificity 

From the above discussion it cm be seen that the yeast debranching enzyme is 

able to recognize a wide array of substrates for debranching. Future studies, 

currently underway, will involve making more radical changes at and around the 

branch core to get a better understanding of the factors uivolved in recognition 

and debranching by yDBR 

4 3  STUDIES O N  PRE-MRNA SPLICLNG 

As indicated in introduction (section 1.2) most, if not all, RNAs are synthesized as 

precursor molecules which undergo a number of post-transcriptional reactions to 

generate the final mature, functional form of the RNA. The maturation process 

starts by separation of cotranscribed RNAs such as the various rRNAs, multimeric 

tRNAs, and mRNA-tRNA dual function transcripts. This is usually followed by 

formation of mature 5' and 3' ends by removal of precursor specific sequences. 

Excision of introns from precursors that contain intron sequences, then takes place 

in the cytoplasm. For some MAS, base or sugar modifications, or nucleotide 

additions are also required before the RNA is fûlly functional. Al1 of these types 

of reactions, carried out on a diverse number of RNA molecules, have made RNA 

maturation, especially the excision of Wons, a much studied process. Although 

pre-rnRNA splicing is a common and important feature of gene expression in 

eukqotes, the molecular mechanisms by which it occurs is not yet fully 

understood.348 

With al1 the recent work directed towards pre-mRNA splicing, a number of 

generalities about this reacbon have started to emerge. It is now well established 



that pre-mRNA splicing is reguiated by highly conserved sequences at the exon- 

intron boundaries349J" and the branch site.351 Whereas in yeast there is a strict 

requirement of the branchpoint sequence UACUA-AC, in mammalian systems 

mutations at the branchpoint adenosine (G) has been seen to lead to activation of 

cryptic branchpoints.~~3 Recentiy, other sites, especially in the introns, have also 

emerged as playing important roles during splicing by binding to a multitude of 

splicing factors. Some exonic sequences are also known to play important role in 

selection of 5' and 3' splice sites. Coulter and coworkers352 have recently used the 

in vitro evolution techniques "SELEX' to identifjr exonic sequences that 

enhanced the inclusion of exons containing those sequences into the mature 

product . 

Based on the analysis for cornplementary sequences and base mismatch mutation 

studies, most of the smatl nucleolar RNA (snRNA) have been s h o w  to bind to 

pre-mRNA at one time or the other during splicing. Some of these RNA-RNA 

interactions underlie many aspects of substrate recognition, juxtaposition of 

reaction partners and the catalysis. Accordingly, binding of U 1-snRNA to the 5'- 

splice site has been shown to be the crucial step in committing the pre-mRNA to 

the splicing pathway.353354 interactions between several splicing factors and the 

5'-splice site have been well described. In contrast, recognition of the 3' splice 

site was poorly understood till very recently. According to the work published by 

Wu and Green, 3' splice site selection occurs subsequent to the füst step, scheme 

1.1 (page 8 ) F  

As to which 5'- exon ligates with which 3'exon. SharjW initidiy proposed a 

scanning mechanism for selection of the 3' splice site. According to this mode1 3'- 

splice site selection is canied out by a snRNP complex difiùsing laterally along 



the RNA until it cornes in contact with a second splice site specific snRNP 

complex. However, observations £kom tram-splicing reactions (scheme 1.1) led 

to the "jumping" mode1 of 3' splice site selection. In this case, the interaction of 

the two snRNP complexes occur independently of the RNA between splice sites 

through a three-dimensional diffusion mechanism. Recent work by Anderson and 

Moor657 bas lent hiriher support to this three dKnensiona1 diffusion mechanism. 

Their work noted that human spliceosome does not require covalent attachent of 

a 3' splice site to the branchpoint for exon ligation to take place. 

Branchpoint selection was initially thought to be due to an adenosine residue 

being bulged out of an RNA helix fomed by the U2-snRNA:pre-mRNA base 

pairing, figure 4.4.105 The unusual conformation of the bulged out branchpoint 

adenosine was proposed to represent important signaling information in the 

splicing pathway. Recently Pasco10 and Sérapiflg has s h o w  this not to be the 

case. By canying out base mutation studies, they observed that, in yeast, 

branchpoint selection occurs in multiple steps and the nature of branchpoint is 

recognized in the absence of U2-snRNA, during cornmitment complex formation. 

It is only afterwards that base pairing with U2-snRNA constrains the adenosine 

residue into a bulge conformation. Thus it could be speculated that bulging 

configuration plays a role in the chemistry of the splicing reaction but not in the 

recognition of branchpoint. 
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adenosine cleaving exon 1 (5'-splice site). 
Figure 4.4: U2-snRNA:pre-mRNA interactions showing the "bulged" branchpoint 

Splicing reaction has been investigated using natural and modified synthetic 

oligonucleotides. Use of phosphorothioates has made important contributions to 

the uncovenng of the stereochemical course of the splicing reaction.58JSgJ60 

Linear oligonucleotides have been used for separation and purification of splicing 

factors. Accordingly Hudson181, a previous member of our research group, 

initiated investigation of the recognition of synthetic branched oligonucleotides 

by a yeast nuclear extract capable of performing in vitro pre-mRNA splicing 

(unpublished results). These prelirninary results showed inhibition of splicing by 

some well-defined branched molecules and suggested sequestenng of some 

speculative branch-recognizing factor(s) by the synthetic branched moIecules thus 

preventing splicing. This merited a M e r  investigation of the importance of 

sugar, sequence, and branchpoint nucleotide in the recognition of pre-rnRNA by 

branch-recognition factor@). The splicing reactions using synthetic branched 

nucleic acids prepared during the present study were cmied out Dr. Dorian 

Anglin in Dr. Jef Friesen's laboratory (U. of Toronto). Some results fiom these 

studies are presented below. 

4.3.1 I n  vitro pre-mRNA Splicing Assays 

In the mid 1980's in vitro splicing systems were developed and a general scheme 

of the pre-mRNA splicing reaction was proposed by a number of laboratones. It 



was observed that in vitro, splicing goes through two distinctive and separate 

steps. The k t  step involves a simultaneous cleavage of the 5'-exodintron sptice 

site and the branch formation at an adenosine in the intron. The subsequent 

second step leads to the cleavage at the 3'-introdexon splice site and ligation of 

the exons, see Chapter 1, scheme 1.1 (page 8). By allowing the in vitro reaction 

to proceed only for a short time period, initial substrate pre-mRNA, lariat 

containing intermediates and mature RNA are easily separated and identified by 

gel electrophoresis and autoradiography. During gel electrophoresis, M a t  

containing intermediates show abnormal mobility relative to linear molecules of 

similar size and base composition. Scheme 4.2 illustrates the relative mobility of 

various intermediates and products present in the reaction mixture of the two exon 

pre-mRNA splicing used in these studies, shortly after initiation of splicing. 

Scbeme 4.2 
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Figures 4.5,4.6,4.7, and 4.8 show the results of in vitro splicing reactions done in 

the presence of various concentrations of synthetic branched and linear 

oligonucleotides. The extent of splicing was measured by quantitating the mature 

mRNA band as a % of total radioactivity in the lane. 



By comparing the effects caused by synthetic "Y-sbaped" RNA and DNA 

molecules it becarne clear that they both inhibit the formation of the mature 

mRNA product, figure 4.5. However oligoribonucleotides (Y-RNA) were seen to 

lead to inhibition at smaller concentrations as compared to the branched 

oligodeoxynucleotides (Y-DNA) under similar conditions. Similar results were 

also seen when the inhibition caused by "V-shaped" (V-RNA) is compared to that 

caused by "V-shaped" (V-DNA), figure 4.6. It is known that in the spliceosome 

there are a number of RNA-binding proteins that have one or more RNA- 

recognition motifs, and it is conceivable that one or more of these RNA-binding 

proteins are the putative branchpoint recognition factor@) (see below). 

Difference of RNA-binding domains to RNA and DNA could explain the 

differential inhibition of splicing seen by the synthetic RNA and DNA branched 

oligonucleotides. If the branch core recognition factor has an RNA binding 

domain, it maybe demonstrating a lower affinity for DNA, therefore leading to the 

observed differential in splicing inhibition. 

In a recent study Kim et ai?' reported some interesting observations on changing 

certain ribonucleotide residues in U6 snRNA to deoxynucleotides. They noted 

that these substitution often led to inhibition of pre-mRNA splicing. Interestingly 

however, substitution with 2'-O-methyl ribonucleotide derivatives at the same 

places showed no difference in splicing efficiencies ftom the wild type U6 

snRNA. This suggests that the ribose sugar may be involved in interactions with 

splicing factors which are unable to recognize andlor bind 2' -deoxynucleotides. 

Again this supports the view, that in the spliceosome cornplex, there are certain 

factors that show a preference for RNA over DNA. 
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Figure 4.5: Image of autoradiogram of PAGE analysis of in-vitro pre-mRNA splicing 
reactions in the presence of synthetic oligonucleotides. Looking at the effect 
of Y-We branched synthetic (a) Y-DNA, 
TACTAA(~" GTATGT)3*5*GTATGT; and (b) Y-RNA, 
UACUAA(~'~'GUAUGU)~~SGUAUGU oligonucleotides. The concentration of 
synthetic oligonucleotide in the reaction are given at the top in FM. Lanes 
marked ( 0 )  are the negative controls. As can be seen fiom the ratio of mature 
product to pre-mRNA, it takes smaller amounts of Y-RNA to abolish splicing. 



Figure .6: Image of autoradiogram of PAGE analysis of NI-vitro pre-mRNA splicing 
reactions in the presence of synthetic oligonucleotides. Looking at the effect 
of V-type branched s thetic (a) V-RNA, A(~'~'GuAuGu)~~s-GUAUGU; and 2.P (b) V-DNA, A( GTATGT)3*s*GTATGT oligonucleotides. The 
concentration of synthetic oligonucleotide in the reaction are given at the top in 
PM* 

Hudsonl8l had reported the requirement for a well-defined branchpoint for 

spticing inhibition by branched oligothymidylates. Figure 4.7 reports the results 

of splicing in the presence of branched oligoribonucleotides with or without the 

- 1 .  The Y-shaped oligonucleotide is seen to be much better at inhibithg 

splicing. The Y branched oligonucleotide completely prevents the pre-mRNA 

splicing even at low (10 PM) concentrations. On the other hand only CU. 50% 

reduction in the mature mRNA (with respect to the reaction lacking any branched 



NAs) was seen even when the concentration of the V-RNA molecule was in 9 

fold excess of the Y-RNA concentration that completely abolished splicing. 

Similar results were also obtained with V- versus Y-DNA molecules (data not 

shown). These results are interesting in that the only difference between the two 

branched oligonucleotides is the presence or absence of the sequence 5' to the 

branch. It seems that branch recognition elements involves not only the branch 

core but may be the part of the 5'-sequence as well. Rain and Legrain have 

recently suggested that the nucleotides proceeding the conserved U A C U W  

branch region sequence contributes to the branchpoint recognition process. The 

differential inhibition shown by "V" and "Y" oligonucleotides could also be due 

to their stightly different three dimensional structures. The branchpoint residue 

(AJ is known to be involved in intramolecular base-base stacking interactions 

with the nucleotide at the 2'-position.318J19 It was noted that the presence of 

nucleotides on the S'-position of the branchpoint led to a reduction in the 2'4' 

base-stacking interactions. Sund et ~ 1 . 3 1 9  speculated that this serves to distort the 

normal "A" -type helix structure in "Y"-like molecules. As no nucleotides at the 

S'-end of "V"-shaped molecules are present no such distortion is expected. Thus 

the recognition by the branchpoint recognition factors may not only involve base 

sequences but also the three dimensional structure of the branch core. 

Another interesting result appeared to be the inhibition of splicing by Iinear RNA 

molecules at very high concentrations, figure 4.8. Hudson had also seen a similar 

effect, whereby some inhibition of splicing was seen with high concentrations of 

small synthetic Iinear oligonucleotides. This may represent nonspecific effects, 

although more studies are needed to confirm this. 



V-RNA - 

Figure 4.7: image of autoradiogram of PAGE analysis of in-vitro pre-mRNA splicing 
reactions in the presence of synthetic oligonucleotides. Specifically looking at 
the effect of V-RNA, A(~*~'GUAUGU)~~~GUAUGU, and Y-RNA, 
UACUAA(*'~'GUAUGU)~~~GUAUGU, on splicing. The concentration of 
synthetic oligonucleotide in the reaction are given at the top in PM. 
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Figure 4.8: image of autoradiogram of PAGE analysis of in-vitro pre-rnRNA splicing 
reactions in the presence of synthetic oligonucleotides. Looking at the effect 
linear RNAs. Concentration of synthetic oligonucleotides given at the top in 
PM. A-RNA: AUG GAU UCU GAU AUG W C  UA and G-RNA: AUG GAU 
UCU GGU AUG UUC UA. 

A lot of speculation prevails as to the identity of the branch-recognition trans- 

acting factor(s), and no definite answers exist. It has been known for some tirne 

that U2-snRNP is associated with some auxiliary factors (U2AFs) which facilitate 

U2-snRNPYs interactions with the branchpoint sequence.362 In particular 



U2AF65 has been seen to bind at the polypyrimidine tract near the branchpoint 

and may infiuence branchpoint selection362. In 1997 Abovich and Rosbashg6 

identified a protein factor in the committed-complex that was involved in protein- 

protein interactions that bridge the 5'- and 3'- splice-site ends of the intron, before 

U2snRNP addition to the complex in yeast. More recent work has shown the 

branchpoint bridging protein (BBP) to be interacting specifically with the pre- 

mRNA branchpoint sequenceg? Based on sequence homology and similar 

functional domains, Berglund et ai? have also identified a previously h o w n  

protein, splicing factor 1 (SFL), in the marnmalian spliceosome complex as 

having branchpoint sequence recognition properties. Whereas the yeast BBP 

showed strong sequence specificity for the conserved branchpoint sequence, 

specificity of the mammalian BBP (rnBBP) binding was reported to be weaker. 

Other interesting feahires included the issue of G t y ,  which was unusually low 

as compared with some other RNA binding proteins. This suggests that mBBP 

interacts with other splicing factors that tether them closer to the branchpoint. On 

the other hand, it could also be argued that mBBP recognizes fully formed 

branches and that linear sequence binding is just a residual property. Further 

studies are required to fully understand the binding of BBP and other similar 

splicing factors. 

Weaker affinity of mBBP to the branchpoint sequence may help in explaining the 

splicing inhibitions seen with linear synthetic oligonucleotides A-RNA and G- 

RNA at hi& concentrations (figure 4.8). If other branchpoint recognition factors 

also have low affinities for the Linear sequence, higher concentrations wîll be 

required for sequestering hem with linear oligonucleotides. On the other hand 

their binding a f f i t y  may be higher when the branch bas formed and thus the 

higher inhibition effect of branched oligonucleotides. 



These preliminary results indicate that it will be worthwhile to pursue splicing 

studies with synthetic branch oligonucleotides to m e r  understanding of the 

factors involved in branchpoint recognition and selection. Furthermore these 

synihetic oligonucleotides may also prove to be invaluable in separation and 

purification of some of these branchpoint recognition factors through affinity- 

selection studies. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The results reported here further attest to the applicability of small synthetic 

branched oligonucleotides in systematically studying the biochemical 

requirements of the yeast debranching enzyme (yDBR) and in vitro pre-mRNA 

splicing. From the results reported in this thesis, in conjunction with the results 

produced by former students in the Damha research group, it becomes apparent 

that yDBR shows a strong preference for 2'-purines over 2'-pyrimidines. 

Furthermore identity of the nucleotide at the 5'-position of the branchpoint has 

M e  influence over the kinetics of yDBR debranching. 

During in vitro pre-mIL"IA splicing, RNA oligonucleotides were observed to be 

better inhibitors of splicing reactions than their DNA counterparts. It was also 

seen that a fully-formed branch, with extensions in al1 three direction, Le. Y- 

shaped, was a better inhibitor than V-shaped molecules. Further studies can be 

expected to eventually lead to a better understanding of mRNA biosynthesis, fiom 

pre-mRNA processing to final metabolism, and synthetic oligonucleotides can be 

expected to play an important role in the process. 



5. CONCLUSION 

5. CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE 

A general procedure for the soiid-phase regiospecific synthesis of branched 

oligonucleotides @NA) analogues using readily available phosphoramidite 

reagents has been developed. The method is based on the well established solid- 

phase synthesis of linear DNA and RNA oligonucleotides. The key feature of this 

method is use of phosphoramidite chemistry to assemble linear oligonucleotide 

sequences and sequential removal of the phosphate (B-cyanoethyl or O-methyl) 

and silyl protecting groups without detaching the nascent oligonucleotide fiom the 

solid support. Conversion of the phosphate backbone into the more stable 

phosphodiester linkages allows for removal of the vicinal 2'-0-t- 

butyldimethylsilyl protecting group without cleavage or isomerization at the 

branchpoint. This method allows for the formation of branched oligonucleotides 

with sequences of arbitrary base composition, length and orientation around the 

branchpoint junction, including a 21-unit branched DNAIRNA chimera, 5'-r- 

GCGAUCAG[2'd-CTTCGAIr-CCUCAGG, similar to the msDNA molecule 

isolated fiom Myxococn*~ xanrhw. The synthetic method has general 

applicabi lity for constructing branc hed oligonucleotides of varied base 

composition and size as shown by the synthesis of various branched molecules in 

this study. 

Studies to explore structural effects in the use of a branched adenosine as 

replacement for nucleotide loops in duplex and triplex DNA were also described. 

The synthetic methodology developed during the course of this study, allowed the 

synthesis of branched molecules with the potential to form intrarnolecular 



duplexes. Formation of these duplexes was studied via W - t h e d  melt profiles 

and showed intramolecular interactions between a range of concentrations. 

Branched oligonucleotides of the type r~['"'d~~d~~~-~']~*~*d~~d~icr3' and 

r~ [~ '*"d~ , ,3  ',3 'dAi o-S']3 *>*dCnT lo-3' form hairpin duplexes with comparable or 

better thermal stability to one with a natural deoxynucleotide loop. Molecular 

modeling on some these branched oligonucleotide hairpins showed them to have a 

sirnilar conformation around the branchpoint as found in lariat introns some 

"super stable" RNA hairpuis. The S - r ~ ( ~ " ~ d ~ ~ ~ ' l d ~ ~ -  51)13'57~t 0-3' branc hed 

hairpin was seen to target a dTlo strand through triple helix formation with the 

same stability as seen for an intermolecular parallel TAT triple helix. 

in the presence of dA10 and M ~ ~ '  bufFer, the branched oligomers r ~ [ ~ " ' d ~ ~ o -  

9 3.3' 3 ] dTio-3' and r~[~'*~*d~l0-5~]~'~"d~~~ -3' were seen to form triplexes 

conforming, respectively, to the "antiparallel" (reverse-Hoogsteen) and "parallel" 

(Hoogsteen) T/AT motifs. The parallel triplex was found to be more stable than 

the antiparallel triplex, with an average difference in fiee energy of 0.27 kcal 

mol-' /TAT base triplet. Most of this difference in stability was found to be due 

the difference in enthalpy of the two types of TAT triads, with the parallel TAT 

triads being 1.5 kcal mol-' /TAT base triplet more stable than its counterpart. This 

is consistent with the general understanding that antiparallel py:pu*py triplexes 

that are usually hard to observe. 

Synthetic branched nucleic acids served as very usefiil biological probes. From 

the studies on the yeast debranching enzyme, using small synthetic branched 

molecule, some usefid information regarding the substrate specificity of the 

enzyme came into light. Preliminary nsults frorn the in vitro pre-mRNA splicing 

studies carried out in collaboration with the Fnesen group showed inhibition by 



synthetic oligonucleotides. A basis for differential inhibition by the various 

molecules was contemplated, on the basis of currently known and speculated 

putative splicing factors which might be serving in branch recognition during the 

splicing process. This work establishes the need and utilization of synthetic 

branched nucleic acids in probing biologically important processes. 
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6.1 GENERAL METHODS 

6.1.1 Reagents and chernicals 

In general, solvents were dried and distilled, before use according to established 

procedures. Tetrahydrofuran (Tm) was distilled fiom sodium and benzophenone 

ketyl under nitrogen, as needed. Dichloromethane and hexanes (BDH Toronto, 

ON) were distilled fiom PzOs or calcium hydride (BDH) and stored over activated 

(400 OC) 4A molecular sieves. Acetonitrile (BDH) was first dned by refluxing 

over Pfls and then continuously reflwed over, and distilled fiom, calcium 

hydride. N,N-Dimethylformamide (BDH) was dned by shaking with KOH, 

followed by distillation under reduced pressure, and stored over activated (400 

OC) 4A molecular sieves. All traces of acidity, f?om ethyl acetate, were removed 

by washing with 5% NaHCO1, and drying over anhydrous sodium sulfate. 

Methanol was distilled fiom magnesium. Pyridine (BDH) was first dried by 

refluxing over KOH, followed by distillation from BaO. Chlorofoxm (BDH) was 

shaken with water, dried with CaC12, and distilled fiom P205. 

Tetra-n-butylammonium fluoride (TBAF), 1 M solution in THF, triethylamine- 

trihydro fluoride, 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide @cc), 143- 

dimethylarninopropy1)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (DEC), N- 

methylimidazole (N-MeIm), (methacryloxypropyl) trimethoxysilane (MAPS) 

(Aldrich), and DNA synthesis grade tetrazole (Dalton) were used as received. 

Other reagents such as glacial acetic acid, acetic anhydride, anhydrous sodium 

sulfate, sodium chloride, triethylamine, aqueous ammonia, 1,2-dichloroethane, 



iodine, trichloroacetic acid obtained h m  BDH were of analytical grade and used 

without M e r  purification. 

Deuterated solvents, acetone-D6, CD3CN, CDC13, and dimethylsulfoxide-D6 

were ob tained from Isotec, inc. (Miamisburg). 

6.1.2 CHROMATOGRAPHY 

Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed on Merck Kieselgel 60 Fm 

plastic- or alhum-backed (0.2 mm thickness) analytical silica gel sheets (EM 

Science, Gibbstown, NJ). Nucleosides and derivatives could be visualized on the 

thin layer plates by illuminating with a UV light source (Mineralite, output ca. 

254 nm), or for trityl containing compounds, by exposure to HC1 vapor. 

Regular and flash column chromatography363 was performed on Merck Kieselgel 

60 Silica gel (40-60p particles, EM Science), using 20-25 g silica gel per g of 

crude compound. 

6.13 Instruments 

W Spectra. Ultraviolet spectra were recorded on a Varian-Cary 1 UVNis 

spectrophotometer. For protected nucleoside derivatives, 95% ethanol was the 

solvent of choice. The thermal denaturation studies were also conducted on the 

Varian Cary 1 spectrophotometer equipped with a thermostated ce11 holder. 

NMR Spectra. For characterization of new compounds, 'H and 3 1 ~  nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were obtained on a Varian XL-300 or a 

Varian Unity 500 Spectrometer. Spectra were collected at ambient temperature, 

and all chemical shifts are reported as downfield fiom tetramethylsilane (TMS) 



for 'H, and fiom 85% H3P04 (extemal capillary) for "P, in parts per million 

@pm) scale. Peak assignments were made, in some cases, with the aid of COSY 

a d o r  homonuclear decouplhg experïments. 

FAB-Mass Spectrometry. Fast atom bombardrnent mass spectra were collected 

using a Kratos MS25RFA high resolution mass spectrometer with nitrobenzyl 

alcohol (NBA) matrix. 

MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry. Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization 

mass spectroscopy was performed on a Kratos Kompact MALDI III mass 

spec trome ter. 

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy. Circular dichroic spectra were collected on a 

JASCO J-7 IO spectropolarimeter. Hellma fùsed quartz (165-QS) cells were used, 

and the temperature was controlled by an extemal constant temperature 

circulating bath (Neslab RTE- 1 1 1). 

The data were collected on a persona1 computer with the use of manufacturer 

supplied software. In general, spectra were recorded between 200 and 350 nm, 

with a scan speed of 100 d m i n  and sampling wavelength of 0.2 m. For each 

sample 15 repetitive scans were recorded and averaged. Al1 CD spectra were 

recorded from oligonucleotide at concentration CU. 10 FM each stand in a buffer 

of 10 rnM Tris, 50 mM Mgch, pH 7.28. Before data acquisition at the 

appropriate temperature, samples were allowed to equilibrate for at l e s t  10 min. 

Before CD calculations, the data were smoothed on a personal computer using the 

Windows software, J-700 for Windows Standard Analysis ver 1.00 (JASCO Inc). 



Appropriately smoothed data were then exported to a spreadsheet package (Excel 

6.0/97) for presentation. 

6.2 OLIGONUCLEOTIDE SYNTHESIS 

6.2.1 Reagents 

Unprotected 2'-deoxy and ribonucleosides were obtained fiom Aldrich or Dalton 

Chernical Laboratones Inc. (Toronto, ON). Benzoyl chloride, 4- 

dimethylaminopyriàine, levulinic acid (LvOH), and t-butyldimethylsilyl chloride 

(TBDMS-Cl) were purchased fiom Aldrich. Bis(4-methoxyphenyl)phenyImethyl 

chloride (dimethoxytrityl c hloride), N,N-diisopropyl-2- 

cyanoethylphosphonamidic c hloride, and N,N- 

diisopropylmethylphosphonamidic chloride were obtained from Dalton. The 

benzoyl, trityl and silyl-protected nucleosides were prepared according to 

established procedures.364 

Nucleoside 3'-phosphoramidites were purchased from Dalton ChemicaI 

Laboratories. ~~-benzo~l-5'-0-dimethox~trit~ladenosine-2'~3 '-bis((2- 

cyanoethy1)-N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidite) 1.1. was prepared according to the 

procedure established by Darnha and Ogilvie. 152,153 2'-O-Fpmp protected 

ribonucleoside phosphoramidites for the synthesis of msDNA were purchased 

fiom Cniachem (Dulles, VA) and required a different deprotection protocol, vide 

infia. 

For solid-phase synthesis of oligonucleotides, long-chain allcylamine controlled- 

pore glass support (LCAA-CPG, 500 A pore size), was obtained fkom Dalton 

Laboratories, and derivatized according to the procedure described by Damha.210 



After denvatkation, nucleoside loadings were determined by assaying the 

dimethoxytrityl cation release fkom lcnown amounts of derivatized solid support. 

Anhydrous acetonitrile prepared by a two step method (vide supra) was used for 

dissolving nucleoside phosphoramidites and intermediate washing steps. 

Reagents for capping of the undesired reactive sites were prepared as follow: Cap 

A; 10Y0 (vlv) acetic anhydride, 10% (vlv), 2,4,6 collidine in THF, Cap B; 16% 

(w/v) N-methylirnidazole in THE For detritylation of the 5'-dimethoxytrityl 

protecting group a 3% (w/v) solution of trichloroacetic acid in dichloroethane was 

used. Activation of nucieoside phosphoramidites was achieved with a 0.5 M 

tetrazole solution . in acetonit.de. After coupling of the nucleoside 

phosphoramidite and capping the undesired reactive sites, the newly synthesized 

phosphite triester linkage was oxidized, with a 0.1 M iodine in 

ïTE/pyridine/water (25:20:2 v/v/v) solution, to a phosphotriester linkage. 

6.2.2 Solid Phase Oïigonucleotide Synthesis 

Solid phase automated oligonucleotide synthesis was carried out on an Applied 

Biosystems 38 1A DNA synthesizer (ABI) using a modified 1 pmole scale pulsed- 

delivery cycle. The major modifications to the standard 1 pmole scale pulsed- 

delivery cycle, as supplied by ABI, were as follow: (a) phosphoramidite coupling: 

"wait" step was extended to 300 sec for deoxyribonucleoside phosphoramidites 

and 600 sec for ribonudeoside phosphoramidites. A 900-sec coupling step was 

used for branching 2',3'-bisphosphoramidite monomers, (b) capping.: acetylation 

of the undesired reactive sites was accomplished by a 20-second delivery of "cap 

A" and "cap B" to column foliowed by a 30 second "wait" step, (c) oxidation: a 

30 second delivery of iodine solution to column followed by a 2- second "wait" 



step, (d) defrityZation: a 120-second delivery of TCA/dichloroethane solution to 

column for DMT deblocking and 180-second delivery for MMT deblocking. 

Pnor to oligonucleotide chah assembly, the derivatized solid support was treated 

with the capping reagents, by use of the AB1 supplied capping cycle, to block the 

undesired reactive sites. This step is necessary, since during CPG storage some of 

the reactive sites may become unmasked and oligonucleotide assembly can take 

place at these reactive sites, as shown by Temsamani*i3, leading to n-1 type 

oligonucleotides. Nucleoside phosphoramidite reagents were dissolvecl in 

anhydrous acetonitrile to a final concentration of O. 1M for 2'-deoxyribo- and 

O. 1 SM for ribonucleoside phosphoramidites. The branching nucleoside-2' ,3 '- 

bisphosphoramidite monomea in the non-regiospecific synthesis were used at 

0.03M concentrations. Efficiency of the coupling steps during oligonucleotide 

synthesis was evaluated by assaying the dimethoxytrityl or monomethoxytrityl 

cation released during the trichloroacetic acid treatment step. 

6.2.3 Solid Phase Synthesis of Branched Oügonucleotides 

6.2.3.1 Non Regiospecific Approach 

Al1 non-regiospeci fic syntheses of branc hed O ligonucleo tides were conducted on 

the 1 pmole scale. The branching was carried out by use of the nucleoside-2',3'- 

bisphosphoramidite monomers, (1.1. 2.5 - m, under the protocol reported by 

Darnha et al. 155 



6.23.2 Regiospecüic Approach 

The syntheses were conducted on a 1 m o l e  scale. After synthesis of 3''s'-linked 

linear oligorner, the branchpoint monomer was introduced as nbonucleoside- 

2'(3 ')-0-TBDMS-3 '(2')-phosphoramidite. At this step synthesis was interrupted 

and the S'-end of the oligomer was blocked with the capping reagents employing 

the manufacture supplied capping cycle. After capping the S'-end of the 

nucleotide, column was removed from the synthesizer, support was thoroughly 

washed with anhydrous acetonibile, and dried by flushing argon through the 

colwnn, 

For regiospecific synthesis, the phosphate protecting group and the 2'(3')-0- 

TBDMS group fiom the branchpoint nucleoside must be removed pnor to 

extension ftom the 2'(3')-OH of the branching monomer. Using dual luer-type 

disposable syringes a 10 ml solution of 2:4:1 (v/v/v) 

triethylamine/dioxane/thiophenol for methyl protected phosphate (or a 10 ml 

solution of 4:6 triethyIamine/acetonienle for P-cyanoethyl protected phosphate), 

was washed over the beads over the course of 90 minutes. Under these conditions 

the methyi (P-cyanoethyl) phosphate protecting group was cleaved without any 

affect on the succinyl linkage (to the support) or the heterocyclic base or base 

protecting groups. Once the phosphate backbone had been converted into 

phosphodiester linkages, removal of the 2'(3')-0- TBDMS group was conducted 

by washing the CPG beads with a 1 ml solution of 1 M TBAF in tetrahydrofùran 

for no more thaa 10 minutes. Treatment of 5'-DMT-nucleoside denvatized CPG 

with 1 M TBAF/THF showed that extended washing led to a loss of trityl release, 

however within the fmt 7 minutes a loss less than 5% was seen. Beads were 

washed extensively with ethanol. The column was replaced on the synthesizer 

and solid support was extensively washed by delivery of acetonitrile to the 



column with altemating "reverse flush" for several minutes. M e r  thorough 

washing the synthesis was restarted except that coupling of the first 

phosphoramidite at the 2'(3')-position required the use of 0.3 M phosphoramidite 

solutions and longer coupling time (30 min).I77J80 The inefficient coupling at the 

2'(3')-OH probably reflected the stenc hïndrance around the 2'(3')-OH and the 

lower reactivity of a secondary hydroxyl compared to the primary hydroxyl of the 

S'-position. Deprotection and purification of oligonucleotides is described in 

sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.2. 

6.2.4 Solid Phase Syntbesis of Tetramerîc bRNA 

6.2.4.1 Synthesis of XY(~*'*Z)~& Type bRNAs 

For yDBR debranchïng studies, two types of small tetramenc branched 

oligonucleotides were assembled. For branched tetramenc oligonucleotides of the 

type XY(~" 'Z)~& where both the 2'- and 3'- linked nucleotides at the 

branchpoint are the sarne, synthesis was carried out by using the 

bis(phosphoramidite) reagent as outlined in chapter 6, section 6.2.3.1. 

6.2.4.2 RegiospecUic Synthesis of AA(*'~'G)~*~*X Type bRNAs 

Synthesis of regioisomeric small branched oligonucleotides was carried out using 

the regiospecific approach, chapter 6, section 6.2.3.2, with certain modifications. 

The necessity of removing the silyl protecting group tiom the branchpoint during 

the synthesis excluded the possibility of using CPG solid-support denvatized with 

the usual 2'(3')-tert-butyldimethylsilyl protected monomers. So CPG 

derivatization was carrïed out with appropriately base protected, 5'-tritylated 

nucleosides, and the remaining free hydroxyl group, 2'(3'), acetylated along with 



any underivatized sites, just prior to the actual oligonucleotide synthesis. Using 

this method, loadings in the 28 - 35 pmoUg of soiid support were obtained. 

M e r  trityl on synthesis of A~'''G (or AySX), the phosphate and the 3'(2')- 

hydroxyl were deprotected as outlined in regiospecific approach, chapter 6; 

section 6.2.3.2. The synthesis was restarted at cycle entry, bypassing TCA 

delivery to column. M e r  coupling the appropriately protected 5'- 

ribophosphoramidite to the 3'-(2'-) branchpoint hydroxyl, the normal cycle was 

resumed and nascent branched oligomer extended by one nucleotide at the 5'- 

position. The branching point being so close to the surface of CPG coupüng of 

the 5'-phosphoramidites were not very high, leading to lower recovery yields of 

the branched tetrarneric bRNAs as compared to the bisphosphoramidite approach. 

Temsamani bas show that the coupling reaction is not consistent during 

synthesis of oligonucleotides, and coupling eficiencies for the first few 

phosphoramidites close to the CPG surface are low probably due to stenc 

hind.ran~e.2~3 Deprotection of these branched oligomers is descnbed in section 

6.3.2. 

6.2.5 Solid Phase Synthesis of msDNA 

Due to the RNNDNA chimeric nature of msDNA, two mutually exclusive 2'- 

hydroxyl protecting groups for the RNA phosphoramidites were required. After 

synthesis of the RNA component, synthesis was intempted and a small portion of 

the nascent oligomer bearing CPG beads was removed. The 5'-OH was capped 

through acetylation by ninning the manufacturer supplied capping cycle on the 

synthesizer. At this point removal of al1 O-cyanoethyl phosphate protecting 

groups was effected with triethylamine/acetonitriIe (IO ml, 4:6 v/v, 90 min rt), 

chapter 6; section 6.2.3.2. Following the procedure outlined in chapter 6; section 



6.2.3.2, the branchpoint 2'-hydroxyl group was then fieed by pushing a 1 M 

TBAF/THF solution through the synthesis column, followed by extensive 

washing with THF (30 ml) and CH3CN (30 ml). Once removal of the silyl group 

fiom the branchpoint was effected, the coIumn was replaced back on the 

synthesizer and solid support extensively washed by delivery of acetonitrile to the 

column with altemating "reverse flush" for several minutes. After thorough 

washing the synthesis was restarted using 2'-deoxy-3'-DMT-5'- 

phosphoramidites. As previously reported, to force the branching at the sterically 

hindered 2'-hydroxyl group, both the concentration and the coupling t h e  of the 

first 5'-phosphoramidite (dC) were tripled to 0.3 M and 30 min respe~t ively~~~.  

Deprotection and purification of msDNA is described in section 6.3.2.1. 

6.3 DEBLOCKING OF SYNTHETIC OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 

6.3.1. General Considerations 

The water used in deprotection and subsequent storage of oligonucleotides was 

double distilled, and sterilized by treatrnent with diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEP, 

Aldrich) to fom a 2% solution. The DEP treated water was autoclaved at 120°C 

for l h  using an Al1 American Electric Steam Sterilize (Mode1 No. 25X, 

Wisconsin Alurninum Co., Inc., Manitowoc, WI). Sodium azide, to a final 

concentration of ca 0.001%, was added to inhibit microbial growth. Al1 plastic- 

and silanized glassware was also sterilized by autoclaving at 1  20°C for 1 h  in the 

presence of diethyl pyrocarbonate. Gloves were wom during al1 handling of 

deblocked oligonucleotides to minimize enzymatic degradation of fiee 

oligonucleotides by nucleases present on skin. Analytical reagent grade 

ammonia, absolute ethanol and triethylamine-tnsfiydrogen fluoride) (TREAT 

HF, Aldrich) were used as received. 



For the cleavage of 2'-O-Fpmp protecting groups, 0.5M Tris-acetate (pH 3.25) 

and 2M Trisacetate (pH 6.69) bufTers were made in double distilled steriiized 

water. Buffers were filtered through a 2pm filter and stored at -20°C pnor to use. 

63.2 Deblocking of Synthetic Oügonucleotides 

Oligonucleotide containhg LCAA-CPG beads were exposed to 3:l (v/v) 29% 

aqueous NH3/EtOH at room temperature for 48-60 hrs to effect the release of the 

oligonucleotides fiom solid support and to remove exocyclic amino blocking 

groups. For ribose containing oligonucleotides, removal of the TBDMSi group 

required an additional 6- 12 hrs of TREAT HF treatment (100 pl TREAT HF for 1 

pmole scale synthesis). After TREAT HF treatment, the reaction was quenched 

with 1 ml of sterile water and liquid conveniently removed via lyophilization. 

6.3.2.1 Deblocking of msDNA 

The msDNA containing LCAA-CPG beads were exposed to 3:l (vh) 29% 

aqueous NH;/EtOH at room temperature for 48-60 hrs to effect the release of the 

oligonucleotides fiom solid support and to remove exocyclic amino blocking 

groups. After lyophilizing the partially deprotected msDNA, the sample was 

redissolved in 1 ml of sterile water. The crude yield of 2'-protected matenal was 

measured to be ca. 90 Atm units. From the crude stock solution a 40 A260 unit 

sample was taken and lyophilized to dryness. To the dry crude material was 

added 250 pl of 0.5 M Tris acetate (pH 3.25) buffer. The slightly turbid solution 

was kept at room temperature for 18 hrs. At this point 50 pl of 2 M Tris acetate 

(pH 6.69) buffer were added and solution ngorously mixed for 1 minute. The 

sarnples were then centrifùged at 14,000 rpm for 5 minutes and supernatant 

transferred to a new 1.5 ml micro tube. 900 pl of pretooled (to -70 O C )  absolute 



ethanol were added, with thorough mkhg, to the supematant and samples cooled 

to -70°C for 35 min. The mixture was then centrifbged for 5 minutes at 14,000 

rpm and supernatant carefully removed. The remaining solid pellet was 

resuspended in 450 pl of cold absolute ethanol and cooled to -70°C. After 35 

minutes samples were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 14,000 rpm and supematant 

discarded. The residue was lyophilized to dryness and redisolved in 200pl of 

absolute ethanol and solution lyophilized to dryness, yielding 92.8 Atm uni& of 

crude material. A sirnilar method was used for the deprotection of RNA oligomer 

recovered fiom the msDNA synthesis, before branch induction. The silyl 

protecting group cleavage fiom the branchpoint guanosine required an extra 8 hr 

step with 25 pl of NEh3HF as discussed above. Purification, of msDNA, by 

24% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (7 M urea)365 af6orded 50 nrnol of 

msDNA (5% yield). 

6.4 PURIFICATION OF OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 

6.4.1 Reagen ts 

Electrophoresis grade acry lamide, MN' -methy lenebisacry lamide (BIS), 

ammonium p e r d  fate (APS), N, N,N ', N '-te tramethy lethy lenediamine (TEMED), 

bromophenol bhe (BPB) and xylene cyan01 (XC) were obtained fiom Bio Rad. 

Other electrophoresis regents such as boric acid, formamide and disodiurn 

ethy Iene-diaminetetraacetate dihydrate (EDTA, BDH), 

tris(hydroxymethylaminomethane) (TRIS) (Aldrich) and urea (Caledon) were 

obtained and used as such. 



Tritylated-oligonucleotide purincation cartridge (TOPC) resin @alton Labs), 

Sephadex G25F (Phamacia) and Cis SEP-PAIS@ cartridges (Waters Associates, 

MA, USA) were obtained and used according to the supptiers' specifications. 

6.4.2 Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) 

Purification of crude oligonucleotides was carried out by employing vertical slab 

gel polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.366 Predominantly, detritylated 

oligonucleotides were purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

in order to avoid any intra/inter-molecular interaction interference. For the most 

part, analytical and preparative gel electrophoresis were performed using 24% 

(w/v) acrylamide (0.75 mm and 1.5 mm thickness, respectively). TBE buffer 

(89mM TRWboric acid, 2.5 m M  EDTA, pH 8.3) was used as the nuining buffer 

for both denahuing (7M urea) and native (no urea). Denaturing PAGE employed 

8:2 deionized formamide/lOX TBE as the loading buffer. For use as loading 

buffer, formamide was deionized by stirring over rnixed bed ion-exchange resin 

AG 50 1 -X8 (Bio Rad). For native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 8:2 sucrose 

(40% (w/v) in water)/lOX TBE was employed as loading buffer. 

Before loading the samples, gels were prerun for 15-20 minutes at 5 V/cm in 

order to remove any catalysts and UV-absorbing matena1.366 Samples were 

dissolved in 1 Op1 or 50- 10011 of the appropriate loading buffer for analytical and 

preparative PAGE respectively. After loading the samples, gels were run at 5 

V/Cm for 20-30 minutes and then at ca. 10 V/cm for the reminder of the running 

time (3-5 h). 

Followiig electrophoresis, the gels were wrapped with Saran wrape, placed over 

a fluorescent TLC plate and illuminated by a hand held W lamp (254 MI). Such 



illurninated gels were photographed using Polaroid ~ o l a ~ a n @  4 x 5" Instant Sheet 

Film (#52, medium contrast, ISO 400/27"C; f4.5, 16 second) through a Kodak 

Wratten gelatin filter (#58 green). 

Pure Oligonucleotides were obtained kom preparative PAGE by excising the 

appropriate bands from gels and eluting the oligomers by the crush and soak 

method. In general, gel pieces were crushed to a fine mesh and incubated at 37OC 

for 24-36 h. Gel pieces were then removed by filtering through 2.0pm filter 

cartridges. Such obtained oligonucleotides invariably had low molecular weight 

impurities and salts and were "desalted" via reversed-phase chromatography or 

size exclusion chromatography, vide i@a. 

6.4.3 Purification of <Ltrityl-onn OIigonucleotides 

Oligodeoxynucleotides that were synthesized with the 6'trityl-on" option contained 

a 5'-0, or in the case of branched DNA a 3'-0 (chapter 2; section 2-51), trityl 

protecting group afier standard deprotection. Such oligonucleotides were purified 

by trityl-selective reversed-phase chromatography on tritylated-oligonucleotide 

purification cartridge resin ( T O P C ~ )  (Dalton Chemical Labs) using supplier's 

specifications. M e r  elution of pure detritylated oligonucleotides fiom the TOPC, 

samples were 1 yop hilized and stored at -20°C. Oligonucleotide quality was then 

checked by analytical PAGE. Recentiy this procedwe has been extended to 

purification of 5'-O-trityl-on oligonbonucleotides.~67 

6.4.4 Desalting of Oiigonucleotides 

6.4.4.1 Size Exciusion Chromatography 

The SEC matrix, Sephadex G-25 fine, was hydrated ovemight and autoclaved 

(120 OC, lh). SEC was run in stenle, 10 ml disposable syringe barrets (Becton 



Dickinson & Co., Frakiin Lakes, NJ) plugged with silanized glass wool 

(Chromatographic Specialties Inc., Brockville, ON). Autoclaved water was used 

to hydrate the SEC ma th ,  pack the column and elute the oligonucleotides. The 

eluted oligonucleotides were collected in Ca. 1 ml fi-actions and the amount of 

oligonucleotides in each was quantitated by UV absorbance spectrophotometery 

and stored at -20 OC pnor to further use. Fractions which showed the presence of 

salts were pooled together and M e r  desalted by reversed-phase chromatography 

on Cis SEP-PM@ cartridges. 

6.4.4.2 Reversed-Phase Chromatography 

For desaiting by revered phase chromatography, sample obtained fiorn 

preparative PAGE was dissolved in 250 pl of sterile water. SEP-PAK@ cartridge 

was attached to a 10 ml sterile syringe and flushed with methanol (5 ml, HPLC 

grade) followed by methanoilwater (1: 1, 5 ml) and sterile water (10 ml). 

Oligonucleotide sample was loaded at a rate of 1-2 drop per 10 seconds collecting 

the eluent. The cartridge was then flushed with sterile water (10 ml). Finally the 

oligonucleotide was eluted with 50% methanol (1 ml) followed by methanol (1 

ml). Pure desalted oligonucleotides usually eluted in the fmt  fiaction. 

On rare occasions when the above method gave unsatisfactory desalting, a second 

reverse-phase chromatography following the method of Darnha and OgiIvie365 

was carried out. Afier flushing the SEP-PM@ carindge with methanol (10 ml, 

HPLC grade) and sterile water (10 ml), oligonucleotide sarnple fiom above, 

dissolved in 50 mM aqueous triethylammoniurn acetate (TEAA, 1 ml) was loaded 

on the cartridge collecting eluent (A). The cartridge was then flushed with 50 

mM TEAA (3 ml) collecting eluent (B). Pure desalted oligomer was then eluted 

fiom the cartridge with 100 mM TEANmethanol (l:l, 10 ml) collecting five 0.5 



to 1.5 ml fractions. The oligomer usually eluted in the h t  2 to 3 

TEAA/methanol flattions. These hctions were lyophilized, combined in 1 ml of 

sterile water and amount of oligonucleotide quantitated by UV absorbance. When 

fractions A and B showed absorption maxima at 260 nrn, these fractions were 

combined, lyophilized and repurified on SEP-PAK@ cartridge. 

6.5-1 General 

Enzymes for the charactenzation of oligonucleotides were purchased fiom 

Boehringer Mannheim (Quebec). Incubation buffers were prepared using 

sterilized deionized water, filtered through a sterile 0.2 pm-pore filter (~crodisc', 

Gelman Sciences Inc., Rexdale, ON), and stored at -20 OC prior to use. 

6-52 E nzymatic Hydrolysis of Oligonucleo tides 

Aikaline phosphatase (AP), from calf intestine, was obtained as a suspension in 

3.2 M (M&)S04; 1 mM MgC12; 0.1 rnM ZnClz (pH 7.0). Calf spleen 

phosphodiesterase (CSPDE) was obtained as a suspension in 3.2 M (m)SO4 

(pH 6.0). Lyophilized Nuclease P l  (NPl), fiom PeniciIIium cifrinum, was 

dissolved in 30 m .  W 0 A c  (pH 5.3) to a concentration of 1 mg/ml (300 

unitslml). Snake venom phosphodiesterase (SVPDE), corn Crotalus durissus, 

was obtained as a solution in 50% (v/v) glycerol (pH 6.0). 

The CSPDE incubations were performed in 0.5 M (NI&)S04 @H 6.0). NPl/AP 

incubations took place in 0.1 M TRIS-HCl; 1 mM ZnC4 (pH 7.2). SVPDE/AP 

incubations were carried out inn 50 rnM TRTS-HCl; 10 mM MgC12 (pH 8). 



Typically, 0.3 A2rn units of oligonucleotides were dissolved in the appropriate 

amount of b d e r  and incubations carried out at 37 OC for 4 hours after addition of 

the appropriate enzyme. Digestions with CSPDE were carried out in 10 pl of 

buffer with 0.004 G' (2 pl) of enzyme. NPlfAP digests were carried out in pl of 

buffer employing 0.6 U (2 pl) of NP1 and 9 U (1 pl) of AP. SVPDE digestions 

studies required pl of buffer to which were added 0.002 U (1 pl) of SVPDE and 9 

U (1 pl) of AP. After the incubation period, digested samples were lyophilized 

and redissolved in 12 - 15 pl of sterile water before analysis by HPLC. 

6.5.3 High Pertormance Liquid Chromatography 

HPLC analyses of the crude oligonucleotides and the enzyme digestions of pure 

oligonucleotides were performed on a Waters 480 instrument equipped with dual 

501 pumps, UK6 injector, and a 480 Tunable W detector, with the gradient being 

controlled by a 600E gradient controller and solvent delivery system. Analysis 

under the reversed-phase conditions were carrïed out at 254 nm using a reversed- 

phase Whatman Partisil ODS-2 (10 Pm, 4.6 x 250 mm, Chromatographie 

Specialties); mobile phase solvent A: 20 mM KH2P04 (pH 5.5); solvent B, 

methanol, gradient O - 50% solvent B in 25 minutes, flow rate 1.5 m h i n ,  30 OC. 

Analysis under the anion exchange were also performed at 254 nm with a Water 

Protein Pak DEAD 5PW column (7.5 x 75 mm); mobile phase: water; solvent A, 

1 M NaC104, gradient O - 20% solvent A in 30 minutes. 

Prior to analysis, samples were centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 10 - 15 seconds. 

Typically injections of 10 pL (0.1- 0.3 A260 units) were made and found to give 

good resolution for analysis. Peak areas and previously reported extinction 

coeflficients values at 254 nm were used to calculate relative base compositions of 

enzymat icall y hy drolyzed samples. 



6.5.4 CapiUary Electrophoresis 

nie capillary electrophoresis system was constmcted at McGilP68 and used a 

Bertan Mode1 230R power supply (Bertan Assoc., Hicksville, NY, USA) and an 

Isco C V ~  detector (Isco, Lincoln, NE, USA). The output of the power supply was 

connected to the buffer reservoir via platinum electrodes (Bioanalyticai Systems, 

West Lafayette, IN, USA). Capillary electrophoresis were performed using the 

protocol of Hjerten369 as modified by Tadey368. n i e  capillary was first 

conditioned using a 15 min wash with 1 N W H ,  followed by a 5 min nnse with 

water. The interna1 surface of the capillary was then derivatized with 

(methacryloxypropyl) trimethoxysilane (MAPS) by drawing a solution containing 

30 pL MAPS in 1 ml of acetic acid-water (1: 1 v/v) into the capillary. After 1 

hour, solution containing 9 % (w/v) acrylamide, 1% (v/v) TEMED and 1% 0 

APS in 10 ml l x  TBE was introduced into the capillary via a syringe. Where 

otherwise noted, after polyrnerization (1 - 2 hm), the capillary was cut for a 

separation length of 35 cm, and a total capillary length of 55 cm. 

Samples were analyzed under an applied voltage of 15 kV. The samples were 

injected electrophoreticatly by dipping the cathodic end of the capillary into 

oligomer solutions of 0.1-0.5 AZM) U/mL of deionized water, and applying a 

voltage of 9 kV. The injection times were varied £iom 5 sec to 3 min depending 

on sample concentration. The running buffer contained 0.9% (w/v) 

polyacrylamide in l x  TBE. Electrophoretograrns were collected on a personal 

computer using the Waters Maxima 820 (Millipore, Milford, MA, USA) 

chromatography software, interfaced through a Waters System Interface Module. 

The data was imported into ~ramd32" Spectral ~ o t e b a s e ~ ~  data analysis 

program (Galactic Ind. Corp., ver 4.0 1) for M e r  analysis and presentation. 



6.6.1 UV-Thermal Melt Studies 

Thermal denaturation studies ("melt curves") were performed on a Varian-Cary 1 

W i s  spectrophotometer (Varian, Victoria, Australia) equipped with a 

thermostated Peltier type ceIl holder, interfaced with a personal computer. 

Hellma QS-1.000 - 104 cells fitted with friction fit Teflon stoppers to prevent 

evaporation of buffers were used to hold the samples. Data was collected on a 

personal computer, using the software provided by Varian (Caryl3e ver 3.00, 

Varian, Mulgrave, Australia). Amount of oligonucleotides was calculated 

applying the nearest neighbor approximation to the UV-absorbance of single- 

strands370. Nonnally, fvted mole ratios of appropriate strands were rnixed 

together, dried and re-dissolved in appropriate buffer for hybridization studies. 

Usually solutions were ca. 1.08 pM in each strand. Hybridization buffers were 50 

m M  MgCl*, 10 mM Tris, pH = 7.3 or 1 M NaCl, 10 mM Na2P04, pH = 7.0, in 

both cases the pH was adjusted with HCl. Complexed oligomers were heated to 

85 O C  for 10-20 min and then cooled slowly to the starting temperature over a 

period of 50 - 60 min. The absorbance at 260 nm (or 284 nm) was measured at 

0.5 OC intervals while the temperature was rarnped at a rate of 0.5 OC/min. Each 

sample was run at least twice at the wavelength of interest. Tm's were calculated, 

using the Easytherm 1.0 program provided by Varian, fiom the first derivative 

plots of absorbance versu temperature, or by using the plot method of 

Breslauer-171. Tm's calculated by both methods were within 0.5 OC of each other. 

Data were also transferred to a spreadsheet package (Excel 6.0) for fùrther 

analysis and presentation. For comparison purposes, the curves are presented in 

normalized absorbance, norrnalized absorbance = (At)/(Afid - Ainitid), where At is 

the absorbance at temperature t. This type of plot allows for comparkon on a 



more equd bases than the method of Kibler-Herrog3". (At - A,itid)/(Afid - 
Ainim), which gives the change in absorbance scaled between O (At = Ahitid) and 1 

(At = Afd) and doesn't differentiate between plots of differing hyperchromicity. 

Hyperchromicity (%H) values of the transitions are reported as percent increase in 

absorbance at 260 nm with respect to the find absorbance {(Atid - Ainitid)/Afid) 

as described by Puglisi and Tinocos70. 

6.6.1.1 Calculation of Thermodynamic Data 

Thermodynamic parameters of complexation were extracted from the melt curves, 

via reciprocal melt temperature vs log (concentration) plots assuming a two-state 

(all-or-none) model, Le., that the monophonie helix-coi1 transition of the 3:dAl 

and S:dAlo triplexes corresponds to the equilibrium reaction: 

@mm& oligomer: dAl O ] + branch oligomer + dA 1 O 

Thermodynamic data presented in table 3.2 were calculated Erom plots of 

reciprocal melting temperature, 1 /Tm, versus the natural logarithm of total strand 

concentration, ln Cr (1 - 100 ph4 concentration range), according to 

The dope of this plot c m  be used to calculate AH0, and the intercept permits 

calculation of AS0. These two thermodynarnic parameters can then be used to 

calculate AG0 by application of the Gibb's free energy equation, 

AG0 = AH0 -TAS0. 

Thermodynamic parameters were also obtained from the alpha plot method of 

Breslauer.307 With the transition studied being bimolecular, the molar fraction a is 

related to the changes in enthalpy (AH? and entropy (AS? by the relationship,)07 



where K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction, a is the fiaction of strands in 

the triplex state (obtained fiom the melt curve), R is the gas constant, and CT the 

total strand concentration (Le., conc. of 1 + conc. target) present in the UV 

cuvette. K values were then calculated at each temperature (eq. 1, with 0.15 < a 

< 0.85) and the thermodynarnic parameters calculated from the inK vs l/Tm plot, 

which increased linearly with increasing l/Tm values. The standard enthalpy 

change is related to the slope of the curve (-AHO/R) and the entropy term to the y- 

intercept (ASO/R). The change in fkee energy of association, or AG0, was 

calculated at 25 OC. These values were in excellent agreement with the AG0 

values derived £iom eq. 1 above. Al1 plots were analyzed by linear regression. 

6.6.2 Job Plots 

The stoichiometry of interactions between M and dAlo were determined by using 

the continuous variation method of Job281. Titrations were performed in Hellma 

QS-1.000 - 104 cells fitted with friction fit Teflon stoppers. Absorbance readings 

were canied out at 10 OC on a Varian-Cary 1 W N i s  spectrophotometer (Varian, 

Victoria, Australia) equipped with a thennostated Peltier type cell holder. M e r  

each addition of complement strand the system was aliowed to equilibrate at IO 

OC for 15 minutes before taking the absorbance reading. The stoichiometry 

studies were conducted in 50 rnM MgC12; 10 m M  Tris (pH = 7.3) or potassium 

buffer. 



6.6.3 Molecular Modeling 

These studies were performed in the AMBER force field developed for nucleic 

acids (HyperChem 3.0, Hypercube). The cutoff h c t i o n  (switched: inner = LO A 

and outer = 14 A) and the RMS gradient was kept constant at kcal/mol k 

The branched pentaloops (3'-dCC5',2'-rA-3',5'dCC-3' and 5'-dCC3',2'-rA- 

3',5'dCC-3' for P and Q, respectively) were füst minimized individually. These 

were then capped to A/T duplexes built in the classical B-form pnor to M e r  

minimization. The most energetically favored structure of Q is shown in figure 

3.13. 

6.7 MOLECULAR BlOLOGY 

6.7.1 Substrate Specificity of yDBR 

Preliminary investigation on the substrate specificity of yDBR using synthetic 

branched oligonucleotides was canied out by Dr. K. Nam and Prof'. J. Boeke of 

The Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, MD). Some of the these yDBR 

debranching assays were also carried out by J. Trembley in the same lab. 

6.7.2 Debranching of AA(~'''G)~& and msDNA 

in order to confirm the presence of branch core in the regiospecifically 

synthesized branch oligonucleotides, they were subjected to hydrolysis by the 

yeast debranching enzyme (generously provided by Dr. J. Boeke, The Johns 

Hopkins University). The debranching studies were carried out by the author in 

Dr. M. Pamiak's lab (McGill AIDS center) with the assistance of Dr. 1. Burkner. 

6.7.2.1 S'-End Labeüng with '*P 

The branched samples were S'-end labeled with T4 polynucleotide kinase (MBI 

Fermentas Inc., Flarnborough, ON) using [ y - 3 ' p ] ~ ~ ~  (Arnershem). Bxiefly, the 

labeling was carried out in the 10x reacfion buffer: 500 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.6); 



100 mM MgC12; 50 m M  DTï; 1 mM spemiidine, and 1 m M  EDTA provided with 

the enzyme. Approximately 0.05 f%260 uni& of lyophilized oligonucleotide was 

brought up in 5 pl of 10x buffer, co. 20 pCi (2 pl) of [ y - 3 2 p ] ~ ~ ~ ,  10 U (1 pl) of 

T4 polynucleotide kinase (supplied in a buffer of 20 m M  Tris-HC1 (pH 7.5); 25 

rnM KC1; 0.1 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT and 50% glycerol with balance (42 pl) 

water to a total volume of 50 pl. 

The reaction mixture was incubated at room temperature for 45 minutes after 

which the reaction mixtures were lyophilized and taken up in 5 pl of loading 

buffer containing bromophenol blue and xylene cyan01 dyes in 80% formamide. 

The labeled oligonucleotides were then repurified by PAGE (20%, 8 M urea). 

The labeled oligonucleotides were extracted fiom the gel into water and desalted 

by size exclusion chromatography using Sephadex G-25. Thus purified branched 

oligonucleotides were subjected to the debranchiag enzyme wder the following 

conditions: CU. 1-10 b o l  labeled molecule in a total volume of 50 pl containing 

20 mM HEPESKûH (pH 7.6), 125 mM KCL, 0.5 rnM MgCl2, 1 mM Dm, and 

10% glycerol at 30 OC for 4 hours. The reaction was stopped by lyophilizing to 

dryness. Mixture was then redissolved in 5 pl of loading buffer, analyzed by 

PAGE (20%, 8 M urea), and visualized by autoradiography (24 hm). 

6.73 Pre-mRNA Spiicing Studies 

Al1 pre-mRNA splicing studies were conducted by Dr. Dorian Anglin in the lab of 

Prof. J. Fnesen at Hospital for Sick Kids (Toronto, ON). 



6.8 MONOMER PREPARATION FOR SYNTHESIS OF 

OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 

6.8.1 Convergent Approach 

~~-benzoyl -~~-~-dirnet  h o x y t r i t y l a d e n o s i n ~ 2 -  
cyanoetbylphosphoramidite): 

This branching synthon was prepared according to the literatwe procedure. 153 

~ ~ - i s o b u  tryl-5'-O-monomet hoxytritylribo[ 
2-cyanoethylphosp hotsrnidite): 2.5 

To a stirred THF (5  ml) solution of ~~-benzo~l-5 '-0-  

monomethoxytritylguanosine 2.1 (0.43 mmol, 268 mg), and 

diisopropylethylamine (3.8 mmol, 745 pl) was added dropwise N,N-diisopropyl- 

2-cyanoe*thy lphosphonamidic c hloride (2.58 mmol, 576 pl) at room temperature. 

A precipitate appeared after 15 minutes. M e r  stiming for 20 hrs at room 

temperature, TLC analysis (ether/CH2C12 1:2) showed complete consumption of 

starting material. Ethyl acetate (50 ml, pre washed with 5 % NaHC03) was added 

and solution washed with saturated brine (5 x 50 ml). The organic layer was dried 

over anhydrous Na2S04 and solvent removed under vacuum to afford the crude 

product as an oil. Initial purification by silica gel column chromatography, elution 

with 50:44:6 CHzClz/hexane/triethylamine, still gave the purified product as an 

oil. The rnaterial was then dissolved in CH2C12 (20 ml) and precipitated fiorn 

cold hexanes (200 ml) to afford a white foam in 35% yield (150 mg). TLC: 

ether/CH2C12 1 : 1, Rf = 0.20, 0.38, 0.47. UV (95% EtOH) hmax = 2 16, 234, 275 

nm, Amin = 223,246. 3 ' ~ - ~  (CDCL3) 



S'-O-dœmethorytrity1unidine-2~~'-O-bis(N~diisopropyl)-2- 
cyanoethylp hosp horamidite): 

To a stirred THF (5 ml) solution of 5'-O-dimethoxytrïtylundine (1 -82 m o l ,  

995 mg), C(dimethy1arnino) pyridine (0.39 mmol, 44 mg), and 

diisopropylethylamine (12.9 mmol, 2.48 ml) was added dropwise N,N- 

diisopropyl-2-cyanothylphosphonamidic chloride (4.4 m o l ,  980 pl) at room 

temperatute. A precipitate appeared after 10 minutes. M e r  being stirred for 4 

hrs, ethyl acetate (50 ml, pre washed with 5 % NaHC03) was added and reaction 

mixture worked up as for 2.5. The ctude product was purified by silica gel 

chromatography by elution with 50:44:6 CH2C12hexaneftriethylamine to obtain a 

white foam. The pure product was obtained in 58% yield (1 g). TLC: 

ether/CHrC12 1: 1, Rr = 0.29,0.35. UV (95% EtOH) hmax = 232,263 MI, M n  = 

224,253. "P-NMR (CDC13) 

~benzoy1-5'-0-dimethoxytrify1~~osin~2'~~-0-bis~,~~~sopropy1)-2- 
cyanoethylphosphoramidite): t.7 

To a stirred TEE (5 ml) solution of v-benzoyl-510-dimetho~ytritylc~tosine Q 

diisopropylethylamine (12 mmol, 2.3 ml) was added dropwise N,N-diisopropyl-2- 

cyanothylphosphonamidic chloride (3.7 m o l ,  825 pl) at room temperature. A 

precipitate appeared after 10 minutes. AAer being stirred for 4 tus, ethyl acetate 

(50 ml, pre washed with 5 % NaHC03) was added and the reaction mixture 

worked up as for 2.5. to afford a slightly yellow foam in 80% yield (1.3 g). TLC: 

ether/CH2C12 1 : 1, Rf = 0.45,0.53. UV (95% EtOW) hmax = 232,256 nm, M n  = 



To a stirred anhydrous THF (3 ml) solution of pure ~ ~ - b e n z o ~ l - 0 ~ - ~ -  

nitrophenylethyl-5'-O-monomethoxytrityIriboguano~ine (0.3 5 mmol, 290 mg) 

and diisopropylethylamine (3.25 mmol, 0.566 mi) was added, dropwise over a 

period of 90 sec, N,N-diisopropyl-2-cyanoethyiphosphonamidic chioride (0.91 

mmol, 203 pl) at room temperature. The solution tumed slightly yellow and a 

precipitate appeared after 10 minutes. After stirring for 20 hrs, the reaction 

mixture was worked up and as for u. Compound 2.8 was purified as a slightly 

yellow foam in 73% yield (3 10 mg) by silica gel column chromatography (eluent: 

CH2C12/hexanes/~ethylamine, 50:44:6). TLC: dichlorornethane/ether 1 : 1, Rf = 

0.67,O.S. UV(Et0H) hmax = 234,276 nm, Amin= 248 nm. 

6.8.2 Regiospecific Approach 

6.8.2.1 Synthesis of  S'-OH monomers 

~~-benzo~ l -2 '  2'-di~-butyïdimethyisi~yladenosine: 2.16 

To a sample of ~~-benzo~l-5'-0-dimethoxytrityl-2',3'-di-f- 

butyldimethylsilyladenosine, 2.12, (3.4 mmol, 3.1 g) was added ûifluoroacetic 

acid (25 ml, 3% in CH2C12). AAer stimng for 10 minutes at O OC, TLC analysis 

(5% MeOH in CH2C12) showed the complete consumption of the starting material. 

Reaction was neutralized by addition of 20 ml of 5 % NaCO3. After extraction 

with 5 % NaHC03, (20 ml), the organic layer was dned over anhydrous Na2S04 

and evaporated under vacuum to yield a white foam. The crude product was 

taken up in 25 ml of CH2Clz and precipitated in cold hexanes (450 ml) to afXord 



2 16 as a white powder in 65% yield ( 1 -3 g). TLC: 5% MeOH/CH2C12, Rf = 0.64. 

UV (95 % EtOH) Xmax = 280 nrn, Amin = 256 nm. 

~~-isobutr~l-2'~'4i+but~ldimeth~lsil~l~anose: 2.1 7 

To a solution of ~~-isobutryl-5'-0-dimethoxytrityl-2'.3'-di-t- 

butyldimethylsilylguanosine, 2.13, (2.83 rnrnol, 2.5 g) in dichloromethane (5 ml) 

was added trifluoroacetic acid (20 ml, 3% in dichloromethane). After stimng for 

LO minutes at O OC, reaction was poured into 5% NaHCO, (50 ml). M e r  

extraction, the organic layer was dned over anhydrous NazS04 and evaporated 

under vacuum to yield a bright orange foarn. The cmde product was purified by 

silica gel chromatography by elution with a gradient of O - 5 % methanol in 

dichloromethane. The pure product was obtained as a white foam in 61% yield 

(977 mg). TLC: EtOAc/CH2C12 1:2, Rr = 0.82. W (95% EtOH) hmax = 270 nrn, 

Amin = 242 nm. 

2',3'-di+butyldimet hylsilyluridine: 2.18 

To a solution of 5'-O-dimethoxytrityl-2',3'-di+butyIdimethy1~i1yuridine, 2.14, 

(2.58 mmol, 2 g) in dichloromethane (5ml) was added trifluoroacetic acid (20 ml, 

3% in dichloromethane). After stimng for 10 minutes at O OC, reaction mixture 

was poured into 5% NaHCO, (50 ml). m e r  extraction, the organic layer was 

ciried over anhydrous Na2S04 and evaporated under vacuum to yield a bright 

orange foarn. The crude product was purified by silica gel chromatography by 

elution with a gradient of O - 5 % methanol in dichloromethane. The pure product 

was obtained as a white foam in 8 1% yield (977 mg). 

To a solution of ~~-benzoyl-~'-0-monomethox~ty1-2',3'-d 

butyldimethylsilylcytosine, 2.15, (1.9 mmol, 1.6 mg) in dichloromethane (5 ml) 



was added trifluoroacetic acid (20 mi, 3% in dichloromethane). M e r  stMng for 

15 minutes at O OC, TLC anaiysis (5% MeOH in CH2C12) showed detritylation to 

be nearly complete. Reaction was neutralized by addition of 20 ml of 5 % 

NaHC03. AAer extraction, the organic layer was dried over anhydrous Na2S04 

and evaporated under vacuum to yield a yellow oil. The cmde product was 

purified by silica gel chromatography by elution with a gradient of O -2 % 

methanol in dichloromethane. The pure product was obtained as a white foam in 

68% yield (750 mg). TLC: 5% MeOWCH2Cl2, RF = 0.61. W (95% EtOH) hmax 

= 257 nrn, hmin = 249 nrn. 

6.8.2.2 Synthesis of SPX phosphoramidites 

~~-beozo~l-2'~'~0-di-t-but~ldimeth~lsü~ladenosine5'-0-~,~4~so~ro~~lamin~2- 
cyanoethylphosphoramidite: 2.20 

To a stirred THF (5 ml) solution of ~~-benzo~l-2',3'-0-di-t- 

butyldimethylsilyladenosine 2.16 (2.6 mmol, 1.5 g), 4-(dimethy1amino)pyridine 

(0.16 mmol, 2 1 mg), and diisopmpylethylamine (6.2 m o l ,  1.1 ml) was added 

dropwise N,N-diisopropy l-2-cyanoethylp hosphonamidic chloride ( 1.8 mmol, 400 

pl). After 5 minutes a white precipitate appeared. AAer 4 hours of stimng, TLC 

analysis (ether/CH2Clz 1: 1) showed complete consumption of starting matenal. 

The reaction mixture was poured into ethyl acetate (LOO ml, prewashed with 5% 

NaHC03). The solution was washed with saturated brine (5 x 100 ml). The 

organic phase was dried (anhydrous Na2S04) and the solvent removed under 

vacuum to afford the title compound 2.20 as a white foam in 96% yield (2 g). 

TLC: ether/CH2C12 1: 1, Rr = 0.50, 0.70. UV(95% EtOH) hmax = 273 nrn, 3unin 

= 252 nrn. 3 ' ~ - ~  (acetone-D6,500 MHz) 148.5, 148.72. 



To a stirred THF (5 ml) solution of ~~-isobuhyl-2',3~-0-di-t- 

butyldimethyisilylguanosine 2.17 (1.18 mmol, 685 mg) and triethylarnine (1 1.8 

mmol, 2 ml) was added dropwise N,N-diisopropyl-2-cyanoethylphosphonamid 

chloride (3.54 mmol, 687 pl). AAer 10 minutes a white precipitate appeared. 

AAer being stimed for 24 hours, the reaction mixture was worked up as for 2.20 

affording the crude material as an oil. The crude material was purified by silica 

gel chromatography by elution with 50:44:6 CH2C12hexanes/triethylamine. After 

evaporation of the pooled fractions, the title compound 2.21 was obtained as a 

white foam in 53% yield (500 mg). TLC: ether/CH2C12 1 : 1, Rf = 0.65. W(95% 

EtOH) lmax = 276 nrn, Amin = 249 nm. "P-NMR (acetone-D6,500 MHz) 149.2, 

149.7. 

Z ' J ' - O - d i - f i b u t y l d i m e < h y l s ü y l u r i d i n e 5 ' ~ -  
cyanoethylphosphoramidite : 2.22 

To a stirred THF (5 ml) solution of 2',3'-O-di-t-butyldirnethylsily1uridine 2.18 

(1.67 mmol, 750 mg), 4-(dimethy1arnino)pyridine (0.170 m o l ,  21 mg), and 

diisopropylethylamine (6.4 mmol, 1.1 ml) was added dropwise N,N-diisopropyl- 

2-cyanoethylphosphonamidic chlonde (1.85 mmol, 410 pl). M e r  5 minutes a 

white precipitate appeared. AAer stirring for 4 hours, ethyl acetate (25 ml, 

prewashed with 5% NaHC03) was added and the reaction mixture worked up as 

for 2.20. The title compound 2.22 was obtained as a white foam in 75% yield (850 

mg). TLC: ether/CH2Clz 1: 1, Rf = 0.5 1,0.55. LN (95% EtOH) knax = 257 nm, 

Amin = 250 m. "P-NMR (acetone-D6,500 MHz) 149.05, 149.43. 



~ ~ - b e a z o ~ i - 2 ~ ~ - 0 - d i - t - b u t y 1 d i m e t b ~ l s ~ ~ l c ~ o s ~ ~ 5 ' - ~ ~ ~ ~ s o p r o p ~ ~ a m h ~ 2 -  
cyanoethylphosp horamidite: 2.23 

To a stirred THF (2.5 ml) solution of p-benzoyl-2',3'-O-di-t- 

butyldimet~lsilylcytosine 2.19 (0.69 mmol, 400 mg), 4-(dimetby1amho)pyridine 

(0.076 mmol, 10 mg), and diisopropylethylamine (2.8 rnrnol, 500 pl) was added 

dropwise N,N-diisopropyl-2-cyanoethylphosphonaraidic chloride (0.83 mrnol, 

160 pi). Afier 15 minutes a white precipitate appeared. After stirring for 4 hours, 

ethyl acetate (25 ml, prewashed with 5% N m 3 )  was added and the reaction 

mixture worked up as for 2.20. The title compound 2.23 was obtained as a white 

foarn in 90% yield (500 mg). TLC: ether/CHzClt 1: 1, Rf = 0.50. UV (95% 

EtOH) Amax = 257 nrn, hmin = 250 nm. "P-NMR (acetone-D6,500 MHz) 149.1, 

149.5. 
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